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Ar.STRJ\CT 
The seismicity of East Africa has be~n investigated usln~ 
the Durham University seismometer arrny at KaptaBat. Events 
recorded by this station orl~lnate from five Q~in ~cismic rc~lons. 
Three of the five re~ions, the Kavirondo Rift, the Stria Fault and 
the area from Entebbe to the Ruwenzori Mountalnn, form cast-west 
bands of activity. The activity in the remalnin~ re~tons, the 
Hestern Rift, in particular the Ruweneori Mountains, ahd the 
GrG~ory Rift shows a north-south distribution. Earthquakes from 
the Uestern Rift are associated with the boundnry faults. In 
the Kavirondo Rift the events are associated with the eastern end 
of the Brabcn and have been used to Infer an easterly e~tensTon 
of the fau 1 ts. t~ I til in the centra 1 GrP.F;ory RIft the shocks are 
associated with the axis of the rift. ~here the Areeory Rift passes 
in·to the North Tanzania Divergence and the Turkwel Depression the 
events are distributed across the width of the Rift. 
From the slope, b, of the cummulatlve frequency-mar,nltude 
curve it Is suggested that the ~estern Rift can b~ divided Into a 
northern and southern section. The former section Is the younr,er 
and Is tectonically similar to the Kavirondo graben. The Eyasi 
and Gregory Rifts have ·shown the same value for 1 b 1 and seem to be 
tectonically sir.1llar. HmJever, they differ in the upper cutoff 
limit on the magnitude of the earth~uakes. 
The pattern of seismicity In the Grc~ory Rift and the travel 
time, compared 'to normal shield structure, across the ~1ft have 
been interpreted to r;Jve a model for the crustal structure vJithln 
the rift. The model consists of n continuous velocity Increase 
with depth Interrupted by a drop In v6locity. The anomalous 
material which the model represents also has a low Q value of 
approxl~atbty 100. 
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CHAPTER 
THE AFRICAN RIFT SYSTEM 
1:1 The broad pattern of faulting. 
A belt of anastomosing faults runs southward from the junction 
of the Gulf of Aden and the Red Sea ·for 4000 Km (McConnell, 1972). 
This belt of faults Is known as the East African Rift System. At 
the northern end of the system, in the centre of the Arabian 
Ethiopia dome, a triple juntt~on is formed In the Afar triangle 
where the Red Sea, the Gulf of Aden and the East African Rift meet. 
From this junction the faulting runs across the dome, through the 
Rudo 1 f graben and into the Gregory and Eyas I Rd·f ts. The 1 as t 1.t!wo 
rifts form the eastern margin of the·Pre-Cambrian Tanganyika shlel8 
and are collectively known as the Eastern Rift. A maximum distance 
of 1000 Km to the west,nthe Western Rift valley forms the western 
margin to the shield. Thls'rift valley encloses the lakes Albert 
(Mobutu Sese Seko), George, Edward Cldi Amln Dada), Kivu, 
Tanganyika and Rukwa. Neogene-age faulting in the Lake Malawi area 
may represent a tenuous connection between the Eastern and Western 
Rifts. More definite evidence of a junction Is hidden by the 
Pleistocene-Holcene age volcanics of the Rungwe Mountains 
(Mcconnell, 1972). 
Dlxey (1946) defines a Southern Rift which runs southward 
from Lake Malawi for 1280 Km. At the end of the Southern Rift the 
faulting bifurcates, the two arms encircling the Rhodesian Shield. 
Around the Rhodesian Shield the rifting Is represented by troughs 
of Karoo sediments formed by faulting during the Karoo and Cretaceous 
periods (Vail, 1967). South of these troughs the line of tectonic 
features is represented by Igneous complexes such as the Bushveld 
and the Great Dyke (McConnell, 1967). 
1 
________ _,__ __ 
Geography of East Africa 
Fig 1:1 
Unlike the oceanic rift valleys, the Continental rift, which 
runs from Malawi to Ethiopl~ Is not a continuous physical feature 
(Le Bas, 1971 ). From the pattern of faulting Mcconnell (1972) has 
suggested that the distribution of the faults Is controlled by 
~he Pre-Cambrian orogenic belts within the continent. This may 
not be completely true of the whole rift system as Mohr C1974a) 
has suggested that satellite photographs show that the NNE trending 
Gregory Rift In north central Kenya Is not aligned with N-NNW 
trending Pre-Cambrian structures. On the other arc of the rift 
system, the Lake Tanganyika Rift, often regarded as an example 
par excellence of a rift determined by older structures, persists 
In its curving arc despite linear Ubendian trends. The relationship 
between the faulting and the Pre-Cambrian orogenic belts would 
suggest that the geology has Influenced, but does not completely 
control, the distribution of the faults. 
1:2 The Western Rift. 
The Western Rift, as defined by Dlxey (1946), is restricted 
to a series of north-south trending features enclosing the lakes 
Albert, Edward, Kivu and Tanganyika. This belt of faulting extends 
from the Rungwe Mountains to north of Lake Albert where the 
faulting abuts against the Madl Series of Sudan and the Aswa shear 
belt of northern Uganda. Throughout its length, the Western Rift 
is confined to Pre-Cambrian orogenic belts. Where these belts 
, depart from a north-south trend the faulting becomes en echelon 
reflecting the older grain but still maintaining an overall north-
south direction (McConnell, 1967), 
The Lake Tanganyika graben, which lies within the NW-SE trending 
Ubendian belt, was probably Initiated in the Late Palaeozoic 
(MCConnell, 1967). Then, during the Jurassic, elongated basins with 
2 
partly faulted margins wete formed and filled wl.th Karoo sediments. 
Further downfaultin3 or folding protected these sediments from 
the followinR planation which formed the Post Jurassic- Pre-
Cretaceo~s erostod lev~l. Movement of the faults occurred again 
during the Upper Pliocene and caused the uplift of the Livingstone 
Mountains much further south (Quenell, 1956). The north-eastern 
margin~ of the Tanganyika Rift is formed by two uplifted blocks. 
These blocks are terminated by a downfaulted belt wht~h forms the 
Rukwa val ley to the south of Lake Tanganyika (Sutton and Watson, 
1959). 
The Ubendian, with which the Tanganyika Rift ls~associated, 
is dated as 2.15- 1.65 10 3 my., (McConnell, 1967). This prominent 
orogenic belt is a metamorphic complex of ortho- and paragneisses. 
Across the gneissic complex shear zones run In a NW-SE direction 
parallel to the regional strike. Evidence of Pre-Cambrian faulting 
is present In the form of two sets of nearly vertical mylonite 
bands running NW-SE and N, NE-S,SW. These mylonites are thought 
~ to have been formed at depth by transcurrent faulting which 
generated the heat necessary for 'the mlnAral assembla~e within the 
zones. Cataclastic rocks and elon&ated anatectic granites, totally 
different to those within the mylonite belts,~are a1so associated 
with the faults that form the present fift (Sutton and Watson, 1959). 
North of Lake Tanganyika the geology changes as the Pre-
Cambrian basement disappears beneath a volcanic field of alkali 
basalts, basanltes, trachytes and trachyandesltes. Sandwlched 
between this volcanic field and the Blrunga-Bufumbrla lave fields 
further north is Lake Kivu. The Birunga-Bufumbrla field was 
formed by eight volcanoes which align In an east-west direction 
perpendicular to the line of faulting (Holmes, 1965). 
The:faultlng that lies o~ efther slde of La~e_Edward follows 
the line of the Ubendlan oro~enlc belt. On the eastern flank 
where th~ fa~ltlng dies out th~ perslstance In the line of ~eakness 
Is lllustrafed by downwarplng and volcanics (Reece, 1961). Further 
north ·Into west central Uganda the rif~ tu~ns fr6m the Ubendl~n 
trend to follow the strike of the Toro system of Uganda, (King, 
1.970). The Toro system Is of Ubendlan age but has had Karagwe-
Ankolean structures, 1.29- 0.85 103 my. ln~age (MCConnell, 1967), 
impressed upon it. These structures are mainly NNW-SSE folds with 
minor NE striking cross folds and sfmilarly aligned small scale 
thrusting. 
Rurther north the 50 x 120 l<m Pre-Cambrian block of the 
Ruwenzorl Mountains perturbs th~ perslstant rifting. This blo~k 
is bounded to the west by westward h~dlng faults, dipping at 
10- 30 degrees, and the Semlikl Rift (Davies, 1951). To the east 
the block Is bounded by an upwarp and the Pre-Cambrian Wasa fault. 
The Wasa fault Is probably a Pre-Cambrian dextral transcurrent 
.shear of 8 Km which has been eiplolted by Tertiary movement, 
(Mc~onnell, 1972). The northern nose of the Ruwenzoti Is composed 
of basement gneiss over ahd against which Is. thrust the Ubendlan 
front to give east-west sy~cllnes of schists and quartzites. Dlx~y, 
(1946), has suggested that the Ruwenzorl Is the remnaht of a much 
larger block formed durin~ the Jurassic since when It has su€fered 
erosion with minor uplift. However, recent movement of the 
Ruwenzorl Is Indicated by grid faulting In the Albert Graben (Bishop 
and Trendall, 1946) and adjustment of the faults to the west, 
(Wohlenberg, 1966). Ho1mes (·1965) suggests, from the present height 
of.the Miocene planation level~. In the Ruwenzorl area, that 3 Km of 
uplift has occurred since the Miocene. If this Is correct, Dlxey's 
4 
• ~uggestton m~st be wron~. 
Beyond the Ruwenzorl lies the Albertine Rift. Near Murchison 
Falls; 'the floor of the Albertine Rift Is 2250 feet o.o~·and falls 
ste~dlly southwestwards to drop to -6000 feet O.D. In 100 miles 
(Bishop and Trendall, l9-G·7L Faul tlng In the Albert graben is simple 
but there Is evidence of two periods of movement. Sandstones In 
river valleys In the southeast of the area suggest that s~bsl·d~hce 
occurred In the south 'first and that downward mogement stopped 
t ei'n po r a r I 1 y a f t e r 5 0 0 feet ( D a v I e s , 1 9 5 1 ) • Th e g rea t e r p a r t of the 
movement Is of Pleistocene age but drilling has revealed older 
faulting. These older faults are overlain by Plio-Pleistocene 
sediments (King, 1970, and Davies, 1951 ). Faulting does not extend 
much further north but ends where It encounters the Madl and Aswa 
zones. The Aswa zone Is a 6 mile wide strongly fol.lated basement 
gently folded about steeply plunging NW axe~~ (Hepworth and 
Macdonald, 1966). 
The overall Impression of the Western Rift Is that the faulting 
becomes younger toward the north. Mlyamura (1962) has sus~ested 
that as the tectonic features become older the seismicity chan~es. 
As the faulting In the lake Tanganyika area Is probably the olde$t 
In t~e Western Rift, and well established, the seismicity may be 
different compared to the Albert Rift. The scarcity of faulting to 
the north of the Albert Rift may be due to the Mad! Series and the 
1 Aswa shear zone. If these two features are resisting the northward 
extension of faulting, the northern end of the Albert Rift may be 
an area of stress accumulation. 
1:3 The Eastern Rift. 
The arrangement 6m the faults In the Eastern Rift zone Is 
different to that within the arc of the Western Rift. Even within 
5 
. the Eas~ern Rift the style of th~ f~ultfng chaMges cons·lderably. 
·In the reglo~ known as the North Tanzania divergence, north of 
the Rungwe Mountains, the faulting forms a basin and range 
s t r u c t u r e ( Que n e 1 1 , 1 9 56 ) • T h I s s t r u c t u r e I s t h e res u 1 t of a 
series of blocks, faulted· and upthrown on the easterW 5ide and 
tilted toward the northwest. From west toPeast across the area 
these blocks are known as the Mbulu, Konda, and Letatema structural 
blocks. The faults within the North Tanzania dlverge:nce are nC!Jt 
all of the same age. Faults In the centre of the area are of 
Lower Pliocene to Pleistocene age and away from the eentre of the 
zone the faulting generally becomes progressively older (Girdler 
et al., 1969). 
As the faulting Is followed northward across the Kanya dome 
the structure formed by the faults changes from a basin and range 
province to the graben of the Gregory Rift. The size of the 
doming Is reflected In the height of the valley floor which Is at 
2000 m 0.0. on the crest of the dome and drops to 650 m 0.0. at 
the southern extremity of the rift valley (Baker et al,.:;: 1972). 
The sides of the rift valley are the product of a series of faults 
each of which shows considerable variation In amplitude. In th~ 
southern part of the rift the western margin Is formed by the 
Nguruman fault which has a maximum throw of 5000+ feet. As the 
Nguruman fault Is followed northwards•othe amplitude of the throw 
decreases until the faul.t passes Into an eroded downwarp. North 
of this downwarp faulting once again develops •• This pattern of 
fault-downwarp-fault Is found along the length of the rift valley. 
The variation In the throw of the faults Is well 11 lustrated by 
the Elgeyo fault which develops a throw of 5000 feet In a few 
u 
miles (King, 1970). A similar pattern of faults and downwarps Is 
found on the eastern margin of the rift valley. The pattern 6n 
______ .._ ___ ililliliiiliiiiol _____ ....;._ ....... _..;,..,_ _____ .....____~~~--
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·the eastern margin Is assymetrlcal to the distribution of faults 
;~nd downwarps on the westerM edge of the rift vall~y, with a 
fault op~:>oslte a,-:downwarp and vice versa (King, 1970). 
The faulting in the Gregory Rift cah be divided Into three 
episodes whf~h are of Lower Plioc~ne, Upper Pllo~ene and Pl-~lstocene 
·age. During the first episode faulting was restricted to the 
• western margin of the flft valley to give an assymetric trough 
. formed from e<1stward tilted blocks (Baker and ~Johien~erg, 1971). 
Nottall of the western margin of the future rift va·lley was 
affected by this faulting. The Nakuru section in line with the 
Kavlrondo Gulf was probably an upstanding area during thfs period 
(McCall, 1967). But where the faulting dfd take pi~ce It ~roduced 
1a·rge scale scarps as fn the Lake Hannington area where throws of 
· 4000 feet have been measured. In the second episode of faulting 
the rfft valley was developed with faults formed on both sides of 
the rift and the valley floor at a lower level than the flanks of 
the rift. Again the form of the faulting Is not constant, some 
sections of the sides of the valley being produced by step faults 
whilst other sectors are formed from single large continuous faults 
(MCCall, 1967). The faults formed during this period are fairly 
widely spaced. The final episode of ~aultlne produced a series of 
grid faults with throws rarely more than 150m (Baker et al., 1972) 
·but as much as 300m In the Nakuru area (McCall, 19U1). 
To the west of the Gregory Rift valley the fau~tlng cah be 
divided Into two groups, an important group of faults trending In 
a general east-west direction and minor faulting In a north-south 
direction. The dominance of the east-west trend Is illustrated In 
s~telltte photographs which show that the ENE-WSW lineaments are 
frequent to the south and southeast of Lake VIctoria but scarce to 
the north of Lake VIctoria (Mohr, 1974b). In this ~tudy -t~ree east-
7 
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_west s·tr.tJ'ctures were found to be. the. sl te of earthgqa-ke actIvity. 
'.ThE!se st-ructures werel.:the Kavlrondo Rift, the Slrla fault and the 
N~orlkla fault. The northern margin of the Kavlrondo Braben Is 
formed by the Nyando fault which decr~ases In throw ~estward to 
·pass l.nto a mor~ocll ne. On the other s·t de of the Kavl·rondo graben,· 
the ·southern margin Is formed by the Sondu fault which grades 
eastward Into a flexure. The pattern of faulting Is similar to. 
'. 
the Gregory Rift In that a flexure A~esnopposlte a f~ult on the 
other sIde of the rIft. Any j unctt.on with the Gregory R 1f-t Is 
. hfdden by the Uasln Glshu phonolite lavas. Further south the Slrl.a 
and Ngorl~a faults run In a NE-SW direction and have downthrow to 
the east of 800-900 feet and 700 feet respectively. These normal 
faults each lie In a mylonite zone which Is ~he l~catlori of a 
healed thrust plane. This thrusting was probably of Pre~cambrlan 
.;age as it truncates the post-Kavlrondlan, pre-Bukoban Kllgorls 
grant te HJJ 11 I ams, 1964 ). Of the north-south fleatures west of the 
Gregory Rift the Nandi fault Is probably the most Important. This 
Is a recent normal fault that ~~~sexplolted a mylontt~ zone formed 
by a Pre-Cambrian thrust (Jennings, 1964) •. In the Eldoret and 
Kapsabet areas near the Kaptagat array, the north-s0~th faulting 
Is a mixture of healed Pre-Cambrian t~~usts of varying extent~and 
·minor normal recent faults (Sanders, 1963 and Jennings, 1964). 
As the Gregory Rift Is traced northwards the fault belt 
widens and passes Into the Turkana depression. This region of 
_faulting Is almost a mirror Image of the North Tanzania divergence 
-which suggests a symmetry of faulting about the Kenya Dome. In th.e 
Turkana depression the small Suguta graben, south of Lake Rudolf, 
.and the Barlngo trough are the northward extension of the Gregory 
Rift. The Suguta graben is approximately 20 Km wide and Is bounded 
by ~scarpements rarely more than 400 m in height (Dodson, 1963). 
To the w~st of the 'Suguta-Bartngo graben the Uganda and Turkwel 
escarpements form the western border of a triangular lowland 
(Baker et at., 1972}. These escarpements are probably the oldest 
faults in the Gregory Rift and may degrade Into monocltnal flexures 
tn the horth (Walsh and Dodson, 1969). The Suguta graben does not 
persist for long but degenerates, as It encounters a region of 
shallow-uplift, Into a zone of Pleistocene faulting known as the 
Ktnu Singo fault belt. Within the Kfnu Stngo fault belt the 
faults are all normal and have a small throw (Baker et al., 1972). 
The triangular shape of the Turkana depression forms a lowland 
feature between the Kenya and Ethiopia domes and serves as a 
northern boundary to the Gregory Rift. 
Three questions are posed by the pattern of faulting In and 
near the Eastern Rift. The first question Is: are the east-west 
structures outside of the rift active and In any way related to 
the main rifts? Secondly, as the structure of the Turkana and 
Tanzania areas is different from the structure of the Gregory Rift, 
there may be a difference In the seismicity between the two 
structural regimes. ·The third question concerns the Kavfrondo 
Graben and any possible connection with the Gregory Rift. As 
~ Kaptagat lies close to both the Kavfrondo.and Gregory rifts, It 
Is In an Ideal position to outline any connection, under the 
Uasfn Gtshu lavas, between the two rifts. This connection, to be 
observable, must be made by currently active faults. 
1:4 Volcanism In the East African Rift. 
The extruded f~neous rocks In E~st Africa are associated with 
faulting and in particular with the Eastern Rift. In the Eastern 
Rift the volcanism and faulting are closely linked as the volcanic 
activity developed at the same time as the faulting (King, 1970). 
. ·- ~ . . . . - ~- . 
~·· 
.· J;J I th f n the. Eastern-RIft zone ·the. f i ·rs t ma3mas to be erupted 
.during the Tertiary-Quarternary period came from two lines of 
·volcanoes. One line of volcanoes lies along the line of the 
- Kavlrondo Graben and the oth~r In Eastern Uganda (logatchev et 
. al., 1972). The lower to middle Miocene volcanoes Elgon, Kordam, 
Napak, Kislngrl and Tlnderet erupted alkaline rocks such as 
melanephlenlte. Carbonatltes may be associated with thes~ 
alkali rocks, as fh the case of Napak, the eroded base of 1r1.hfch 
shows a core of carbonatlte (King, 1970). To the north and 
northeast of the above central volcanoes, fl§sure eruptions 
created a Basalt series In the northern area of the Incipient 
rift (Baker et al., 1971). The difference In volcanism of th-e 
two areas Immediately sug~ests a structural dlff~rence between 
the t':Jo areas. 
later, In the Upper Miocene, the centre of eruptlan changed 
to t~e Kenya Dome area of the future rift. During this period 
large quantities of phonolite was extruded from long fissure vents 
(logatchev et al., 1972 arid Raker and ~1ohlenberg, 1971). The 
phonolite Is of uniform mineralogical composition (Williams, 1972) 
which suggests that the source was either large or continually 
replenished. 
After the first phase of faulting In the lower Pliocene the 
form of the volcanic eruption changed from fissures to central 
volcanoes. During this episode 19 volcanoes were- active along the 
rift valley with subsidiary fissures, close to and in the rift 
valley, Issuing phonolite lavas (logatchev et al., 1972). Rhyolites, 
Ignimbrites and trachyte occurs In the downfaulted axial part of 
the Kenya Dome (Will lams, 1972). The main eruptions fnftfally 
started with minor phonolitlc and trachyte magmas In the central 
sector followed by voluminous basalt lavas In the Aberdare Mountain 
ran.ge.~ ~H111ams::Cl97Z) found t~at.the alk,all to slll.ca ratio Jn 
these and subsequent 1 ava~ Is 1 ower than the ratIo In the eaii' Her 
~volcanics. Thl~ suggests a change In the ~~atus of the source. 
In the Upper Pliocene and lower Pleistocene basalts were. 
emplaced along the whole O·f the Gre~ory Rift. In the north and 
··.central rift sectors these basalts were erupted f!flom fissure-s but 
·In the south from shield volcanoes. Carbonatlte magmatism took 
place 130 Km south of the main area and autonomous centres of 
melting wer-e Initiated east of the rift (Logatchev et al., 1972). 
These centres east of the rift gave rise to basalts, nephellnltes 
and trachybasalts with lavas becoming more alkaline In later flows. 
The middle and upper Pleistocene saw the completion of the rift 
trough and effusion of trachyte and ~honolftlc trachytes through 
out the length of the Gregory Rift. 
In the Western Rift the volc~~,c suite of rocks Is not so 
11 
well developed. The nor~hernmost activity In the·Western Rift occurs 
afound the Ruwenzorl block where the volcanic field consists of 
a great number of ring craters. lava flows from these craters ar~ 
rare and the main erupted material Is rounded blocks of foundation 
rocks, pyroclasts and rock powder. The lavas range from carbonatltes 
to potash rich ultrabaslc lavas (Holmes, 1965). Further south the 
eight volcanoes of the Blrunga-Bufumbria volcanic field produced 
potassium rich lavas ranging from nephellnftes to trachytes. Of 
the eight volcanoes In the field the two westernmost vents are 
still active. To the south of Lake Kivu there Is a volcanic fle~d 
composed of sf llca saturated th~leltte lavas (Baker and Wohlenberg, 
1971 ). The volcanoes *I thin this tholeftte field were active from 
the Lower Pliocene to middle Pleistocene. As the volcanic activity 
Is traced southwards from the Ruwenzorl Mountains It becomes 
progressively older. This Is the reverse of the trend displayed 
·"·• .-
by the volcanic activity In the Eastern Rift. 
The volcanic suite found within the East African Rift may be 
due to either an upwelling geothermal current (Baker et al., 1972~ 
or the depr~sslon of the phase transformation boundaries (Harrls, 
1969) or both. Ca~bonatlte rocks within the rift zone are enriched 
. . 
with rare elements. This suggests that the Carbonatlte probably 
resulted from ·volatile enrichment of a stagnant magma deep In the 
upper mantle. The primary magma may have had a high C02 content 
which combined with the calcium to produce the Carbonatlte. 
Removal of the calcium from the fluid would result in the production 
of nepheline and aegirine Instead of albite and augite. The 
elimination of the silica phases may have ta~en place as the 
1 carbonatlte magmas' rose to the surface (O'Hara, 1965). In North 
Tanzania the Lashlne lavas contain xenoliths of Garnet Lherzolite. 
These xenollths, which probably co~respond to the mantle at depths 
:of 90-100 Km, are relatively uncorroded suggesting that the magma 
ascended quickly. The magmas, in,whlch these xenoliths were 
an important aspect of this comparison. Oceanic ridges are 
characterized by basalti~ and tholeittic lavas, transform faults 
and a hlgh heat flow. The Ethiopian Rift, which ls the section of 
the continental rift nearest to an oceanic rldge,is characterized 
12 
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by l~~ge v~Jumes of Tertiary ~asalts. These basalts are 
'I-ntermediate between tholelttes and alkal basalts and have a 
tholelttic chemistry but an a·lkall mineralogy (Baker et al., 1972). 
Further south In the Kenya Dome the most striking feature Is the 
.abund-ance of phonolites. The petro .. chemlstry of the Kenya and 
Ethiopl~n Domes shows that the rocks in Kenya are richer .In 
CaO-MgO-FeO than the extrusive rocks In Ethiopia. Because of the 
:high percentage of calcium, magnesium and Iron oxfd,es It Is thought 
'that the Kenya basalts have arldeeper origin than the Ethiopian 
basalts. This suggests a trend along the rift wtth the source 
.of the magma becoming progressively deeper towards the south. A 
~second pattern {.s superimposed acr:o~s th.e rift wl th basalts 
;tend~me to be more tholelttlc In the rift than on the plateau 
. (Baker et al., 1972). Reay and Harris, (1964), have suggested that 
. for a sf llca saturated tholelttlc liquid to be In equl llbrlum with 
:a parent ultramafic liquid, the confining pressure must be In the 
.range 0-10 Kbar. The confining pressure for an alkali basalt 
liquid, to be In equilibrium with an ultramafic parent, must be Tn 
:the range 20-30 Kbar (l<ushlro, 1965, and G,reen and Ring\'JOod, 1967). 
·This suggests a shallow origin for the tholelttlc oceanic lavas 
and a deeper origin for the alkali basalt series of the continental 
~rifts. The gradual Increase In the depth of origin of the lava 
13· 
toward the southern part of the rift Is Indicated by the nephelTnTte-
<carbonatlte-kimberlite provinces of the continental rift. Le I • . 
I 
:Bas (1971) has suggested that these alkali lavas may be the result 
·of degassing of the deep upper mantle. le Bas also Invokes expansion 
!Of the top of the upper mantle to give the doming of the crust and 
-~he pe~~alkal lne volcanoes. 
T\'JO question's are posed by the distribution of the various 
types of magma. The distribution of lavas within the Gregory Rift 
. ; '-, . ,. 
···1-4 
~Md adJacent areas would sutgest ~hat the depth of orl~ln of the 
.· 
' ~asmas Increases as the distance to the centre of the dome Increases. 
~fthfn the Gregory Rift the volcanoes may be fed from local crusta~ 
:reservoirs. ·The mantle dome and crustal cupolas, from which the 
··ma!tmas· ori g-f nate, may affec-t the streng-th of the crust and the 
s .. tress distribution. These effects may be reflected In the 
seismicity and the magnitude of the earthquakes. 
· 1 : 5 G eo ph ys I ca 1 stud I e s. 
Geophysical Investigations can be ·divided Into studies 
·.concerned wl·th structures within the rift and studies associated 
with the structure outside of the rfft. 
Gravity surveys conducted by Bullard (1936) revealed a 
·negative Bouguer anomaly associated with the East African plateau. 
Bullard suggested that the anomaly Is the result of a mass 
deficiency within the mantle and that the plateau Is In isostatic 
. 
equilibrium. Fairhead and Girdler (1969), from mor~ recents 
surveys have found that the anomaly, which has a maximum amplitude 
of 1500 g.u (lg.u = 0.1 mgal), has gradients of appro~tfuately 
3 g.u. Km- 1• Small gradients, as found by Rafrhead and Girdler, 
suggest that the anomaly fs produced by a deep body of small density 
contrast. Seismic studies have produced a number of models·, Ffg 
.·(1:3), for the crust of the plateau. Maguire (1974) generated·a 
,._. 
I 
model for the crust south and west of Kaptagat from the apparent 
velocity of slgnalssacross the Kaptagat array. This model f.s 
similar to that derived from earthquake data by Rykounov et al., 
( 1972) for the crust at the southern end of the Gregory Rf ft. The 
simi larlty of the two models would suggest that the crust fs 
contlnu·ous between the two areas. When the two models for the 
..... 
f. t.' .· . . •: ' 
.. ·_· ...... 
., .. :- .. 
_crust·-near the Gregory Rift are compared1.!With models for the shield 
crust-of South Africa (Gane et al., 1956, Hales and Sachs, 1959, 
Willmore et al., 1952) the two groups of models are found to be 
·similar. This suggests that the crust of the East African plateau 
Is of t:he same·-strtJcture as the crUst of the So_uth African shield • 
. Further conftrmatlon of the slml1'.:;11-:lty betwe6n the crust of the 
East African plateau and the South African shield ls d~s~layed In 
-.surface wave studies. Using multlmode surface wave dJsperslon 
·-techniques, Block et al., (196g), have demonstrated that cnust and 
mant~e under South Afrlc~ Is similar to the Cansd model, of B~une 
~and Dorman, 1963), for the Canadian shield. Gumper and Pomeroy, 
(1~70), using surface wave velocities have derived a model, the 
.Afrl~ model, for the crust and mantle under the whole of Africa. 
The Afrlc model Is similar to the Cansd model which support~ tho 
assumption that normal African crust Is of shJe~a type structur~. 
The structure of the East African plateau has been Investigated 
by Sundarllngham (1971) who has shown from the dispersion of 
Rayleigh waves between Bulawayo~Nalrob~, Addi-s Ab~ba-Nalrobl 
and Addis Ababa-Lwlro that the crust of the East African plateaa 
Is similar to the crust of the Afrlc model. This close similarity 
Is evident from the merging at short periods, of the dispersion 
. curves for the East African plateau given by Sundarllngham and the 
dispersion curve generated by the Afrlc model. However, at long 
periods the two dispersion curves diverge. The dispersion curves 
-of Sundarl Ingham reveal a significant reduction, at long periods, 
In the phase velocity; this suggests a low ve1oclty upper mantle 
anomaly (Long et al., 1972). This low velocity anomaly Is probably 
coincident with the anomaly Indicated by the gravity surveys. 
In the Gregory Rift gravity surveys have revealed a negative 
rBouguer anomaly of amp] ltude 1000 g.u and 500 Km wide. This 
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~nomaly Is probably due to doming, under _the Gregdry Rift, of the 
,. 
~astward extension of the low velocity mantle material found under 
;the East African plateau. As the negatl~e anomaly Is traced-
.:northward Its amplitude decreases and, In doing so, correlates 
~well with the dt'H:·t""ease In height of the topography (Khan and 
rMansfleld, 1971). South of the. centre of l!l!lllft the anoma·lY dies 
out between 5°S (Gir~~ler and Sowerbutts, 1970) and 4°Sf(Darracott 
et at,., 1972). Darracott et al., (1972), also suggested that the 
:anomaly Is rotated by 25° east of north. On to the negative anomaly 
;Is superimposed a positive Bouguer anomaly coincidental with the 
:axis of the rift. This poslth1e axial anomaly has been lnterpreted,.•t! 
by Searle (1970), Baker and Wohlenberg (1971), Khan and Mansfle'd 
(1971 ), and Darracott et at., (1972), as an Intrusion Into the 
crust (Fig 1:3). This axial Intrusion Is probably derived from 
the mantle anomaly. Possible confirmation of a crustal anomaly 
~omes from magnetic surveys carried out ~~ the Greg~~Y Rift by 
Wohlenberg and Bhatt (1972). In the Lake Magadl~area they found 
:a series of north-south anomal les varying In amplItude between 
+200 gammas and -200 gammas and more numerous Tn the north of the 
·area. Superlmposed on the prlmary anomalies are a serles of NW-Se 
•trending secondary anomalies. The half-wavel~~gth of the secondary 
anomal les suggest a deep crustal origin for the secondary anomaly. 
'In the Lake Hannlngton area, the NW-SE trending anomal les become 
~omlnant and again a deep crustal origin Is suggested for the 
:anomaly by their half wavelength. Refraction studies by Grlf.flth 
et al., (1971), have shown that the crustal structure within the 
rift Is different to the crustal structure outside the rift. They 
have suggested that the structure wlthln the rift can be represented 
by .the model In Flg {\1:3). Griffith (1972) has suggested a 
modification which Is Illustrated In Fig ('1 :3). These models must 
" .. ;'• 
be retarded ~lth caution as the re~ractlon lln~s were effectively 
unreversed. r1i:igul'ra (1974) usfng th'e apr>,arent velocities measured 
across t6e Kaptagat array of earthquakes located within the Qregory 
'Rift, suggested that the crust could be represented by the model 
Illustrated In Fig (1'f3). A'll the ·models for the Gregory Rift 
clearly suggest that the crust within the rift Is dffferent to the 
·shield crust outside. Teleseismic studies have confirmed the 
.difference between the Gregory Rift and the shield. Gumper and 
·Pomeroy (1970) found th~t. Sn was evident on the records for all 
paths less than 3000 Km In length that did not cross the Africa~ 
Rift zone or the Red Sea. South of la-t.ttude 10°-S they found that 
- ~·: 
Sn propagated ac::tross the rl ft. Sn was not seen fqr paths that 
crossed the rift north of the equator. In between the equator 
and 10°S Gumper and Pomeroy found that Sn propagation was dependent 
on path. The region of Sn attetwatlon can be correlated with 
- . 
positive travel time residuals to the tables of, (f) Herrin and 
Taggart (1968), (II) Lllwall and Douglas (1970). The abnormal 
structure of the rift Is further outl lned by delay tlni~S: measured 
on teleseismic arrivals. Sundarllngham (1971) has measured the 
;delay of teleseismic arrivals at Addis Ababa, Nairobi and Lwlro 
~relative to the normal crust which Is presumed to underlie 
Bulawayo. Delays at these stations lndlcate the existence of 
anomalously low.veloclty material under the stations. However, 
the delay at L\-'1/lro Is approximately half the delay measured at 
Natr~bl and Addis Ababa. This suggests that the anomalous material 
on the path to Lwlro Is less extensive than on the paths to Nairobi 
and Addis Ababa. Back~ouse (1972) has made delay time measurements 
~n teleseismic arrivals at the Kaptagat array. His value of 2.2 
second~ del~y ~n teleseismic arrivals at Kaptagat Is similar to 
.-. 
the J.3 seconds measured at Nairobi by Sundat11ngham. Lbhg et al., 
(1972), from the measurement of the slowness.of teleseismic 
arrivals across the Kaptagat;•array and from dlspersl.on s~udles of 
teleselsmlcs, have suggested that a low velocity mant~~: anomaly 
,. 
underlies the Gregory Rift~· They suggeste~ that the ~noma1y has 
.outward sloping boundaries and that the velocity of the material 
'lies between 7.0 and 7.5 Km sec-1. Knopoff and Schute (1972) 
have confirmed the presence of a low velocity channel under the 
rift but suggest that surface wave dispersion data does not alloi.'J,; 
.a definite model. They also point out that the dlsp~r~lon curve 
for the Addis Ababa-Nairobi path Is similar to that for paths 
~through the Basin and Range province. 
The Western Rift, like the Gregory Rift, has an associated 
;negative Bouguer anomaly. From the gravity data Btllard (1936) 
:has suggested that Western Rift valleys are isostatically 
·uncompensated. Gradients of 4 g.u Km-l (Wong and Von Herzen, 
1974) exist on the gravity anomaly to the west of la~e Kivu. To 
'the· east of the rift the gradients of the a~omaly fall to zero. 
This lmpl les that the anomaly becomes deeper to the west of the 
Western Rift. From earthquake data, Dopp (1964) has produced a 
·model fo~ the crustal structure within the Western Rift. Oopp's 
model, Fig (1:3), for the We~tern Rift is very similar to models 
:for the crust In the shield area of the plateau. The depth to 
~the second layer In Oopp 1 s crustal model for the Western Rift Is 
tvarlable and the boundary may have a dip of 10-16° to the west. 
Both the Kavl~ondo Graben and the Speke Gulf have been 
·, 
Jnvestlgated by gravity surveys. Th~se surveys have revealed 
~~gatlve Bouguer anomalies over the two features. The negative 
Bouguer a~omaly over the Speke Gulf has been Interpreted by 
Darracott (1974) as either a granitic Intrusion or a Pre~Cambrlan 
18· 
., . ·. . . -· . ~· . 
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Graben. Datrac6tt~favours the latter Interpretation. 
. . ~ ('· . 
The s ltnilar1ty betlrJeen the crustrat .model of- the Western Rl ft 
~nd the.shleld would suggest ~N~t the Western Rift Is not 
.. •. 
pehetrated by a crustal anomaly. The crustal structure of the 
'Gregory.-fUft is d-l.f~erent to the shie-ld ·s-tructure of the plateau 
·and the crust ha~ been penetrated by- relativeJy high density 
:· 
::material, (Girdlerc.-et a1., 1969, Searle, 1970, Baker ·a.nd 
_Wohlenberg, 1971, Khan and Mansfield, 1971, Darracott et al., 
,1972). The Intrusions and the mantle anomaly that underlies the 
~Grego~y Rift may cause the crustal structure to deviate sufficiently 
:from the crustal structure of the normal shield to affect the 
·travel time of the seismic stgnals estimated using the normal 
shield model. Also·lf the anomaly Is In a plastic state, or·:::Jf 
:the many Intrusions that feed the volcanic vents form -a diffraction 
·grating, the amplitude of the seismic signal may be affected. Any 
stich variation In the ampl ltude of the signal or travel time should 
be evident from measurements at Kaptagat and Nairobi. As the 
Gr.egory Rift crosses the Kenya Dome the stretching of the crust 
:by the mantle anomaly may affect the .local stress distribution. 
:The pattern of the seismicity should reveal the currently active 
faults. From the pattern and nature of the actJve faults lt may 
be possible to elucidate the local and general stress distribution. 
1
,1:6 Theories of rift formation. 
A number of different hypothes9s Involving compression, tension, 
"s·u bs I dence of fau 1 ted b 1 ocks and the movement of p 1 ates have been 
' 
iput forward to explain the African Rift system. Gregory (1921) 
proposed that the Kenya Rift Is the result of compressional arching 
with the faulting resulting from extension on the top of the dome, 
~rego~y's proposal has two serious failings: (I) The blocks between 
··--...:. • +"' _- ·"'·· •· .,__ _·J._-.1' 
'· 
~he faults have undergone subsidence. and (II) the existence of the 
~!/estern R-Ift cannot be. explained by the same process. Bullard, 
.C1936), ~lso beli~Ved the rifts to be formed by compression and 
'~uggested that the rl ft valleys were formed by overtht'iUSt I ng. 
·.However, the geol.oglcal. and ~eopbyslcal -evidence has tsbown that the 
'fau 1 t I ng Is norma 1 and the ref ore not the resu 1 t ofi. compress ron. 
:The doming In the Kenya Rift plays an Important part In the 
.hypothesIs suggested by WI 11 Is ( 1936). He suggested that the 
faulting In the rift was the result of tension caused by doming of 
·the crust by a subcrustal asenol lth. Support for the doming 
~hypothesis of Will Is came from modelling _experiments. Using model~, 
·c1oos (1939) simulated the crust In East Africa. By doming the 
~odel crust he managed to pro~uce patterns of faulting In the model 
'similar to the pattern of faulting in East Africa. The modflllng 
experiments of Cloos will not explain the depth of the grabens. 
Freund (1966) suggests that these grabens are too deep to be 
explained by the doming hypothesis of Will Is or the subsiding block 
hypothesis of Girdler (1964~. From gravity data and the temporal 
.pattern·of volcanicity and faulting Girdler et al., (1969), Searle 
(1970), suggested that the rifts are the result of thinning of the 
lithosphere. The thlnn·lng of t·he lithosphere Is probably a symptom 
~f5some other process and therefore not the ultimate caus~ of the 
:faulting. 
A number of we11 defined seismic bands are now recognized as 
ihe boundaries of lithospheric plates capable of movln~ over the 
.•, 
asthenosphere. Using the pattern of seismicity part of a plate 
~oundary has been defined running down the Dead Sea and the Red Sea, 
.Into the Afar Trlang1e. In the region of the Afar Tr~~ngle the 
seismicity splits Into two trends; one trend Is coincldent.wlth 
~he East African Rift and the other Is colntldent with the ridge 
----lllillilillll_lliiiiliiil_illlilliiliillil----· -............ ,;;," ;.,· --·· ..,.· _____ ........... .......,.~"'-'· '•·..;..·_: ____.;_•..-..· ·=··•·...::.·'·.c...• ~ ·~~ -•0---
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fn.the Gulf of Aden. In the Gulf of Aden the edges of the 
:continental crust are separated by at least 200 Km of oceanic 
c-ru-st orIgInatIng ftlom the centa 1 rIdge. In the Red Sea the 
~resence of the oceanic ~rust Is Ind-Icated by a basement with a 
,p-vel Ocl"ty of · 6-. 6 l<m ·sec -J • The basement Is ovet::1~a I ri by· 3-5 l<m 
.~of sedimentary material with a velocity of 4.3 Km sec-l. 
However, within the Red Sea the width of the oceanic crust has 
.decreased to 50 Km CTramontJ and Davles 1 1969). This diminution 
In the oldth of the oceanic crust suggests that the movement of 
~he plates diminishes In a northward dlrettlon. The movement of 
the plates relative to each other has b~en re~resent~d by 
rotating the plates about potes of rotation. F~o~ the pattern of 
.magnetic 1 lneatlons parallel to the Indian Ocean ridge, le~lchon 
and Helrtzler (1968), found that the rate of separation of the 
·two plates decreased from 3.0 em yr~ 1 at the Southern Indian Ocean 
:ridge to 1.5 em yr-1 at the Carlsberg ridge. le~lchon and Helrtzler 
combined these movement rates with the transform faults of Laughton 
.(1966), to put the pole of rotation for the Arabia-SomalIa plates 
at 26°N 21°E. lePichon and Helrt~ler also found breaks, dated 
at 9-18 my B. P. In the magnetlc lineations. If these dates are 
I correct the break would correspond to the Initiation of the East 
Rift and the cessation of the of Afdca against 
1
African movement 
Europe. In the eastern Mediterranean the lack of compressional 
·features In rocks younger thaltlr.\m I dd 1 e Miocene Indicates the end 
~f the northward movement of Africa. Further evidence of a change 
fn the movement of the plates Is seen In Ethiopia where the style 
of deformation changes In the Miocene (Gass and Gibson, 1969). 
The Inability of a two plate model to explain the difference In 
Spreading rates(ialong the arms of the Afro-Arabian rift system· 
. c "'-'····. 
led to the pr9posal by Gass and Gibson (1969) of the Nubia, Somalia 
and Arabian plates. This three plate· system was extended by 
MtKenzle et at., (1970), and Roberts (1~69) to Include three poles 
of rotation. McKenzie et at., (1970), found that by matching_ the 
Gu)f of Aden coastl lne, at the 500 fatho~ contotir, the pol~ of 
rotatl.on for the Arabia-SomalIa plate system could be put at 26.5°N 
~1.5°E. The method of transform faults also gave the sa~e pole of 
rotation and this Is seen as confirmation of the p~sftion of the 
pole. By matching the coastline of the Red Sea, McKenzie et al., 
·Placed the pote of rotatton for the Nubia-Arabia plates at 36~5°N 
taPE. The pole of rotation for the Nubia-Somalia plates was 
computed, by the above authors, to be at 8.5°5 3t 0 E. If these 
poles of rotation are used the crustal sepatatlon would be 30 Km 
In Kenya and 65 Km In Ethiopia. Freund, (1970), suggested that 
fitting of the Red Sea coastline was Impossible because of the 
Danaklt horst and that a pole at 36.5°N 18°E Is Inconsistent with 
·present knowledge about the Suez and Dead Sea rifts. Freund 
suggested that the Nubia-Arabia pole could be better placed If the 
2000 m contours In the Red Sea were matched. Matching the 2000 m 
contour would put the pole at 32°N 22°E. Roberts (1969) suggested 
that the pole of rotation for the Nubia-Somal fa plates should be 
at 30°N 47°E. This pole must be Incorrect as It lmpl les that the 
East African Rift Is spreading faster In Kenya than In Ethiopia • 
. Mohr, (1970), In order to explain the rifting and the movement 
rates has proposed a~four plate system. Although attempts have 
been made to explain the motion of plates about poles of rotation 
none fully explain the observed features. For Instance, In Kenya 
. --
the sepatatfon of the Gregory Rift Is probably smaller at the 
north and south ends of the rift than in the centre. However, the 
seismicity does suggest a link between the East African Rift system 
and the ocean ridges. 
_22 
Oxburgh and Turcotte (1974) have-postulated that- the East 
Af~ican Rift system Is a product of membrane tectonics. They 
haye suggested that strains, of the order of 0.1%, and stresses, 
of the order of the strength of the plates, may result when a plate 
moves over the 'surface' of~the Earth. As the E~rth Is not a 
perfect sphere a plate of lithosphere moving to a new latitude may 
have a different curvature to the asthenosphere over which It lie~. 
For a plate moving to the equator from the ~oles they suggest that 
tension will predominate In the centre of the plate and compression 
on the edges. The tension In the centre of the plate may give 
rise to rifting similar to the Afrlcant;rlfts. This hypothesis 
differs from the 1 plate movement' ·of McKenzie and others In that 
It requires only one p~ate and no extra splitting force. 
The ~late system explains the general rifting but not the 
23 
doming which occurs In the East African Rift sy~tem. Harris, (1969), 
has suggested that the continental swells are the results of either 
convective uprise or depression of the phase~transformatlcin 
boundaries or both. He suggests that frictional and mechanical 
energy cannot provide the heat needed~to cause melting as the 
- movement r a t e, 0 • 5 mm y r- 1 , ( B a k e r and Wo h 1 en be r g , 1 9 7 1 ) , f o r t h e 
East African Rift, Is too slow. Reduction of the pressure by 
I 
compression will result In a small degree of partial melting, 
(Bailey, 1964), but Insufficient to explain the continental doming 
and volcanism (Harris, 1969). Magnitsky and Kalashnlkova, (1970), 
!:lave suggested that, after allowing for erosion and Isostatic 
relevell lng, a phase change resulti~g In the displacement of the 
transltt6na~t zone at 400 Km depth will result In displacement at 
the surface. For an Initial displacement of the transitional 
zone of 200m, the surface of the crust wllj show a displacement 
of 1 f<m. Osmaston (1971) believes the uplift to be due to heating 
wl th J,n the mant 1.~ and· perhaps the crust. He calculates that an 
6ver~11 rlse ln temperature of 200°C of the mantle wlll~glve an 
up1 ift bf 1.5 Km~ The heat Is provided by the penetration of hot 
material from the asthenosphere Into the lithosphere. Initially 
the continental lithosphere wlll be cold and most of the heat of 
the Intrusion will be dissipated In the wall rock. As the walls 
become hotter the Intrusion rises higher. The. heat lost to the 
wall may go toward. aiding the domal upl 1ft of the crust. Gass, 
(19/0), has suggested that the mantle under the ocean ridges ls 
in a state of thermal lnequlllbrlum. The body resulting from the 
thermal lnbalance may start at 300-400 Km depth and may not have 
·a defined base. Confirmation of penetrative convection within 
~the mantle may come from swarms of earthquakes, with focfi at 
50 Km depth, which occur under a volcano before eruption (Elder, 
19 66). 
The seismicity of the Grefory Rlft;•wlll reveal .the active 
.faults within the graben. The pattern of activity may give some 
Indication as to the movement of the pla~es and the effect of the 
l<enya Dome. The penetrative Intrusion, which probably forms the 
Kenya Dome, may weaken the crust and so affect the seismicity. 
Hence the selsmlclty and the associated seismic parameters rna~ 
gfve some Indication of the mechanics of the rfft. 
CHAPTER 2 
DATA COLLECTION 
2:1 Geology of the area around Kaptagat. 
The ~aptagat array lies ten kJlornetres to the we~t 6f the 
Elgeyo Escarpment and is sited on phonolite lavas of the lias in 
Gishu plateau. The origin of the array Is at latitude 35.462°E, 
longitude 0.452°N. Three major faults lie within the lmmed;tate 
vicinity ef Kaptagat. These faults, known as the Elgeyo, Nyando 
and Nandi faults, form an open box around Kaptagat. To the east 
'of the station the· Elgeyo fault runs In a NNl#-SSE direction. This 
fault Is the youngest of the three and was initiated during the 
formation of the Gregory Rift. Wast of Kaptagat ~nd running In a 
parallel direction to th~ Elgeyo fault, Is the Nandi fault. The 
Nandi fault is of post-Nyanzian, pre~_Kavirondlan age (Jennlnes, 
1964}. This fault shows signs of rejuvenation near Broderick 
•.,. 
Falls. North of Kaptagat the Nandi fault disappears under the 
volcanics of Mt. Elgon. The Nandi fault may be con~lnuous with 
faulting in Uganda to the north of Mt. Elgon. The southern side 
of the open bo~ Is formed by the ENE-WSW striking Nyando fault. 
This fault is the northern 1 lmlt of the Kavirondo graben. As the 
' 
Nyando fault is traced eastwards it disappears under the phonolite 
lavas. However the drainage pattern on the lavas does suGg~st 
structural control which may be prov1lded bSl the Nyando fault. 
The phonolite lavas that the seismometers rest upon are the 
older of two flows that were errupted, during the mid-Miocene, 
from fissures to the east of the Elgeyo escarpment. Near the 
Klng~rJall swa'mp the lower lava flow is approximately 166 metres 
thick. Both the upper and the lower lava flow dip slightly to the 
west. This dip Is consistent with their volcan~e origin. The 
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lavas· rc;.t unon lo~Jer t.1iocene'lc::i~ll!;jtrlnc sediments. These sediments 
in turn re;t upon a Pre-CaMbrian ~a~ement consisting of parasnelss, 
granitoid enei~s ~nd metamorphose~ Nyanzian basaltic lavas. The 
· ~nelsses are the product of regional met~morphism upon semi-pe11tlc 
sediments. Evidence of Intense foldln,3 and faulting can also be·· 
found in the Nyanz I an 1 a vas ( Jenn I nes, 1964). 
Both norrrtal faults and thrust faults o_ccur In 'the Immediate 
vicinity of Kaptagat. The thrust faults are restricted to the 
Pre-Cambrian and are not associated VJI th the latest phase of 
faulting that gave rise to the Eastern Rift. 
2:2 The recording and playback equipment. 
The Kaptagat array consists of two arms of five vettical 
Willmore Mk I I seismometers with a natural period of two seconds. 
One arm rs aligned approximately east-west and the other arm. Is 
aligned In a north-south direction. Each arm of the L-shaped 
array Is approximately five kilometres long. The seismometers 
forming the·arms were positioned using a compass and ltne method 
which gav~ an accuracy In location of ~30m except for seismometer 
VS where the accuracy In location fs ± 60 m. 
Tho ~ignal from the seismometer Is fed Into an amplifier 
packaee l9cated In the seismometer pit. This amplifier packag·e 
consists of a pre-ampl lfler, a bandpass filter, a modulator and 
a buffer amplifier. The response of the filter is similar to 
that elven in LONG (1968). Each seismometer Is connected to a 
central recording station by twin telephone cable. This cable 
served a dual purpose in that It carried 'the frequency modulated 
signal and the pttva·r, which is derived fr(Jm t1;1elve six-volt 
accumulators and delivered down ·the line as D.C., to dflve the 
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amp 1 if i er p,ack~ee at each p l t •. ·At the seismometer P·!.t there I s 
Cl battery pack t nto which the 1 t ne power i s fed. This acts as a 
reservoir and' back up I n case of 1 i ne damage and 11 mi ts the 1 i ne 
voltage. The system is so designed that It remains operative if 
the lines are·tn poor condition or even if one of the cab1es is 
broken. The frequency modulated signal was recorded along with 
the sl~nal from a long period instrument, a binary ttme code, a 
reference st~na~ and a radlo·signal on 14 track one Inch magnetic 
tape. A,'.quartz crystal cloc!<. with drrft less than part in 108 
~as used to generate the tfme code, (LONG~ 1968). Tape speed was 
15/160 Inches per second allowing signals of frequency up to 
20 Hz to be recorded. Standardization of time was achieved by 
comparing the binary time code with G.M.T. time pips recorded on 
the radio channel. Each day the condition of the seismometer 
package ~--Jas checked us Ina an i mpu 1 s e ca 1 i brat31 oh method. 
The analogue magnetic tapes were played back, ln~the 
-laboratory In Durham, at a sp~ed ten times faster than that at 
.which they were recorded and the signal displayed using a 16 
chanfuel jet pen recorder. Ten of the jet pens were used to write 
the signal from the ten seismometers of the Kaptagat array, Of the 
remaining six channels three were used for the binary time cod~ and 
three for output from three f(rohn-Hite filters. The three Krohn-
Hite filters were used In bandpass mode to emphasize the sienal 
wmen the signal to noise ratio was low. Because at any one time 
only three seismic channels could be filtered each ~vent wai 
written a number of times. Each time the event was played out 
the seismic inputs to the 'Krohn-Hite filters were chang"'d· In 
order to produce the best possible set of traces for each event 
the limits on the bandpass filters were varied until the optimum 
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_res pons c was found. The handDas.s 1 I m Its I:Jere the SC'lme on each of 
·the ri'lters arid k~p:t cc;>nstant during the playback'"of an event. 
-PrIor to each sessIon of p 1 ayb'ab& of records the a 1 i gnment of t!l e 
. tra·ces on the jet pens were checked. I t was i mpo r tan t to the 
method of analysis tha~ the traces· were correctly al l~ncd or th8t 
the relative offset of .the traces .\rJas known. Ead1 set .of seismic 
event records were ~receded by a written dlspl~y of the calibration 
,pulses recorded on each of the seismic channels • 
. 2:3 Readings made o·n the Kaptagat records. 
The signal onset tJme at each seismometer was measured 
relative ·to an arbitrary base li.ne. These meas~r~ments were us~d 
to find the direction of approach of the signal. \TO facilitate 
the measurement of the relative onset tiC1e of the signal the' traces 
·of the binary time code were utilised to draw an arbitrary base 
line. A magnifying glass and half millimetre scale were used to 
measure the offset of the onset of the seismic sienal from the 
·arbitrary base 11 ne. For events wl th the onse-t represented by an 
lnstantanlous break In the trace the offset was measured to an 
accura~y of.:!:.. 0.05 mm (± 0.002 seconds). However this accuracy 
was not possible for all events, the majority of the offset 
measurements being made to an accuracy of .± 0.01 seconds. 
The onset time of the signal at the c~dssover point of the 
arms of the arrQy was estimated from the arrival time of the sltfial 
at seismometer Yl. A correction was applied to this measurement 
to allow for dtfft of the clock that generates the time code. The 
corrected ~nset time at the crossover point was designated as the 
arrival time of the event at Kaptagat and has a reading error of 
+ 
- _0.04 seconds. 
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.:'.'.The body•tvflve mqgnftucte of e~ch evQnt ~;,JaS determir,;)d from 
·hti ern~litude and period of the first six ty~tes of the sf~n~l 
rioe.,Chapter 6). The amplItude of the signal was measured to an 
of .± 0.5 mm and was converted to ground motion using the 
curve Indicated by Fig (6:2). The period of the signal 
~s measured to an accuracy of ± 0.08 seconds. 
Data from other stati6ns. 
Nairobi seismic station Is a member of the World Wide 
tanctard Seismograph Network tW.W.S.S.N.). The equipment at the 
tbtton consists of three long period Spregnether seismom~t~ri 
nd three short period Benioff seismometers. The records from the 
ng period Instruments were not used in this study. Two of the 
ioff seismometers are operated In horizontal mode and the 
in vertical mode. The output from the Benioff seismometers, 
have a free period of one second, is fled Into galvanometers 
Jth a free permod of 0.75 seconds. The light beam from the 
alvanometers then describes a trace upon photographic paper. 
records are photographed and the negatives used to 
the seventy millimetre film chips used In this study. To 
the film chips the negatives are rsduced in size by a 
ctor of approximately eight. 
To view the fl lm chips a microfl lm reader was used to display 
on a ground glass screen. The magnification of the 
Is such that the lma3e on the ground g~Aas screen 
approximately 1,41 times the original paper record. As the 
system at Nairobi has a magnification of SOK the slgn~l 
as a trace on the ground glass screen has undergone a 
magnification of approximately 70.SK. Time on the Nairobi 
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r.ecords is formed by minute and hour marks superimposed upon the 
seismic trace. The clock from which these pulses are taken 
exp·eriences a drift of between 0 and 600 milliseconds per twenty-
four hour period. The onset times of the events wer,e measured 
relative to the nearest mti1nute mark. This measurement t'\las per-
formed using a half-millimetre scale and a magnifying glass and 
gave a reading accuracy oft 0.18 seconds. Besides the onset 
time of the evb~t the maximum trace amplitude and the period of 
the first six cycles of the signal were measured In order to 
estimate the body wave magnitude. The trace amplitude was 
measured to an accuracy oft 0.50 mtllimetres and reduced to 
3round motion using the response curve for the Nairobi Instruments 
indicated In _Eig. (6:%). The reading accuracy on the period 
' measurements Is approximately t 0.18 seconds. 
The seismic observatory at Nairobi is sited on a serlea of 
Tertiary lava flows, pyroclastic rocks and intercalated sediments. 
This series lies directly upon the Pre-Cambrian basement. The 
average noise level ~t the Nairobi observatory fs O.Olp of ground 
motion wlth a predominant period of 0.5 seconds. This value of 
the average noise level was used to check the calculated total 
l~agnification of the Nairobi records when dlspla9ed using the 
1microfilm reader at Durham. 
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CHAPTER 3 
LOCATION OF EARTHQUAKE FOCII 
. "l'l • 1" 
. -~. lnt~~?oductlon • 
To locate the epiccntro of lln event usln-1 onhr one station 
~equlres knowledge of the azimuth of the eplcentre from the 
I 
ttation and 
rs possible 
eloclty of 
the epicentral distance. Nith an array station It 
to determine the azimuth of approa~h and th~ apparent 
a signal as It crosse~ the array. If the velocity 
tructure of the crust Is known the apparent velocity of the 
lgnal can be used to give the angle of Incidence of the signal. 
raditionally the nplcentral distance Is determined from the 
lmc separation between the Pe and S~ arrlvnls on the r~cord. 
1hi=s~ arrivals have travelled the direct Pnth from th~ focus 
f the event to the station. The Pg-Sg time· can h~ ~Ohverted 
hto the travel time for the Pg at~~o~l. Jf the velocity 
tructure of the crust Is known the travel time of th~ P~ 
rrlval can be used to estimate the distance between the focus 
nrl the station. At large distances the travel path distance 
or a P~ arrival approximates to the epicentral distance. If 
1lg Is not visible the Pg-Surface wave time can be used to 
stimate the epi.central distance. The Pg-Sur time represents 
he difference in travel time of the Pg arrival and the travel 
in~ of the surface waves between the eplcentre and the station . 
.. 
. he Pg-Sur time has been 1 lmited empirically with the Pg-Sg 
~~~o-0hlch enables the eplcentral distance to be determined . 
. I Tt'llo methods can be used to determine the az lmuth and 
DP~rnnt velocity of the signal. One of the methods, velocity 
·ilt0rl.ng, Is based on the correlation of the signal betv11een 
ach of the seismometers. Velocity filtering can be performed 
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on th~ Oepi'lrtPl~nt's ltorlular One COP.lf)llter. The si~nal at each 
seisr1o~eter I~ de;ayerl so that it represents a slenal arriving 
at the origin of the array. The delay is derived using an 
('lSsumed velocity and azimuth for the sienal. The delayed signals 
~re sumned to give a measure of the correlation. By stepping· 
I 
~hrough velocity and azimuth a matrix of correlation is forl"'led. 
~he maximum correlation corr~sponds to the apparent velocity and 
of the si~nal. In the second method, onset time analysis, 
plane wavefront is fitted to the onset times of the sienal at 
the seismometers. r.orhishley (1969) found that. the 
nset time analysis Method provided a more accurate deterl"lination 
:f the azimuth of an event than correlation methods. Throughout 
I 
the follmving discussion onset time analysis \'-las userl to determine 
I the azimLith and apparent velocity of the sienal. 
I 
I 
I 3 : 2 He i e h t co r r e c t i on • 
I The seismometers of the Kaptar,at array are eaCh at nlfferent 
eights. Before any operation is performed on the onset times 
f the signa~ at each seismometer the onset time has to be 
to effectively place each seismometer on the same 
rbitrary horizontal plane. Fir, (3:1) illustrates the travel path 
fa direct wave and a head wave to a selsl"lometer which is at a 
eighth l(m above an arhitrary horizontal plane. The diagraM also 
haws the t\·10 paths rP.C"Jllired to reduce the seisr:1orneter to the 
rhltrary horizontal plane. 
For a head wave the height ~orrection is ~iven by, 
t = h cos9 
Vs 
\\/here, 
s is the velocity of the surface rock and 9 is the anp;le 
i nd i cat ed in Fie ( 3: 1 ) • 
Similarly,- the height correction for a direct wave is given by, 
t = b cos 0 
vs 
Because the nature of the arri~al Is not known before the onset 
times ~re analysed ~be height correction bas been approximated 
by h/Vs. The difference between the true beq~ht correction and 
the approximation is, 
~ = 11 ( 1 - cos ~ ) 
vs 
Assuming a value of 4.5 Km sec-l for Vs (Backhouse, 1972), the 
maximum value of~ for a head wave Is given when cos~= 0. For 
a seismometer 0.06 Km above the arbitrary horl.zontal plane~ ts 
approxrhmately 0.01 seconds' for a moho head wave. This error is 
of the order of the reading errors on the onset tfmes of the 
signal. 
3:3 Determination of the azimuth and apparent velocity of the 
s .i gna 1 • 
Suppose that the positions of then selsmometer!:ljof the 
Kapta8at array can be desIgnated by the coordInates .. ~ 1 y 1 • If a 
signal of constant velocity V, and azimuth~, crosses the array 
the apparent velocity VA, along the rad1al 1 's given by, 
VA = y -
cos (o(- kj·L 
The angle, measured oloakwise, between the radial 1 and true 
north is designated by k 1• Relative to the origin, taken at the 
crossover point of the two arms, the arrival tlme at the 1th 
seismometer Is, 
t I = - R I co s ( k I - o< ) 
v 
33. 
< ' t i = - }{ i ~ + y 0 cos 0( V I V \'\fhere 
isc the ri2!dial distance from seismometer i to the origin. 
As th~ arrival times are normally measured relat~ve to 
-·en nihitrary zero and not the origin, the observed arrl~al time, 
' 0Jj, Cijn be written as 0 1 "t 1 +1' where"'t'ls the arrival time 
t'l:C· orIgin. If 0 1 Is In error by e 1, 
0 i + X~~+ Y i COS 0(- '"'( = ef 
v v 
(Carpenter, 1966). 
lis equation which contains three unknown variables, sln~V, 
s«/V and L can be solved by least squares If the array has 
re than three s~ismometers. In a least squares solution, 
giving the normal equation 
the above equation a. represents the variables sln~/V, cos~tv 
J 
d't, t 1 Is the arrival time at the ith seismometer and x 1j 
= 1, 3) are unity and the coordinates of the lth selsmomdte~. 
is formula can be represented by the general matfl~ equation 
= Y which can be solved by m~tti~ inversion to ~ive the 
r i nb 1 es a j ( j = 1, 3). 
If the event occurs close to the station the approximation 
~ of n plane wavefront Is not correct. Fcir a curved wavefront 
i 
c~ossing the array the azimuth of the signal varies for each 
t l.s ~ i srno_me te r. If the focus of the event is at or near the surface 
r . . . ~ 
.~!~e~-~~,_of Incidence of the signal will remain constant across 
. ( . 
the array. However If the focus lies deep within the crust the 
\rn~T6 of incidence of the signal will vary from seismometer to 
seismometer. Hence the direction of approach of the signal 
0i 11 not be constant across the array, Fig (3:2) shows the error 
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Error on Azimuth and Velocity 
Due to Assuming a Plane Wavefront 
Fig 3:2 
.I 
:' .! . 
~-~~azimuth ~nd abparent velo~ity, calculated by the method 
~onset time analysis a~~umlng a plane wavefront, for events 
fan eplcentra-1 distance of SO and 100 kilometres. Fig (3:2) 
1~arly shows th~t the error,dua to the assumption of a plane 
~~~Jqfront, Is a function of the true azimuth, which Is plotted 
s the abscIssa of the e;r a ph. The graphs also shoi-J that the 
rror, due to the assumption of a plane wavefront, decreases 
s the epicentral d·lstance Increases. For an eplcentral 
lstance bf 100 Km, the maximum error,due to the assumption of 
p);:fne wavefront, In the azimuth and velocity are± 1.3 
:_e~rees and± 0.08.{~m sec-1 respectively. The correspondl.ng 
· ~lues for an eplcentral distance of SO Km are± 2.9 degrees 
I 
rnd::-;t 0.2 l<m sec- 1• A curved wavefront program hus been 
~cveloped to process close In events and this proBram will be 
I 
j 
.-•. I i s cu·s sed I n sect I on ( 3 : 4 ) • 
:4 Curved Wavefront analysts. 
The ~rust under the Kaptagat array ~pproximates closely 
o a simple horizontally layered structure, (see section 
3:5)). If the focus of the event Is a point source the 
. '.lavefront ami tted from the focus wl 11 form a f;Phcre. For a 
nlform layered structure the spherrcal wavefront should 
etaln its shape, within each layer, as the signal travels 
Juo.ugh the crust. The locus of the Intersection of the sphere 
;tJth. the surface forms a circle with the eplcentre as Its centre. 
' .··. 
·In .~he curved \'Javef ron t program the onset tIme of the sIgna 1 at 
et~ seismometer Is calculated for an assumed azimuth, eplccntral 
r~tance and velocity. These calculated onset times are compared 
Vitb.the ohserved onset. times to give an error of fit. The 
' ~zlmuth, epJcentral distance and velocity which corresponds to 
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h~.ninlmum erro~ of fit are taken to represent thq parameters 
f ·the signa 1 • 
To achiev~ a stable answer requires accurate picking of the 
ri$et time~ at the seismometers. The azimuth and velocity 
., 
utckly attained a stable value but the stability of the eplcentral 
lstanee was strongly dependent upon the accuracy 6c6 the ons.ets. 
he advantage of the curved wavefront program over the plane 
1avefront analysis Is limited by the accuracy of the measurement 
f the onset times. Consider an event with a surface focus and 
. . 
he epice~tre aligned such that the azimuth Is at right an3los 
o the strike of one arm of the array. On the plane wavefront 
nalysis there should be no difference between the onset time 
.f the slgn~a at the centre of the arm and the onset time at the 
.xtrcmltles of the arm. However there Is a difference In the 
nset times because the wavefront Is curved. For an epicentral 
lstance of 25 l<ms the difference In the onset times of the middle 
nd the extreme seismometers Is approximately 0.02 seconds. In 
eneral the reading accuracy on the onset time Is t 0.01 seconds 
o the error on the difference of the onset times at two 
eismometers Is ± 0.02 seconds. Hence the curved wavefront 
rogram Is no more accurate than the plane wavefront program at 
plcentral distances greater than 25 !<ms. 
:5 Errors In the measured azimuth and velocity. 
The measured azimuth and velocity may contain errors due 
o incorrect reading of the onset times, mlslocatlon of the 
elsmometers and ~ffects due to the local geology. 
The measured azimuth of the event may contain an error 
nbroduced by an er~or In the coordinates of each seismometer. 
r!ar;uJrc (1974) and Backhouse (1972) have stud·ied extensively the 
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~ffqct of Incorrect pit coordinates upon the azlmu.th c;~nd apparent 
I 
lfe l_o_cl·ty of the signa 1 across the. array. By vary 1 ng the posIt 1 on 
f .each seismometer V'Jithin the estimated accuracy on the coordinates 
· f the seismometers, Maguire found that the maximum error due to 
ncorrect pit locations was± 1.05 degrees on the azimuth and+ 0.15 
(m sec-1 on an arrft~al with apparent velocity of 8.0 l<m sec- 1• The 
.rror on the azimuth Is independent of the apparent velocity of 
he s~~nal. The error of± 1.05 degrees on the azimuth 1mpli~s 
hat for an eplcentral distance of 600 Km the epfcentre will be 
ocated on an arc, centred on Kaptagat, approximately 21 Km In 
~n~t,h .• For an epicentral distance of 60 Km the arc Is reduced 
o2.1 l<m. 
An error exists in the measured azimuth due to reading errors 
n the onset time of the signal at each s~&smometer. Kelly (l9~4) 
as shown that if the reading errors are Gaussian variables, the 
.m.s~ error on the slowness is given by, 
.L 
f ) . Kcr ( (XX) cos 2 A - 2 ( XY) s inA cos A + ( VV) s i n21\ ):a. 
.r:;m 
n the above expression, 
Is the number of se,smometers, 
Is the azlmull!h of the event, 
tIs the variance i n the onset tIme, 
1 
is the wave number, 
(XX) = ~~7 =1 ( )( i - x>2 
I (XV) m (Xi )i)(yi y) ::: l~i=l - -m 
m y)2 (VV) = l'ii=l ( y. I m 
D = (XX)(YY) - (XY) 2 
Fquatlon (i) has been ~earranged to give an equation (eQuation (ii)) 
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. .f.or ·t·h:e r. m. s. error on the az fmu th. 
"I 
i 
~I 1)._ YJ;t( (XX) sln2A + 2CXV) sinA c6sA + (YV) cos 2A)t 
.rmo I I 
. . ~, 
tet-~C v Is the velocitY 
varlnnce was calculated 
I ";\ ' • 
of the signal across the arry. The 
by repeating five times the measurement 
-
.. · f tht~ onset times. ThIs procedure was performed for a l'llllmber 
f events an"d the max I mum variance was found to be o. 009 seconds. 
s the error due to random readings Is not single valued the 
arlation of the random reading error with azimuth and velocity 
as been plotted In Fig;1(3:3). From the diagram it can be seen 
hat the maximum reading error In the azimuth is 1.1° for a 
lgnal with an apparent velocity of 8.0 Km sec-t. The random 
rrors plotted in Fig (3:3) may be reearded as a maximum as 
vcntn with clear onsets will have a smaller variance. 
The expected arrival time of a plane wavefront at each 
einrnometer canoe calculated from the measured azimuth, velocity 
nd the arrival time of the signal at the origin of the array. 
,· 
11n il~fference between the expected and the observed arrival 
lme of the sienal at each seismometer eives the residual at each 
eismometer. t·Jhen the residuals are plotted acainst the calculated 
zlmuth of the event they appear to follow a sinusoidal function 
tith an Imposed D.C, level. Corbishley (1969) has shown that the 
eslduals on the seismometer onsets can be fltftec;Hto a function 
f the form, 
i i' i ) 
'•';I 
'\Jhere '1 1 are the residuals for the ith seismometer, l ' l 
ql{ Is the azimuth of the kth event, l, · Is a phase ang Te for each seIsmometer, 
_._6_.·-i; -~ sn:_d·_. ·.th
8
ei remainIng error, 
A c• are constants for each seismometer. 
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Befo~e the plane wavefront analysis Is performed the onset times 
are corrected so that the seismometers are reduced to the same 
horizontal plane. In the above equation A1 may be Gonsldered as 
representing thererror on the height correction for each 
seismometer. The error A may arise from three factors. If the 
I 
p-wave velocity used for the surface material is in error the 
j height correction on the onset times will not compensate fo~ the 
relative heights of the seismometers. The height correction also 
depends upon the relative hei~hts of the seismometers. An error 
in the relative height may contribute to the D.C. r~slduaJs. 
Lastly as shown In section (3:2) the height correction employed 
Is only an approximation to the true height correction. Because 
the height correction does not fully compensate for the ~elatl~e 
heights of the selsmomet~rs there will be a residual error. This 
residual error gives the A1 term. The sinusoidal· part of ~quatlon 
(iII) may represent the effect on the onset time of a di ppl ne 
layer beneath the array. Maguire (1974) found th~t- ~he values 
of B1 ~ere. less than ~ 0.019 sec~hds lndlcat.inR that the near 
surface structure under the array Is nearly horizontal. This 
agrees with observations of the local geology. Ma~uire found 
that the A1 values were generally less than t 0.007 seconds 
implyln~ that the height correction Is effective. 
3:6 Estimation of eplcentral distance. 
As mentioned in section (3:1) the P-S time is converted to 
the P travel time to give an estimate of the travel ~ath distance. 
The P and S velocities are related by the equation, 
V P c ( 2 - 2cr) 
V s ( 1 - 2cr) 
where, 
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.a- 1 s r>ofs~on's ratio, 
• ~I . ' • 
J
" 
' ,I . 
'n 
. L I is the p-wavc velocity, 
. •! ,~ i s t h e s -wave v e 1 9 c I t Y • 
_.- j ~~ ' (f cr- , _r s o • 2 5 the r a ti o V P : V 5 I s 1 • 7 3 • In this study VP was taken 
- - ' 
·qual- to 1.74Vs, corresponding to a Poisson's ratio~of 0.254, 
fter Anderson (1965). 
For close In events the first arrival Is normally a P~ phase. 
Jlth Increasing epicentral distance the first arrfval changes to 
~~-"n.nd then Pn (Fig 3:4). In records where the first arrival was 
... . . 
.. or-? It frequently difficult and often impossible to Identify 
. : . n 
.,.. J~~nce throughout this study the P-S time was taken as the time 
\..t ·'.. _; .. ; 
~6Drtrrtlon between the P and S wave onsets. This quantity deftnes 
·I, , ., 1 I f h h i d ~~10 -~--',1.1ave trave t me or t e pat nvo 1 ve • 
. . 
. ,_Frequently the S onset was not clearly visible on therecord~ 
n t~is case the P-Sur time was used to estimate the travel p~th 
!stance for the P wave. To obtain this estimate the P-Sur time 
as converted to a P-S time using the empl~lcal relationship shown 
n Fig (3:5). This graph was constructed using the events, located 
o the nest of the Gregory Rlft,which showed clear S and ~urface 
Jave onsets. A similar empirical relationship was derived for the 
-sand r~sur time of events located within the Gregory R~ft. 
:•h() r>Oints that form the graph, shown In Flg~(3:5), b.eyond a P-S 
. . ~ . 
. ine of 45 seconds sholtJ a large degree of scatter. t.1ost of the:.' 
.vcnt!1 t'\11 th a P-S tl me greater than 45 seconds come from the area 
f .th'Q Ruwenzorl Mountains. This Implies that the scatter cannot 
.~ d~~ to variation In the structure of the crust. The sc~tter In 
:1c (Jiagram Is probably due to misidentification of the S or Surface 
\HWe onsets. 
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The S-wave onset· i.$ usually marked by a pronounced change In the 
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frequency and amplitude 9f the si3nal (Fig 3:6). The surfa~e 
tyaves show a cle&r Increase In period and usually hav-e a l~rger 
amplitude tha:n:the previous arrivals. 
As defined the P-S time gives an estimate of the travel path 
distance. To link this dl*tance *lth the eplcen~~al dlstcinc~ 
_requires a knowledge of the type of travel riath and the focal 
depth of the event. The p-wave travel path cah be found using 
the app~~ent ve"Foclty of the arr{val; e11-- If the lnftlal P-wave 
-1 has an apparent veloclt'- of 6.5 Km sec the travel path is 
* . probably P taking the crustal model In Fig (3:4>. If the focal 
depth was not known It was assumed to be five kilometres. This 
assumption was ~ased of the focal depths determined ln this study. 
Also, Molnar and Aggarwal (l~Jl) found tha~ the maJority of 
microselsms In the Gregory and Kavl~~ndo Rifts li~ within the_ top 
5 Km of the crust. The effect upon the epicentral distance of an 
Incorrect focal depth Is Illustrated in Fig (3:7). 
The conversion of the p travel time to travel path ~Mstanc~ 
and eventually eplcent·ral distance was achieved us-1ng the model 
for the structure of the crust, Fig (3:4), derived by Maguire 
(1974). Using a range of focal depths from 0-35 Km and a set 
eplcentral distance the travel time was calculated f~ . ., the direct 
~aves, the moho reflection anrl all the head waves generated by the 
nodel Illustrated in Fig (3:4). The set of travel times for eCich 
focal depth were compared to find which path eave the _s-hortest 
tr-CJvel time. The shortest travel time f_or each focal depth was 
·, . 
stqred In a_ two-da!menslonal matrix and the prOcess repeat-ed for 
another eplcentral distance. This travel time matrix was used to 
~tve the eplcentral distance. 
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:7 Measurement of focal depth. 
The epfcent.ral distance and focal depth are t18htly bound 
ogether, ah error In one affects the other. If, for a head 
~ave arrival, the true focal depth Is deeper than the measured 
.ocal depth the measured eplcentral distance will be shorter 
han the true epfcentral distance. The reverse applies to 
lrect arrivals, ie, If the true focal depth Is deeper than the 
easured focal depth the measured eJ)Icentral distance will be 
longer than the t~ue epicentral distance. From this It can be 
$een that, except In a few cases, It Is impossible to divorce 
the focal depth from the eplcentral distance. 
The focal depth of a large number of events can be used 'to 
define the fault plane. The events, to which the focal depths 
r~pply, must 
!cme depth. 
,· 
' 
be spread over the fault plane and not clustered at 
Once the fault plane has been defined the nature,fe, 
~ormal, reverse or thrust, of the fault can be determined. 
One or more of four methods were used In an attempt to 
· .. 42 
define the focal depth of each event. All of the methods reQuire 
the use of a crustal model to represent the structure of the c"~st. 
The four methods Tnv<l>lve; 
(i) A comblnatfnn of the eplcentral distance dertved from the 
curved wavefront program and the P-S ~lme, 
(II) The use of the angle of approach and the P-S time, 
(I if) The use of the· P-S time at Nairobi and Kaptagat and the 
azimuth of the event from Kaptagat, 
(iv) The time separation between known first and second P 
arrivals. 
It·---.. ··,-
.,..._, . 
~ _-:;J''!:~~ocal dep-ths of very close events • 
. , .. ,:. 
·:J'_::-::' fha aurved wavefront program gives a direct meas-ure of the l ',,. 
~~icb~tral distance. As the curved wavefront analysis applies 
].nlJ:to close In events the first arrl·val Is a Pg phase. flence 
-· 'h.o' P~-Sg time gl ves an· estimate of the dl rect distance from the 
tat~on to the focus. Knowing this distance and the eplcentral 
lstance enables the focal depth to be determined. 
Ltke the other methods the accuracy 6~ this method depends 
pon the cnustal model. The calculated travel times were formed 
sing the P-velocities given In Maguire's crustal mode) and 
• .u y b.G I n e r r o r I f the v e 1 o c i t I e s I n the c rus-t a 1 mode 1 a r e 
~n-correct. Suppose that the focus of the event 1 i es wl thIn the 
I 
~i~s~·crustal layer. If the true velmclty of the first crustal 
•nvok Is smaller than the assumed velocity the true tra~el time, 
~oro particular focal depth, wi 11 be larger than the calculated 
·I . 
i 
. ~a-lu~, Conversely the true travel time Is smaller than the 
43 
1alcul~ted travel time if the true velocity of the first layer of the 
crust is greater than the assumed velocity. 
llayer the assumed velocity was 5.9 Km sec-1. 
For the first crustal 
ln focal depth, due. to assuming a velocity of 5.9 ~ sec-1 ~or the 
crus t a 1 . 1 aye r , I s p 1 o t ted a g a I n s t t h e ' t rue v e 1 o c i t y ' of t h e 
trst crustal layer. 
An error can be introduced into the calculated focal depth I( 
r.lcasured P-S time Is In error. If the P-S time Is In error by 
~1 riricond the observed tnovel time wl 11 be in error by approximately 
(.1'55:·second. In Fig (3:9) the error due to an Incorrect observed 
r~v~1 time ha~ been comblaed with possible error due to the 
·i1~0tli1lDtlon of an Incorrect crustal model. This graph, Fig (3:9), 
sho\Jo that an error of +0. 1 seconds on the travel time has the 
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~~f'i~:~t I ncreaslng the focal ~epth by apnrox lmatc}F o. 7 ~. 
,,.;~_t•~:~:~::··~6.-i~ror analysis for this methoo· can be fjntended·to Include 
·.-' ·fll'1 !_>ocond layer. This e)ctenslon of the error analysis has 
. . 
_··:·o.~::~:~hen Included here as the method, for available earthquakes, 
. .-r - .. -........ 
ld not y-teld focal depths In excess of 18 r<m. 
The curved wavefront program gave a stable eplcentral 
1stance for five close in events. These events had focal 
epths In the range 14 to 17 Km. These focal depths compare 
avourably with values of the focal depth determined using the~ 
eloclty of the signal across the array and the Pg-Sg time. 
~:9 Focal depths using the apparent velocity and Pg-Sg time 
l 
of an event. 
Ji ~I The angle of Incidence Is defined as the angle between 
. I 
fhQ direction of approaph of the signal and the horizontal 
t~~~~7~ on t-'1/hlch the seismometers are standing. The cosine of 
~hl~·angle Is eiven by the ratio of the velocity of the signal 
I.·; ·.·: 
I 
0cro5s the array and the p-velocity of the surface rocks. If 
·~:to· first arrival has travelled a Pg path the Pg-Sg time gives 
m~asure.of the path distance. This path distance can be 
mployed along with the angle of approach to give the focal 
epth. 
The accuracy of the method depends upon three factors, 
[I) the accuracy of the ~nustal model used to give the angle 
of approach and the travel time of the signal, 
i i) the accuracy 6~ the measured a~parent velocity, 
'! li o ):"the accuracy of the P-S time. 
, = .··r. .. 
/.ln Fig (3:10) the error on the focal depth, due to 
\ . ~ ..... < ·\. l 
t f.nc()r.rect velocities used In the crustal model, has been plotted 
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c:>;;Cfin·ot the p-velocity of the first lrnrer fen: four appArent 
v.locfties. This error has been calculated on the basis that 
·~~v~locity of 5.9 Km scc- 1 was used to represent the p-wave 
\' .-.. 
of the first crustal layer. A path distance of 10.0 Kms 
use~ ·to convert the error in the ang 1 e of incidence to 
f o c a 1 de p t h • F rom the g r ap h , F i g ( 3 • 1 0 ) , i t can be 
s en that the error in the focal depth, due to an error In the 
a sumcd crustal model, decrease~ .as the measured apparent 
of the signal increases. This Indicates that, providing 
e path distances are the same, events with deep calculated 
c~l-depths will have a smaller error in the focal depth, due to 
a \incorrect crustal model, than shallow earthquakes. The graph, 
Fl~ (3:10), is modified If the path distance is allowed to vary 
1:1 th the true p-wave ve 1 oc I ty of the crust. ConsIder a focus 
the first layer of the crust. If the true v~1ocity of the 
first layer Is less than the assumed value adi 5,.9· l(m sec-l the 
a tual path distance will be less than the calculated path 
d stance. This Implies that the error In the focal depth Is 
ss than that plotted In Fig (3:10). For a first crustal layer 
w th a true velocity sreater than 5.9 Km sec-l the true path 
d ~tanc~ will be greater than the calculat~d p~th distance. 
T Is in turn means that the error in the focal depth will be 
~roased. 
The calculated angle of Incidence is a function of the 
Otparcnt velocity of t~e stftnal across the array. Any error In 
.. 
· ... t,~-nc onnarent velocity wi 11 be reflected by an error in the angle 
·~t· t~cldence and ultimately In the focal depth. ~lg (3:11) Is 
error in focal depth against the 
A~ain the error decreases as the 
'a!~fdt of the variation of the 
etr~r-ln apparent velocity. 
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, n.t'1 .. !lllrent velocl ty increases. 
t a~t· t~e ~lgher the apparent velocity the small~r the error In 
. , . 
. f _·an l ·tlepth due to an i ncor r ec t measu rem en t of the Rpparen t 
This decrease In the error Implies 
v_foclty . 
.-.' : /'.n error in the mensured Pg-Sgtfme will give an error In 
t1e·travel path distance via the ar~@r in the travel time. 
S ppose that In measurtng the P-S time an error of ± 1 second 
Introduced Into the mP.asured P-S time. For a direct wave 
nfined to the first layer of the crust the ± second error In 
tla·mcasured P-S time wl 11 give an error In the calculated path 
d Gtance of 7.97 Km. The corresponding error In the focal depth 
~~1i be a function of the sine of the angle of Incidence. As 
I , 
t~o nnale of Incidence Increases the error In the focal depth, due 
t an Incorrect measurement of the Pg-Sg time, also Increases. 
the focus l~es deeper than the first layer of the crust the 
e ror on the path distance will Increase because the p-wave 
v locity Is greater. For an error of ± 1 second on the P~-S 
G g 
t me the maximum error on the focal depth of a crustal focus Is 
8 79 Km. 
This method of determining focal depths was restricted to 
within the Kavirorido Graben. These events ar~ located 
thin normal shield crust the structure of which 1s represented 
the crustal ~odel of Maguire (1974). The analysis was 
r strfcted to events that had a first arrival 6.lt Km -1 sec or 
. r: I' -1 
.·u -~.lil sec • This 1 Imitation was Imposed to remove p* travel 
:ths from the analysis. A llml tlng depth can be put on events 
\1 th n "first arrival apparent velocity of 6.5 J{m sec- 1 • Fig 
(· :12) shows the range of focal depth and eplcentral distances 
f r tJ~lfch P arrives before p*. This grapl~';has bP.en const!l1ucted e 
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140 150 
u Yn~ · ~1ae;u Ire's mode 1 for the crusta 1 structure. ll nes of equa 1 
S· time have been dra\rm on the sect I on of the graph for whIch 
nrrtves, at'1the station, before P. Fig (3:13) shows the range g 
·or.focal depths for events In the Kavlrondo Graben. The greatest 
rilmbor of foci I apparently occur at a'focal d~~th of 11-25 Km. 
T e lack of earthquakes with shallow focal depths is probably due 
~ the poor resolution of the apparent velocities. Also the 
m~xlmum error on the apparent velocity Is! 0.2 Km sea-l which 
can give a considerable error In the focal de~bh. 
3 10 Focal depths determined using data from Kaptagat and Nairobi. 
If a crustal model and focal depth are assumed the azimuth 
of the event from Kaptagat and the P-S time at Kaptaeat aan be 
u4od ~o estimate the hypocentral location. The travel path from 
t~o f~cus to Kaptagat was assumed to be the travel path of the 
~~~oal ·that should, theoretically, be the first arrival at Kaptagat. 
T~e hypocentral location and the assumed focal depth can be used 
I 
to determine the nature of the first arrival at Nairobi an~ the 
a soclated P-S time. This calculated P-S time at Nairobi c8n be 
c mpared with the measured P-S time at Nairobi. By varying the 
a sumed focal depth the calculated P-S time at Nairobi can be 
a justed until It Is the same as the measured P-S time at Nairobi. 
Hen this condition exists the assumed focal dep~h was taken as 
~c actual focal depth. 
The accuracy of the method depends on four factors: 
( f l ~he accuracy of the measured P-S tIme at Nairobi, 
0 I > the accuracy of the measured P-S time at Kaf:ltagat, 
( i If) the accuracy of the measured azimuth, from Kaptagat, 6£ 
the ep i centre, . 
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' 
I 
25 30 35 
~.{ v->:· ... the similarity betwc~n the crust and the modal used to 
_., ·' " .. represent the crust. 
,. 
An lncor~ect measa"ement of the P-S time at either station 
. ·' • .. · 
... ,:J ll. result In an incorrect estimate of the path distance from the 
:>.?'o~us·,to the station. Ffg (3:14) shows the var1atlon with azimuth 
o the error on the focal depth due to an incorrect measurement 
o the P-S time at Kaptagat. The graph considers two cases, 
( ) when the first arrival at Kaptagat is a Pg phase restricted 
to the first crustal layer and the first arrival at Nairobi Is 
a Pn phase, 
( ) when both stations see Pn as the first arrival~ 
E has been constructed assuming an error of+ 0.39 
s conds on the P-S time. An error of ! 0.39 seconds on the P-S 
t me corresponds to an error of ! 0.50 seconds on the travel time. 
T e first case Is applicable to events located in the Kavlrohdo 
G aben for which Pg Is the first arrival at Kaptagat. Case (b) 
'l• 
events located In the Eyasl Rift or along the arc of 
~~~~ 06stern ·Rtft. Confirmation of the Pn arrival at Nairobi, for 
dl3fnnt events, is given by the expected onset time, at Nairobi, 
o tTl~ signal being appf'oximately the same as the actual onset 
tit:',t~~~::. >f-Ig {3:15) shows similar graphs for an erro(:"-of 0.39 
s~conds on the P-S time at Nairobi. Again two case~ have been 
consIdered, 
the ifLr.:s~ arrival at Nairobi Is a P phase and the f.lrst g 
arrival at Kaptagat Is a Pn phase, 
both stations see a Pn phase as the first arrival. 
C~no-(e) applies to events very close to Nairobi. These events 
ht!Vcru ·r-s time I:"Jhlch 1 lmlts the first arrival, at Nairobi, to a 
P,~ ph~~?~ The graphs In Fig (3:14) and Fig {3:15) show that the 
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L.,racy of the method Is Strongly dependent upon the accuracy of 
m~asured P~S time at Nairobi. 
·rhe accura6y of the azimuth, measured from Kaptagat, of the 
1f)icentre also affects the error on the focal depth. In F lg I . . 
t3!1G) the error on the azimuth Is assumed to be one degree. Three 
four cases listed above have been considered and are 
epresented on the graph by a, b, c. The three graphs shown In 
igures (3:14) to (3:16) are not smooth curves. This Is because 
he computer program, based on the above method to determine 
Increments the test focal depth in steps of 1 Km. 
tn cr~or in the azimuth has a maximum effect when one of the two 
~totions sees a Pg phase as the first arrival. The effect of an 
erroneous azimuth is not so pronounced when both stations see a 
n phase as the first arrival. 
PJg (3:17) shows the error on the focal depth, due to an 
incorrect crustal model, assuming both stations see a Pn phase as 
the first arrival. The graph In Fig (~:17) has been drawn assuming 
errorn6f ± 0.2 Km sec-l on the velocitY of the first and third 
yers and an error of± 0.3 Km sec- 1 on the second layer. In 
ese graphs the eplcentral distance has been constrained to the 
c rrect value. In the case when the actual p-wave velocities are 
limits of the velocities In the crustal model the 
the focal depth is ± 12 Km. This discussi6n assumes 
lf.lidth of each layer, within the crust, is known. An 
in the width of each layer wl 11 Introduce an error into the 
col depth. For a P arrival a variation of± 1 Km In the depth 
n 
the first boundary will resutt in an error of! 0.1 Km on the 
cial·depth. For a P8 arrival the same error on the crustal model 
w 11 produce an error on the focal depth equivalent to an error of 
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+ "l,'":~ :.nr.on,!s on thr travrl tin~. This error is insirr;n!fir.t=1nt. 
thP Cillculnted trnvnl tinn to t:,1irohi ~Jill ~>P. incnrrPct. '~hPn 
rlotPrninnd by this nnthod thn focus of tile «:vent is '1lacnrl at 
or near n l~m denth. This is due to thP. incorrect travf!l tine. 
A s i n i 1 <1 r p e r t u r h (). t i o n ex i s t s o n t he f o c n 1 ~~ e !1 t h s o f e v e n t s 
Cllted ttit!1in the r1ul'lf~nzori FJre~. !1ncnttsP. of this p~rturhation, 
~~ tf1p ilnonalous structtJre vJitl,in the Gre~ory '"!ift, of tl,e trC~vel 
tlnP of t'1n si.~nnl t 11P. nethorl 1·1as restricted to events from the 
s uth <1nd southt·Jest of I~<'~Ptnn;C'It Anrl 'l.1iro11i. F.vents f ron ti"'P.5e 
r ~ions hnve travel !1Aths t·Jhir:h do !'lOt cross thP Gren;ory r.ift. 
Elent5 fron thesr:> rP.~ions hr~vn focal dP.pths t·Jithin th0. ton 5 l(m 
o · the crust. 
3 1 1 r= o c"' 1 d P. !1 t h s I 0. tern i m~ d IJ s i n ~ second Fl r r i v ill 5 • 
"fhe t 11rC'n foc<1l de11th nethorls discus5erl :->n~viously '1id not 
u I 1 i z e <1 n y 5 e con rl <1 r r i v a 1 s t h n t r.1 <1 y Pi,.., near on the r nco r rl . F o c v 1 
rlt!1t~1s t·Jcrn determinP--1 fron t'lP. 11nwiot15 r1nt~ods tJslno; sone 
f~nturP of only thP first nrrival nnd the neasurPrl P-;, tine. A 
ct-:U5tal nodel us illustr;~ted in Fi'n; (?J:Id \Jill n;ive rise to fl 
n~~hcr of P-<lrr~va1s ori~inatin~ from rlifferent travP.l 'flths. 
t~e event is sufficiently rlistant from the stfltion these srconrl 
P~?rrlvals r.1r1y he sttffir.icntly s0narntP.rl to he distinr;uishable 
' 
o ~ t h P r n r.o r d • C:onsidrr an event t-Jith !'1 ilS t'1n ~irst arrival. 
n 
' 
I-:= 
l'sinn; the crust?l nodP.l in r:i_n; f~:l1) it is nosslbln to nostltlatn 
o nun 1H~r o-:- najor sccon:l <1rriv~ls follmJin; the r.mho arrivr-~1. 
Thr. r-><1t 11s tollmJerl hy thr. sncond nrrivnls CJre illustr~ted in r-1'1 
(c;:l~) <llonn; tlith the letters ~Y uhich thny \Jill be irlentificd in 
i 
tr1e te~t. ::or an event \/i th il focus in the first l2yPr thn seconrl 
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~rrivals may inclOde Pg, p* and Pm• An event with a focus In the 
secnnrl layer m~y h~ve Pg and Pm as second arrivals. A Pp second 
hrrival was tentatively identified for one event. This arrival had 
I 
n n11r>arent velocity of 8.0 l<m sec-land was similar in_shape to 
signal whfch was the first artival. The 'P ' signal showed 
. p 
degree phase shift relatfve to the Pn signal. 
The second arrivals were identified using the apparent velocfty 
f the sfgnal. Thfs means that the second arrfvals were accurately 
eflned and there Is only a slfght chance of mfsfdentiflcatlon. 
Using the crustal model In Fig (3:4) the arrival times for Pn, 
* , P~ and Pm were calculated for a serfes of eplcentral distances 
nd focal depths ranging from 0 to 35 Km. The dffference between 
he arrival times of Pn-Pg, Pn-P* and Pn-Pm are plotted agafnst 
n-Sn in Fig (3:18). In the case of the Pn-Pg two focal der>ths, 
and 35 l<m, have been considered. Sfmilarly two focal depths, 
and 15 l<m, have been considered for Pn-P*, and a focal depth of 
' l<m for Pn-Pm. At a focal depth of 35 Km, Pn-Pg and Pn-Pm are 
quivalent. Against the theoretical separation between Pn and 
he second p-arrivals are plotted the observed differences fc~ 
arthquakes recorded at l<apta~at. Ff~ (3:18) shows that the 
~lajorlty of the earthquakes have a shallow focal depth. This Is 
onflrmed by the apparent velocity of the secorid arrivals (see 
ppendi.x). 
I j 
1:12 Dfscussion of focal depths. 
·1 ()f the four methods available to determine focal depths, the 
~otcntfally most useful method, the combination of the P-S time at 
~apta~at and Nalrobf and the azfmuth of the epicentre from Kaptagat, 
is virtually el lmlnated by the anomalous crust In the Gregory Rift. 
I 
I 
I 
!hen this mathod was used, for events from the far south Rnd south 
I'JP-St of KaptR~at, it p;ave focal depths In the top 15 Km of the (rust .• The error graphs discussed previously have shown that an 
[rror in the P-S times or Rzlmuth of the event forces the focal 
de~th to the 1 IMits of the crust. That this does not happen is 
taken Rs an Indication that the focal depths, determined by this 
ethod, are n·ot I:Ji lclly· incorrpct. 
The focal depths within the Kavirondo rift cluster between 
11 - 25 Km, similar to the focal depths found by I·Johlenberg 
l~ti8, 1970) for the ~estern Rift. These focal depths are deeper 
han those found by Molnar and Aggarwal, (1971), for the after 
hock sequence in the Homa Bay area. The difference between 
heir focal depths and those found In this survey may be due to 
n error in the measured apparent velocity. 
In the northern section of the Eyasi Rift Rykounov et al., 
I 
flD72), and Molnar and Aggarwal reported values of focal depth 
flustering in the range 10- 20 Km. ·This compares favourably 
~ith the focal depths found for events In the Kavlrondo Rift. 
The second arrival method can only provide an Indication 
f the focal depth. However, It does support the other methods 
n that the focal depths appear to cluster at depths of 10 - 15 
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: 1 I. nt<11oduct l on 
CHAPTER 4 
SEISMICITY 
Previous seismic studies of the East African Rift System have, 
ecause of the location of the recording stations, concentrated 
n the western arc of the system. Consequentli 1 ittle is known 
bout the seismic activity In the Kenya section of the East African 
1ft System. Wohlenber~ (1969) lists four seismically active 
ectonlc atl!eas; 
:) The Semft let~ Ruwenzo r I a rea. 
) Nnirth.of lake Tanganyika and the Russi Plain. 
) The Rukwa Rift. 
} Th~ Eyasi Rift and the southern part of the Gregory Rift. 
t t.h~ four arP._as 1 isted above the fl rst three are part of the 
.. 
re~te~n Rift and the fourth area Is part of the Eastern Rift~ ·.~:The Semlllkl Ruwenzorl area Is In the northern sector of the 
~estern Rift and of the three seismically active areas In the 
~estern Rift it Is the nearest to Kaptagat. It should ~e possible 
o observe at Kaptagat shocks within the Ruwenzorl area with a 
aenttude greater than 3.4. The largest earthquakes prevlo~sly 
within the area had a magnitude of 6.5-7.0 (mb) and 
on March 20 1966. This shock may be associated with an 
~ ·~~~rri~ to the west of 40 em on a fault running NNE for 40 Km 
rom.l·c'l:.tltude 0.7N, longitude 29.8E (Wohlenberg, 1966). The 
• ,i 
~it~ritral location of the earthquake on March 20 lies on the 
1. 
i-nc of.the fault described above (lahr and Pomeroy, 1970). rn 
~A~;~ days prior to the large shock there were 35 events with 
•. • ', : T ·-••.• '":_,. ' ~- ·•• 
bo1~wa~e magnitude gre~ter or equal to 3.3. These shocks are 
o distributed In time as to suggest that they are part of a 
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orrshock sequence. At the beginning of thts foreshock sequence 1: .... 
the temporal frequency of events Is approximately 150 events 
.~~X d~y. Just before the maIn shock, toward the end of the 
'·I '- " for~shock sequence, the temporal frequency of events dropped to i .. 
~~vent per day. The third earthquake in the foreshock sequence 
~as·the largest of the sequence and had a magnitude of 4,8 (mb). 
tf the foreshock sequence Is isola~ed fro~ the following shocks 
I 
I 
~t takes on the appearance of an aftershock sequence. This 
I 
t 
tmpresston is created by the large earthquake, magnitude 4.8, 
rollowed by the decaying sequence of smaller magnitude earthquakes. 
Jn the 67 days after the main shock there were 779 earthquakes 
~ith magnitude (mb) greater or equal to 3.3 (lahr and Pomeroy, 1970). 
rlohlenberg (1968) has splIt the aftershock sequence Into a main 
ser.ies starting Immediately after the main shock and two secondary 
s~ries starting approximately 32 days and 37 days after the main 
~hock~ When the magnitudes of the earthquakes, of the fore and 
I 
~ft~rshock sequence are fitted to an equation of the form 
lor;~ 1 =a - bm both the fore and aftershock sequence glve a b value 
of approximately 1.05 (lahr and Pomeroy, 1970). The events of 
I 
rhe aftershock sequence are located on the Kitfmbi-Semli·kl fault, 
ro the west of the main shock (Falrhead·and Girdler, 1971). In 
he period 1956-1963 before the earthquake of March 20 the 
uweniorl area was moderately active with 38 events of magnitude 
greater or equal to 4 and 80 events of magnitude less 
han 4.0 (WohlenberB, 1968). Sutton and Berg (1958) using data 
~fro_~ the 1. s. R. A. c. network located two earthquakes with 
ra~;~.:itude CM 1 ) greater than 6 on the western side of lake Albert. 
>~h:e f:i.rst shock CM 1=6.0) occurred on July 22 1955 and the second 
lshock.·(M]=6.3l on September ~ 1955. The three" large magnitude 
.earthq~akes that have been located in the region of the Ruwenzori 
~~,represent an upper limit to the ma$nltude of earthquakes In 
·his region. Analysis of the I.S.C. bulletins fair the period 
~67-l970 showed that~after Qhe major shock of March 20th 1~&6 
-t'id Its associ a ted aftershock sequence the number of events wl th 
_a_~n-ltude Cmb) greater than 4 dropped toS and 4 earthquakes with 
Ja3~ftude (mb) less than 4. This apparent decrease In the seismic 
of the Ruwenzorl region may be a function of the number 
f observing stations or may reflect a large stress drop due to 
series of earthquakes during 1966. Microselsmfc activity In 
Ruwenzorl area has been Investigated by Rykounov et al., (1972), 
found a mlcroselsmlc activity of 23,0 events In ten days. This 
level of mlcroselsmlc activity Is In agreement with the temporal 
frequency of the earthquakes with larger magnitudes. 
As the Western Rift Is traced southward the next prominent 
zone Is the northern end of Lake Tanganyika. sl lsr.)i·cally act lve 
Provt~lng that the earthquakes located at the northern end of Lake 
T nr.ariyi.kar:haue a magnitude greater than 3.9 they will be recorded 
a Kapta8at. The seismic activity for the northern part of Lake 
nganylka In the years 1956-1963 Is outlined In table 4:1 (from 
hlenberg, 1968). From this table the general seismic activity 
approximately 12 earthquakes a year with magnitude CM 1) less 
tan 4 and approximately 5 earthquakes a year with mag~ltude CM 1> 
p; eater than 4 excluding the data for the years 1960 and 1962. 
T ~ ri~mber of earthquakes ln. the two years 1960 and 1962 are much 
h gh~r than for the other years 1 lsted and are representative of 
a ter~hock sequences following earthquakes with magnitudes CM 1 ) 
G.25 (1960)· and 5.75 (1962L Further evidence that the northern 
~ d of Lake Tanganyika Is a cont.Tnuously active seismic zone comes 
f om n~Bremaecker (1959). Using data from the I.S.R.A.C. network, 
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TADLE .,_.: 1 
TEt.1Pf)RALQ I SIR I nuT! ON OF F:ARTHOIJAKES 
AT THs NORTH Ehlfl OF L. TANnAI·lYI r<A 
YEAR MAGN I T!JDE >4 MAGNITUDE<~ 
1956 6 9 
1957 2 
19 53 8 1 7 
1959 G 
196 0 54 128 
1961 5 24 
1962 1 2 53 
1963 4 1 7 
)~_.,ha_s shown that th f s a rea was one of the most actIve areas In 
h~(t·Jestern Rift during the period 1953-1957. DeBremaecker also 
ou~d that the earthquakes were closely related to the faults 
hat form the margin of the Tanganylka graben. Combined with the 
ocations of Wohlenberg (1966, 1968, 1969), the data of DeBrameecker 
1959) clearly shows the continuity In the seismic actlv~tY at the 
orthern end of Lake Tanganyika. 
The southern end of the Tanganyika and Rukwa grabens are areas 
f high seismicity with 68% of the shocks felt in Tanzania 
rlglnatlng from faults in these areas. Of the two areas the 
ukwa graben ~s the more active (Falrhead and Girdler, 1971) and 
he majority of the seismic activity Is concentrated on the eastern 
tanks of the grabens (Wohlenberg, 1968). During the years 1958-
963 the southern part of the Tanganyika graben and the Rukwa 
raben were the site of 7 shocks with magnitude CM 1 > greater th~n 
and 27 shocks with a magnitude CM 1 ) between 4 and 5. These 
·tgures suggest that the seismic activity In the southern part 
f ·the Tan'gany I ka graben and the Ru kwa graben Is s 1 I ght 1 y hIgher 
'ha:n the seismic activity at the northern end of Lal<e- Tar:"~ganylka. 
he s_outhern end of the Tanganyl~a graben Is approxlmate.ly 2000 Km 
outhwest of Kaptagat and at this distance only earthquakes with 
~~gnltude CM 1 > greater tha~ 6.3 will show above the noise level 
t l<aptagat. 
Within the Western Rift not all seismic regions are tectonic 
reas. Regions of high geothermal heat flow correlate well with 
o~e~, of seismic activity (Fairhead and Girdler, 1971}. These 
eothermal areas Include the Upemba-Mweru area and north of Lake 
''l'li v"ti \1here the actIvIty Is associ a ted with the vI runga vo lcanoe§ 
~~(Der'lr.emaecker, 1959). Two seismic zones, one runnin-g_du'e west of 
. Lake-~lvu (DeBrema~cker, 1959) an8 the other In the Malagarasl 
,. 
-.. 
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rea 200 Km east of central lake Tanganyika H'Johlenberg, 1969? 
ho\-r,no signs of tectonic or geothermal activity. 
·compared with the .~bstern Rift the eastern arc of the East 
Jfrican Rift system Is much nearer to Kaptagat and consequently it 
hould be possible to detect, at Kaptagat~ small magnitude 
~rthquakes wlth epf~entres located fntthe Eastern Rift. Previous 
ork ~as ~hown that the most active part of the Eastern Rift ~les 
etween latitudes 2°S and 6°S. This section of the Eastern Rift 
s known as the Eyasf Rift. From lwfro, a·statlon within the 
, • S,..R,A.C. network, It 
,ii~a3nftude CM 1> greater 
yas I RIft C FIg 4 : 1 ) • 
should be possible to detecteevents with~ 
or equa~ to 4 originating from within the 
During the period 1958-1963 the I.S.R.A.C. 
etwo~k located 14 events with magnitude CM 1> greater than 5, 38 
vents wf th magnItude ( M1 ) be tween 4 and 5, and 1 0 events w I th 
n1 a~nftude CM 1> less than 4 within the Eyasf Rift. If the trend tndlcated by the above ff~ures for the recorded seismicity In the 
Rift is extrapolated toward lower magnitudes approximately 
per year with magnitude CM 1) greater than 3 can be 
xpected to occur within the Eyasl Rift. Most of the shocks 
Eyasi Rift by the I .S.R.A.C. network are concentrated 
n the western flan·k of the Eyasf Rift or to the west of the Eyasl 
fft (Woh1enberg, 1968). Sykes and landlsman (1964) have relocated 
of the large earthquakes located In the Eyasl Rift by 
The locations of Sykes and landlsman are to the east 
of t'Johlenberg (see table 4:2) and lie within the Eyasl 
RJ ft •. 
the mi erose I sml cIty of the Eyas I RIft has be?en studIed by 
R kounov et al., (1972), who recorded approximately 30 events per 
dr-Y~· in the vicinity ofr:the two volcanoes Ngorongoro and Oldonyo 
lengat, and lake Manyara. These shocks had magnitudes In the range 
. I 
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TAeLE :. 4:2 
CO~-iPAR I srw hF LOCATHWS OF E VEii~TS I ~j T~iE FASTER~\' R I r- T 
Sy~es and. Landisrnan t:Joh 1 en berg 
Date LocatIon Location Magnitude 
April 04 1956 ~4o93°S 35o44°E 05°5 35o20E 6o5 
~-1ay 10 1959 n3o 19°5 35 o ~n °'E 03°5 34o58°E 4o2 
August 2 4 19 59 04 0 24°5 0 35o04 E ll4°S 34 o 5°E 6 0 1 
October 25 1959 04 o8 3°5. 35oG4°E 04 0 75°5 34o75°E 5o2 
0.5-3.5 (M 1). Although the earthquakes in the vicinity of 
!J~orongoro, Oldonyo Lengai and Manyara did not correl~te •with 
kno~n faults, further north at latitude 2°S Tobin eta$., (1970), 
!located a significant number 6f earthquakes near the scarps of 
\Pleistocene faults. Tobin et al. found that the eastern f;l,anks 
~f the rift near the Kenya border showed the highest seismic 
lctivity with a seismicity of 47.1 events per day. Further north 
~nto the Gregory Rift the seismic activity appears to decrease 
~1olnar and Aggarwal, 1971; Tobin et al., 1970). 
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Beyond the northern 1 imit of the mlcroselsmlc surveys two large 
arthquakes have occurred In the rift. The earlier shock happened 
n dnnuary 6, 1928, and had a magnitude CM 1) of 6. 2 (Tillotson, 
937a·). Tillotson (1937b~ has suggested that this shock was In fact 
double event with a near surface focus. The second of the two 
,ajar earthquakes had a magnitude CM 1 ) 6f 7.0 and occurred on 
. ADtember 1, 1957. This shock was located in the Gregory Rift on 
he same latitude as the southern boundary fault (the Lambwe fault) 
f the Kavlrondo Gulf (llohlenber~, 1968). Unfortunately, the 
J.S.R.A.C. system is too far 'a\·1ay from the Greg-any Rift to reveal 
iny low maaniturfe seismicity. However, the close proximity of the 
1aptagat array to the Gregory Rift does nrov~deitnformation on the 
1bw magnitude seismicity. 
On the same latitude as the centre of the Gregory Rift btJt 
rGnning in an east-west direction is the Kavirondo graben. Like the 
G~e"ory Rift the Kavlrondo Rraben Appears to be seismically quiet. 
Pft·JP.ver, during March and April, 1968, a series of magnitude cM 1 ) 
stn earthquakes .occurred on the Lambwe fault (Loukeplne, 1968). 
ThP- after effects of these lar~e shocks is confined to a zone 2 Km 
w rle just north of the LambNe fault. In this zone, Molnar and 
A ~arwal recorded over 300 mlcroseisms per day during March, 1970. 
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·.i:c:trthQuakes within this zone had a focal depth bQtween 3 and 5 Km. 
l 
l . From previous· seismic surveys the Gregory and Kavlrondo Rifts 
~nreor to be areas of low seismic activity. The small earthquakes 
~ocated In the area may represent a small stress build up and the 
. . . I . . . 
. ·jar,;e earthquakes a locking of the faults. Further south the 
attern of faults and the presence of large magn.itudc earthquakes 
ay indicate a change In the crustal structure and the stress build 
p. 
1
:2 The present ~urvey. 
The bulk of the data Involved In this study covers a continuous 
JP.rfo.rl from March 12, 1971, t~ July 9, 1971. This data was 
• upplemented by data from September 1, 1971, to Nobember 14, 1971, 
nd from July '20, 1970, to July 31, 1970. Although the study Is 
·nased primarily on the data from the continuous period the secondary 
.I -
:~eriods were used to confirm the seismic areas, the background 
. 'l . 
acttvfty, magnitudes and other features outl lned by the co~tlnuous 
I .. 
period. 
I F~ur seismically active areas were outlined by this study. 
The four areas, each of which will be Individually discussed, are.:-
1 
(i) The l<avlrond.o Rift and surrounding. areas. 
(II) The Gregory Rift. 
(Ill) The Ruwenzorl block and the Albertine Rift. 
C~v) The Slrla Fault. 
4:3 Kavlrondo Rift. 
The eastern end of th~ Kavlrondo Rift, the Elgeyo Escarpement 
afd'the southern flank~ of Mt El*on have been grouped Into on~ area. 
The Kavlrondo Rift fs bounded by the selsmclally active Lambwe 
f ult and the Nyando fault. Kapta~at lies between 43 and 166 Km 
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Seismic Activity in.·the Kavirondo Rift 
rom the Nyando fault and between 86 and 192 Km from the Lambwe 
At these distances the observational cutoff magnitude at 
aptagat for events In the Kavlrondo Rift lies between 2.1 and 
.• 4 (mb). Events that have been located within the Kavlrondo 
ift have first arrivals with a measured apparent velocity 
rangIng between 5. 9 l<m sec- 1 and 7. 0 Km sec -l. The majorIty of 
-1 he measured apparent velocities are between 6.4 and 6.6 Km sec . 
If the model In Fig (3:4) Is applicable .to the crust in this area 
he velocl ties of 6.4 l<m sec-l to 6.6 Km sec- 1 suggest that the 
I rst arrival Is a P* phase and the focal depths are less than 
l8.'l l<m. 
All oftthe events located within the Kavl~bndo graben show 
~n initial lmput,slve P arrival. After the first arrival the 
rmplitude of the p-wave train gradually dies away until the onset 
~f the S or surface waves. The s-waves are not always visible on 
!he record and this may be due to the orleritatlon of the fault 
I 
~lane to Kaptagat. The frequency of the p~wave train of all the 
I 
~vents from the Kavl~ondo Rift lies In the range 4-6Hz. With 
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he onset of the surface waves the frequency of the signal decreases. 
wo events which have ep~centres located In the Kavlrondo graben 
are illustrated In Fig (4:3). 
A cluster of 13 events have been located approximately 25 Km 
outh of Kaptagat and east of the Nyando fault. These events 
~ave travelled a Pg path to Kaptagat, the measured apparent 
~P.10clty of the first arrival ranging between 6.3 and 7.2 Km sec-1. 
1he signal frequency of the p-wave train is approxlm~tely 10 Hz. 
As can be seen from Fig (4:4) the majority of the events 
lrcated within the Kavlrondo graben are associated with the eastern 
erd of the Nyando fault. Events located In this part of the graben 
are not concentrated on the Inferred ext~nslon of the fault b~t 
forM a diffuse pattern alther side of the fault 1 lne. The spreAd 
bf thP. epicentres may be due to local small faults or Incorrect 
tocal depths. As the eastern end of the Kavlrondo Rift Is covered 
by the Uasln Glshu lave any small ~aults are hidden and their 
~orrelatfon with the eplcentres cannot be confirmed. If the events 
I located at the eastern end of the graben and the events 25 Km to 
ihe south of Kaptagat are treated as one g~oup they form a line of i ., 
telsmlclty al lgned In a ENE direction. This 1 lne Is coincident 
11th the direction of the Inferred extension of the Nyando faultt 
The tight grouping of the eplcentres near the Elgeyo Escarpement 
I ~uggests that these events are associated with a looal fault. If 
rlhls Is correct the line of seismicity probably represents a band 
I 
Jf local faults and not one continuous fault. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
The western end of the Kavlrondo Rift Is apparently les~ 
'· 
1elsrnlcally active than the eastern end of the graben. Tht~ 
apparent lack of seismic activity may be due to the Increase In 
61 
Jhe observational cutoff magnitude because of the. Increased distance 
I to l~anta~at. Hov1ever, the number of earthquakes In the western 
Jart of the rift Is still lower than the number anticipated. Even 
I ~he Homa Bay area (0.5°5, 34.5°E) of the western part of the 
lavlrondo rift which was the site of previous seismic activity, 
(section 4:1 ), was seismically qule~ Between 1968 and 1971 the 
area of seismic activity has apparently migrated eastwards by a 
distance of approximately 100 Km. The events that have heen 
1 cated within the western end of the rift are concentrated toward 
the centre of the rift. Geological evidence Indicates minor 
ultlng within this part of the graben and the events are probably 
a sociated with these faults • 
. Seven e~ents have been located to the north of the Kavirondo 
Rift. These shocks are associated with small scale normal faulting 
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that festoons the basement. 
The temporal dlstlbutlon of the events In the Kavlrondo 
Rraben area Is Illustrated In Fig (4:5). This plot shows that the 
majority of the earthquakes occur In bursts, two of whic~ have been 
marked E and W. Events that constitute the burst labelled E are 
located In the eastern part of the rift and south of Kaptagat. 
The burst of activity labelled W Is formed by events approximately 
30 Km to the west near the junction of the Nandi and Nyando faults. 
tJlthln this burst there are five shocks wlth mb greater than 3.50. 
The majority of the shocks with mb greater than 3.50 occur at 
point A ln Fig (4:4). Within burst W the events show a general 
shift In the eplcentres from east to west. This and the position 
of bursts Wand E suggests a migration of the activlty from east 
to west. Of the two bursts the events in the western burst have 
the higher average magnitude. The events In the eastern burst 
have a smaller average magnitude and are probably assocbited with 
sma 11 f au J t s. 
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The histograms for the tempor~~ dlstrlbutlon of the seismic 
activity In the Kavtrondo Rift and the Gregory Rift show t~:Jo r>il!aks 
bf activity ser>~rated by ten weeks. Although the histograms cover 
only lY weeks the ten week periodicity Is supported by observatlons 
~rom tapes not Included In the continuous period. The peaks In the 
histogram for the Kavlrondo Rift are sll~htly dlspla~ed In tlme 
relattve to the peaks In the histogram for the actlvlty In the 
Gregory Rlft. A cross correlation ofl:the two histograms shows two 
1eaks separated by approximately ten weeks (Fig 4:6). These p~aks 
3re produced when the hlsto~ram for the Gregory RJ~t Is displaced 
Forward In tlme by four weeks and reflect a slmllarlty In the 
;eJsmlc activity of the Kavlrondo and Gre3ory Rifts. Thi§ suggests 
that there may be a causal relationship between the setsmlc activity 
Surface Wave Events at Nairobi ( P Expected Onset Indicated by :) 
Sur face wove 
10 Seconds 
i Surface wave 
Fig 4=7 
n the Kavlrondo and Gregory Rifts. 
Twelve events from the Kavlrondo Rift were recorded by 
Nairobi seismic station. Of the~e twelve events, four did not 
1 
~how recognizable p-waves but were represented by surface waves. 
i 
Qne of the surface wave only events had a magnitude of 3.5 as 
I 
~easured,~at l<aptagat. There Is no apparent correlation between 
the position of the eplcentre and the absence of recognizable 
I . . 
~-waves at Nairobi. Two of the surface wave only events are 
~hown In Fig (4:7). On this figure is shown the expected amplitude 
~f the p-wave at Nairobi If the attenuation of the signal Is 
J11owed for using a modified form of Richter's curve. This 
I 
1eductlon In the amplItude suggests attenuation of the signal as 
ft crosses the Gregory Rift. 
Gregory RIft. 
]
:4 
rom 
Ourlng the period Investigated fourty-sevennevents originating 
within the Gregory Rift were recorded by the Kaptagat array. 
he epicentres of these events lie In one of three well defined 
elsmlc areas centred at latitude 1.5°5, 0.35°N and 2°N (Fig 4:1). 
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hese groups wl 11 be called the southern, central and northern grpups 
espectively. The seismicity In the Gregory Rift forms a distinctive 
attern with the areas of seismicity separated by regions of 
pparent quiet. The gaps In the seismicity within the Gregory Rift 
·correlate closely wit~ areas of vol~antc activity. The southern 
.·1 . 0 ~ap, <H approximately 1 S, Is occupied by·the volcanoes'~Suswa and I . 
~on~not. Similarly the northern gap, at approximately 1°N, Is the 
slite ~f two volcanoes, namely Stall and Pakka. The absence of any 
s,eisr.1lc activity within these areas is surprising as at least 
·I 1icrosetsmlc activity should be associated with the volcanoes. 
K~ptagat Is approxlmat~~y 90 Km from the centre of the northern 
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gap ~nd 150 Km from the southern gap. At these distances the 
observational cutoff magnrtudes (m~) are 2.2 and 2.3 respectively. 
The stress release, and hence the magnitude, associated wl th an 
earthquake depends upon the ability of the rodk to store 
deformational energy. If the crust In the volcanic areas has been 
weakened by high heat flow and magma reservoirs, the capacity of 
the rock to store deformational energy may be reduced. This wl 11 
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result in an upper cutoff limit to the magnitudes of the earthquakes. 
However, It is unlikely that the volcanoes can affect the strength 
of the crust over the whole area of the seismic gaps. Magnitude 
(m~) 3.5 earthquakes have been recorded from the central area. 
The southern flank of this area lies on the rim of the volcano, 
enenga i. If magnitude 3. 5 earthquakes have been recorded from 
~ene~gal similar magnitude earthquakes may be associated with the 
ther volcanoes. 
The s.ignal frequency of the events from the uouthern and 
orthern cluster show an anomalous low signal frequency (Fig 4:8) 
pproxlmat~ly half that of events, from the same eplcentral distance, 
utside of the rift. Events from the central area also show an 
nomalous signal frequency. These events have a signal frequency 
f approximately 5-10 Hz, In some cases nearly double the signal 
requency of events, at the same eplcentral distance, outside of 
he Gregory Rift. The anomalously low frequencies, of!!events from 
he southern and northern cluster, suggests anoma16usnattenuatlon 
f the signals from the rift. 
Events from within the Gregory Rift show a wide variation, 
jt l(aptagat, In the apparent velocity of the\:flrst arrival (Fig 4:9). 
First arrivals from the southern cluster have apparent velocities 
between 6.6 and 8.2 Km sec- 1• Events from the northern cluster 
· s 0\'1 a similar range but;: t·tnsttir at 6.8 Km sec- 1• ~~~thin the 
entral area the first arrivals show two distinct trends In the 
pp~rent velocity. Six events have a mean first arrival velocity 
7.59;t0.16 Km sec-l and five events a .mean first arrival velocity 
G.77;t0.17 Km se·c-1. ttJithln 95% confidence limits the t'tJo means 
re significantly different. These appa~ent velocities clearly 
emonstrate that the crustal structure within the Gregory Rift Is 
lfferent to that on the plateau. The anomalous crustal structure~ 
Ill be discussed In section 4:7. 
4:5 The Western Rift. 
A small number of events were located In the Western Rift and 
surrounding areas; this small number may reflect the large distance 
o the Western Rift. Of the earthquakes located In the Western 
1ft, the majority are distributed on the east side of the 
Ruwenzori Mou~~~lns (Fig 4:1). The events to the east of the 
R~wenzori Mountains form two trends. One trend runs In a north-
south direction between the Lakes Albert and Edward and the 
earthquakes are, In general, ·associated with the boundary fault of 
the Ruwenzorl block. The second trend forms a diffuse band running 
from the RU\"'enzo rl b 1 ock eastward toward Lake Wama 1 a. I n thIs 
region, henceforth called the Wamala region, the basement Is formed 
by rocks of the Toro system. These rocks have been Intruded by 
granites. Although the Toro system In the Wamala region shows no 
sign of recent faulting there are ;~ lar~e number of small, normal 
and wrench faults In the Pre-Cambrian basement, (Johnson and 
Williams, 196L; Johnson, 1969). These faults may have been 
. r actiVated. Further north the northern end of Lake Albert Is 
·slightly active with five events recorded from this area. These 
e ents 1 leon the boundary fault or on the 1 ine of the boundary 
ult of the Albert graben. 
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The temporal distribution of events within the Ruwen~ori area 
Is plotted as a histogram (Fig 4:5). On average 2.5 earthquakes~ 
fro~ the Western Rift, per week were recorded at Kaptagat. This 
back~round level was disrupted by a burst of 24 earthquakes between 
pri·l 17 and April 26, 1971. The earthquakes within thJ~s::.burst of 
ctfvlty have magnitudes Cmb) between 2.2 and 1 ~4·j·4 and are not 
ssoclated with one large earthquake. 
Data taken from the t.s.c. bulletins for the period 1964-1970, 
Fig 4:2), sho1r1 a!iSimtlar distribution of eplcentres near Lake 
lbert. The majority of the earthquakes occur In the region of 
he Se~llkl region. This concentration of events reflects the 
oreshock and aftershock sequence of ~he Congo earthquake of March 
0, 1966. The shocks form a tight cluster Indicating that the 
I . 
The ·shocks In thIs reg I on 11 e on the Nt'J trendIng boundary fau 1 ts 
ron the lin~ of these faults. This ctearly demonstrates the 
ontlnued activity of the faults In ·the Tanganyika graben. 
4:6 The Slrla Fault. 
Twelve earthquakes occurred bet~:Jeen April 2 and rv1ay 4, 1971, 
11 ti1e Stria fault. Outside of this ·period only two earthqaake~ 
with Magnitudes greater than 2.7 were recorded by the Kaptagat 
array. The eplcentres of the earthquakes are closely associated 
with the surface outcrop of the fault and the shocks have a near 
z .ro focal depth. Tha ~agnltude of the earthquakes range between 
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.7 and 3.5. Within the period April 2 to May 4, the ma3nitudes 
not normally distributed about a large magnitude shock. This 
u~~ests that the burst of activity from this fault is not formed 
ly a large shock with a following aftershock sequence. Although 
Stria fault Is equidistant from both Kaptagat and ~airobf, only 
he larger shocks are recorded at the latter station. Those shocks 
ecorded by Nairobi showed a reduction In amplItude. This suggests 
hat the Gregory Rift contains material with a low Q value. 
Crustal structure within the Gregory Rift. 
The crustal model for the Gregory Rift must explqln not only 
apparent velocity of the first arri~als from the rlft but also 
quiet regions and the attenuation of the signals across the 
ift. The quiet regions within the G~e80ny Rift are approximately 
ymmetrical to Kaptagat and resemble the shadow zones seen at 
eleseismtc distances. 
Fig (4:9) shows the apparent velocities measured In this study 
those given by long and Magulre (1976) for the first arrtv~ls 
rom.the Gregory Rift. The data includes the velocity, across 
he array, of the sienal of three of the eight shots let off In 
ake Hanni ngton by Grl fft th et al., C 1971). Magut re measured the 
apparent velocity of the shots as approximately 8.0 K~ sec-l and 
these velocities have been cOnfirmed in~th1~_study~ The shots 
differ f!f"om the earthquakes In the Lake Hannlngton area in that 
the signal frequency is much lower, 2 Hz as opposed to 5-10Hz, and 
is in agreement with th~ findings of Grlffith et al., (1971) • 
. As stated earlier the apparent velocities of events located 
\'Jiithin the 
·mran first 
generally, 
central area define two groups. Those events with a 
arrival ·apparent velocity of 6.77 Km ~ec- 1 have, 
either a P-S tIme less than 8 ·seconds, or are located 
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on the north and south edges of the central area or both. The 
-1 eve~ts with a mean-apparent velocity of 7.59 Km sec for the 
68 
first arri~al generally have either a P-S time larger than 8 seconds, 
r are locat~d toward the middle of the central area~ or both. This 
~u~gasts that the apparent velocity of~the events Is dictated by 
li:he, location of the focus within the Gregory Rift •. 
The events from the southern group show a wide variation In 
fhe apparent velocity and do not define average velocities as Is 
~he case of the central cluster. In contrast the events from the 
orthern cluster have a mean apparent velocity of approximately 
.3 Km sec-1. This suggests that the events from the northern 
luster travel a farrly constant travel path. This wide range of 
Velocities is suggestive of a structure which shows a velocity 
Increase with increasing travel distance. 
The symmetrical shadow zones suggest''> a~:structure which atna 
'' 
tertain distance prevents the signal from reaching Kaptagat. In 
he case of the teleseismic shadow zones the travel paths, within 
he qantle, are deviated by a drop In the p-veloclty of the 'rock'. 
If a slmf·.l·ar cause Is postulated for the-shadow zones In the 
regory Rift there must be a velocity discontinuity within the 
regory Rift. 
Lastly the model must explain the attenuation of the signals 
(see Chapter 6) that c~oss the rift ana the delay times at Nairobi 
(see Chapter S). 
The simplest velocity-travel path distribution Is given by the 
equation: 
V = V + Kz z 0 (10, where, 
z Is. the depth of penetration of the ray, 
X is ·the Increase! In velocity per unit Increase In depth, 
V Is ·the surface velocity, 
N is the velocity at depth z. 
For a surface to surface travel path the travel time for a si~nal 
assing through this type of structure Is given by, 
T = .Z.. cosh-lXm 
K V0 (I i) where 
is the travel time and Vm ~s the maximum p-wave velocity 
ravelled by the signal. If the origin of the shock Is not at 
he surface the travel time is given by, 
T = 1 cosh-l K2CA2 + h2 l + 1 ( I i I ) where 
K 2V 0 CV 0 + Kh) 
is the anlcentral dlstrince and h Is the focal depth of the shock. 
For the earthquakes located within the central gaopp the 
lowest measured velocity for the first arrival was 6.6 Km sec-1. 
rjf this earthquake has a focal depth of 0 Km, equation (II) can 
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~e used to estimate limiting values of K providing V0 Is known. 
E(enfs from the western edge of the rift valley have a first arrival 
parent velocity, at Kaptagat, of 6.2 Km sec- 1. These events may 
h ~e briefly sampled the topmost part of the anomalous crust within 
e rift. Taklne V0 as 6.2 Km sec-
1 in equation (I I) gives 
K = 0.05 sec-1. If the p-wave veloctty of the topmost part of the 
c ust is 5.9 Km sec- 1, K is 0.07 sec- 1• The minimum apparent 
v locity of event~ from the northern group of events Is 6.8 Km sec- 1• 
Is and the travel time can be used to put a lower llmi t of 
0 03 sec- 1 on 1<. The high apparent velocity of the shots and the 
e rthquakes from the Lake Hannlngton area ~uggests that the simple 
m the structure within the Gregory Rift, may be local iy 
p rturbed. If a linear increase of ve16clty with depth is stl 11 
a plicable within the Hannlngton area, K will be 0.09 sec- 1 for 
V = 6.2 Km sec-1. 
, Into this model must be Included the velocity discontinuity 
\"/ljichwill be represented by a ve'tpcity drop, VO, at a depth z. 
Eyents from the central cluster have a maximum P-S time of 
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11.5 seconds. T~is P-S time a~plies to events from the southern 
r~d,'1e of the cluster. Events from the northern edge have a maximum 
8.4 seconds. The P-S time of 11.5 seconds can be used 1P-s time of 
Ito ·r;lve a maximuM travelttime for events w i th l n the central zone. 
lf K and V0 are known the maximum travel time cah be~used to put 
lm·Jer limit on the depth to the discontinuity. Fig (4:10) is 
plot of the P-S time for an event with zero focal depth against 
he depth to the discontinuity. This figure shows four trends 
ach of which corresponds to a different combination of V0 and K. 
rom the graphs the following combinations of K and V0 give the 
'ndicated maximum depth, z, to the discontinuity: 
Vo K z 
5.9 Km sec- 1 0.03 sec- 1 5. 3 Km 
6.2 II II 0.03 II 5. 5 " 
5.~ II II 0.07 II 1 2 . 5 II 
6.2 " " 0.07 
II 1 3. 0 " 
These figures show that the surface velocity, V0 has little affe<!:t 
upon the depth z. If z is snaller thal'l the maximum value the 
r1axirqum traMal time, for an evant with a zero focal depth, wi 11 
11e. 1 ess than 1 5. 54 seconds ( P-S tIme 11. 5 seconds). The 
r~appearance of the signal from below the discontinuity is 
I 
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gpverned by the value of K below the discontinuity and the decrease, 
I 
VIJ, in vel(.]oity at the discontinuity. Below the discontinuity K 
was assumed to have the same value as above the discontinuity. 
Frg (4:11) is a plot of the P-S time against VO for an event with 
n surface focus. The bulk of events, from the north and south 
ctusters, start to appear when the P-S time exceeds 20 seconds. 
this value of P-S time represents an event with a zero focal 
d r>tl1 the graphs in Ffg (4:11) can be used to ~ive a minimum value 
o vn. 
vo .K z VD 
5.9 Km sec-1 n.o3 sec-1 6.0 Km 0. 15 l<m sec- 1 
6.2 II II 0.03 II 6.0 " 0. 18 
II II 
5.9 II " 0.07 
II 1 3. 0 II n. a 3 II II 
6.2 II II 0.07 II 1 3. 0 II 0.86 II II 
Fig (4:12) shows the P-S tIme p,lJd>tted against VD for an event 
cated on the suggested discontinuity. Events located in this 
stt&on should prov~de an estimate for the maximum value of VD. 
The graphs In Fig (4:12) and the P-S time of 20 seconds give the 
f llowlng estimates of VD: 
vo K D VD 
5.9 Km sec-l 0.03 sec- 1 6.0 Km 0.32 Km sec-1 
6.2 II II 0.03 II 6.0 II 0. 34 II II 
5.9 II II 0.07 II 1 3. 0 II 1. 46 II II 
6.2 II II 0.07 II 1 3. 0 II 1. 50 II II 
the events 1 I e below the suggested discontinuity to generate 
e shadow!:zone the 1 I m i ts on the above model wIll be modified. 
Is possible to stop the signal, from events from below the 
s ggested discontinuity, reaching Kaptagat if the up~ard path Is 
r fleeted at the discontinuity. This su~gests that VD Is 
c mparltlvely large. 
The travel path for events from within the Gregory Rift is 
completely confined to the anomalous crust. At some point the 
·Sii~nal leaves the anomalous crust and enters normal shield. For 
t1e present model any signal leaving the anomalous structure, at 
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a leval above the suggested discontinuity, encounters material wlthf 
a
1 
lo\rJer p-veloci ty. Hence the ray wl 11 be bent towards the normal 
; 
t? the boundary. This means that the apparent velocity across the 
I 
' a~ray is not the true maximum velocity seen by the signal. The 
I 
I 
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i~nal will have travelled faster than the apparent velocity. 
he· suggested deviation of the travel path Implies that the 
.nicentres, located by the array, are incorrect and that the 
picentres are probably nearer to the axis of the rift than 
~us~ested. Below the discontinuity the velocity contrast between 
~he anomalous and normal crust depends upon the model for the 
anomalous crust. For the upper limiting values on the general 
~odel the signal passes from a. low velocity to a h'gh vatocity. 
this means that the signal emerging from the rift is bent away 
rrom the normal to the boundary. Also the signal Is deviated in 
a vertical direction. This direction will, probably, Increase 
th& angle of ascent of the signal and hence the apparent velocity 
fs ereater than the maximum velocity seen by the signal. For 
the lower limiting values on the general model the signal, 
eeneially, passes from a higher to a lower veloctty. Comparison 
of the travel paths for the southern and northerri group events 
s~ggests that the travel path for the ffiatter events is 
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~redominantly within the rift. This may explain why the p-veloclties 
fpr the onset of the signal are fairly c6nstant fo~ these events. 
I 
T
1
he travel path for events from the soutl)enn cluster apparently 
1 ave the rift much earlier ~han the events from the northern 
This~ and the spread in eptcentres, may explain ~he 
v rlation In apparent velocity of events from the southern cluster. 
4 3 Discussion. 
:tithin East Africa the seismicity shows two distinct trends. 
A north-south trend exists In both the main rift areas. This trend 
in accord with the general east-west stress (Bangher and Sykes, 
6~; Sykes, 1967)r1which Is ~penlng the Western Rift and the 
1 re~ory Rift. At right angles to this trend Is an east-west 
rend displayed In the Kavitribbdo graben, the t~amala region and 
~the Stria fault. r~ the Nubia and Somalia dlates are rotating 
hout an axis .In the area of the Rukwa graben as suggested by 
~6Kenzie et al., (1970), east-west fractures should develop. 
I lhese fractures will form in zones of crustal weakness such as 
he Slrla fault, or where a local stress perturbs the regional 
tress pattern, for example, the Kavlrond~ graben and the 11amala 
eglon. In the fqrmer region the perturbation is due to the 
uplift of the Kenya Dome and in the latter region to the uplift 
f the Ruwenzorl block. 
The pattern of seismic activity within the Gregory Rift 
Is the combined effect of the suggested anomalous crust and 
osslble shallow focal depths. In section 4:7 the parameterd, 
thich define the general model, have been limited pslng events 
fror.1 within the Gregory Rfft. Compressional velocities recorded 
from the central group of events are consistent with velocities 
r corded from the oceanic ridges. Across the ridges the Velocity 
v rles between 6.4 and 8.2 Km sec- 1 (Oxbur~h and Turcotte, 19fiR), 
with velocities of 7.3- 7.7 Km sec-1 predominant at the centre 
the ridge (Talwanl et al., 1965). The latter authors found 
v_locltles of 8.2 and 8.1 Km sec- 1, 3 Km below the. crest of the 
r dge, which they chose to Ignore. Under the oceanic ridges the 
h gh velocity material probably corresponds to anomalous mantle 
m terial. In the Gregory Rift the velocity Increase in the upper 
yer probably corresponds to the Intrusion of volcanic material. 
The anomalous crust within the Gregory Rift probably passes 
t normal crust to the north and south of the Kenya Dome, In accord 
findings of Rykounov et al., (1972). If the anomalous 
-, 
C' ust is to pass In to normal crust the value of K must decrease 
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l,.,.Y from the dome and the d I scant i nu I ty becomes progress lve 1y 
i 
i!P.P.ner. This required increase In the depth of the discontinuity 
(s probably coincident with the increased depth to the top surface 
tf the mantle anomaly as outl !ned by the various gravity surveys. 
1- Events from the northern and .southern clusters, within the 
fregory Rift, show a comparltively low signal frequency. If the 
~ource function for the faults In this region is similar to that 
~o~ faults in other areas, the predominant fow frequencies suggest lelectl~e attenuation of the high frequencies. For a partial melt 
d Is Inversely proportional to frequency at frequencies less than 
~he critical frequency and propOrtional to frequency at frequencies 
1reater than the critical frequen~y (Walsh, 1969). The c~itlcal 
1requency for pure dilation Is dependent upon the viscosity anrl 
~ulk modulus of the fluid Inclusions. For pure shear the critical 
1reQuency Is dependent upon the shape of the fiLt.tl d InclusIons, 
the· bulk and rigidity modulus of the solid and the viscosity of 
Jhe fluid (Walsh, 1969). If the high frequencies are selectively 
attenuated by a partial melt, the viscosity of the fluid must be 
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ite low. Alternatively If the rock Is solid, Q may be Independent 
frequency. The attenuation of the hi~h frequencies is then 
e to a d~crease ~n Q, and the number of cycles of the slenal 
within the anomalous material. 
i The absence of s-waves In the coda of earthquakes from the 
n~~th and south clusters suggests that the ro4k on patt of the 
I 
travel path may be In a partially molten state. If the apparently 
selective attenuation- I~ due to a partial melt, the discontinuity 
nay represent a change fron a sol ld state to a partial melt In 
nc:.~na ch~mbers. Local perturbation of the surface of the discontinuity 
may be caused by ma~ma cupolas below the main volcanoes. 
The events in the Oregory Rift shown In Fig (4:1) are 
probably mislocated. If the model outlined in section 4:7 Is 
applicable to the structure in the Gregory Rift, the events In 
the central cluster in the rift probably 1 ie nearer to the axis 
of the rift than depicted in Fig (4:1). This mislocation Is 
due to deviation of the ray path as it crosses from the anomalous 
to the normal crust. 
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CHAPTER 5 
TRAVEL TIMES ACROSS THE GREGORY RIFT 
5:1 Introduction. 
Evidence from grav1ty surveys and refraction 1 lnes shot 
within the Eastern Rift zone suggests that the crustal structure 
within the rift zone is different to the structure outside of 
the rift zone. This difference In crustal structure may become 
manifest in the onset time at Nairobi of the first arrival from 
earthquakes to the west of the Gregory Rift. Using the 
hypocentral location and origin time as determined by the 
Kaptagat array the expected onset time of the first arrival at 
Nairobi can be deterMined If a particular model Is assumed for 
the structure of the crust. The model in Fi~ (3:4) was used 
to represent the crust both inside and outside of the Gregory 
Rift and the expected onset times at Nairobi derived from this 
model will be termedrl the calculated onset times at Nairobi. 
As the model of the normal crust Is unr~presentatlve of the 
crust within the Gregory Rlft,\:the calculated onset times at 
Nairobi should be different to the measured onset times at 
Nairobi. This difference between the calcu~.bted and measured 
Q~set times at ~airobl will be termed the delay times at 
Nairobi. 
Fig (5:1) shows the average delay times at Nairobi for 
the five main regions. The Individual delays are given In Table 
(5:1). The 95% confidence limits on these average values are 
as follows: Ruwenzori, 0.24, l(avirondo Rift, 1.07, Slria Fault, 
(') 
3.16·, Southern Group, 1.58, t~orthern Group, 1.20. Events from the 
Ruwenzorl and Kavirondo areas should have Pn as the first arrival 
at N~irobl. In the latter re~ion the first arrival at ~apta~at 
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Regional Delays at Nairobi 
Fig 5:1 
TAGLE 5 : 1 
TRAV~l Tlt1E 'MJOMALI ES 
Event Epi central . Epicohtral Delay 
No. 0 i s.tS3nce to Distance to U5ed i n 
Kaptae;at Nairobi calculations 
56Q~8 216.2 211.61J -4.35 
56149 215.2 212.8 -5. 02 
5494 0 212.8 2 j)g. 2 5 
-2.56 
62104 50.8 220.31 2.01 
62107 49.3 223.31 2.82 
62108 4 7. 1 22 0. 03 1. 97 
6 211 0 4 5. 1 226.63 2.93 
621 f4 4G.7 224.69 0. 0 3 l 
6211 7 62.8 220.57 4.21 
62135 6 7. 1 219~91 . 4. 70 
60280 . 70. 0 220.60 0.44 
59 53 210.L~ 66.58 -2.29 
5956 219.0 53.72 -1.2 0 
59 5L~ 242.2 33.52 -4.03 
60232 215.2 54.4h -2.09 
6277 205.4 45.60 -0.9 7 
5955 2 OS. 5 66.!l0 -1.81 
6163 34 7. 6 142.70 1. 08 
6164 341.2 132. 00 0.77 
54902 19 2. 1 384.31 -3.89 
54906 194.0 33 0. B 0 -4. 72 
54901 194.0 376.70 -3.88 
6263 349.2 390.91 2. 09 
Event Epl central Eplcentral Delay 
No. Distance to Distance to used in 
l<aptagat Nairobi calculations 
5 5987 599o5 7 a 1 0 70 0.58 
55979 617.0 797o00 Oo62 
58169 6 39 0 6 79 3 0 2 0 Oo57 
53184 748 0 4 799o70 Oo29 
6219 776o6 8 09. 7 0 1. 22 
6243 764o7 60lo6n 1 0 20 
6 268 928.5 942o40 0 0 8 7 
6271 7 31 • 1 559.8 0 Oo78 
62 78 496o2 6 66 0 4 0 1. 07 
is either p* or Pg whilst events from the former region have Pn 
as the first arrival at Kaptagat. Events from the Sirla fault 
have p* as the first arrival at KaptaRat and from their position 
should have p* as the first arrival at Nairobi. Those events 
from the southern group should have Pg as· the first arrival at 
~airobl and either p* ti~ Pn at Kaptagat. These arrivals are 
based on the assumption that the travel path Is confined to 
normal shield crust. 
Before the delay t lmes at Naf~rob I can be in terpretednas;.!f>he 
.ffect of an anomalous crustal structure within the Grego~y Rift 
everal alternative explanations must be eliminated. The 
lternatlve explanations are: 
i) That the hypocentral location as determined from data from 
the Kaptagat array Is Incorrect. 
II) That the origin time of the event as determined from the 
onset time of the evant at Kaptagat is Incorrect. 
IIi) The delay times are due to measurement errors on the onset 
times at Nairobr. 
iv) That the model used to represent the structure of the 
normal crust Is not ariradequate representation of the 
true crustal structure. 
v) That the anomalous crustal st,ructure is not associated 
with the Gregory Rift but a feature of the crust external 
to the rift. 
"he five alternative explanation 1 lsted above wl 11 be discussed 
n sect f on ( 5 : 2 .). 
:2 Discussion of possible errors. 
If the crustal model for the. structure outside of the rift 
s Incorrect the calculated travel times to Nairobi will also be 
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incorrect and may elve the measured delay times at Nairobi. 
Con~~der two cases when a) both stations Qee a Pn phase as the 
first arrival and b) when on~ station sees a Pn phase as the 
first arrival and the other a Pg phase as the flrstnarrlval. 
The hypocentral location of the shock Is fixed u~~ng data 
from the Kaptagat array. Therefore any error,ln the crustal 
model, will give an error In the eplcentral distance and the 
focill depth. Cons lder case a). If the p-wave velocity of the 
ihlrd layer of the model for the normal crust Is In error the 
moHo travel time to Nairobi will be Incorrect. For an Incorrect 
moho velocity tb~ error In the calculated traVel time to 
Nairobi Is given by, 
e =·A.t_j_ - 1] where, 
8.05 X 
is the true velocity of the rock at moho level, and &is the 
eplcentral distance to Nairobi calculated from the Kaptagat 
locations. If x differs from 8.05 J<m sec-1 by 0.1 Km sec-1 the 
rror In the calculated travel time to Nairobi Is 0.15 seconds 
er 100 Km epicentral distance. To determine_ the effect of an 
~rror In the velocity of the first and second layers of the 
trnctural model the hypothetical event was assumed to have a 
ocal depth of five Km. For this hypothetical event an er:ror of 
.1 Km sec-1 on the velocity of the second crustal layer gives a 
axlmum error of 0.13 second~ in the calculated travel tl~e to 
~al~obl. A similar error on the velocity of the first layer bf ~he crustal model will result In an error of 0.03 seconds on the 
~alculated travel time to Nairobi. For the ~~ents from the 
iuwanzorl area; a true moho velocity of 7.95 Km sec- 1, as compared 
~o the model velocity of 8.05 Km sec- 1, will explain the delay at 
iJalrobi for events from the RUirJenzori. ~vents from the l<avlrondo 
-I 
~ift have Pn as the first arrival at Nairobi and a delay at 
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.. ialrobl of 2.37 seconds. To explain this delay as an error on 
h~ ~oho velocity of the mod~l for the normal crust requires the 
rue·rJoho velocity to be unacceptably small. 
An erroneous assumption of the moho velocity will also mean 
hat A Is Incorrect. For a true moho velocity of 7.95 I~ sec- 1 
he maximum error in 6 is 5 l<m for a P-S time of 50 seconds at 
taptagat. This error In A acts to reduce e, the error i~ A Is 
ssumed to be correct. The delay Is probably not due to error 
n the velocity of the second crustal layer of the crustal model. 
f the delay Is due to error In the velocity of the second 
rustal layer the true velocity would have to be 5.8 Km sec-l to 
xplaln the delay at Nairobi. 
Case b) can be split into two subsections: 
Qi) Kapta~at sees a Pg phase as the first arrival and Nairobi 
a Pn phase as the first arrival. 
i 
~li) Kapta~at sees a Pn phase as the first arrival and Nairobi 
I 
i 
I 
I 
a P~ phase as the first arrival. 
r:n both (I) and (I I) the Pg phase was usually restrl cted to the 
j . 
f:ir!it layer of the crus.t. The following error analysis, In 
Jo~pliance with the above finding, assumes that the Pg phase 
ils restricted to the first crustal layer. In case b) ( i) an 
error in the p-velocity of the third layer of crustal model will 
n.Jt result in an error in the epicentrel distance or focal depth. 
However, the travel time to Nairobi will be a~~ected by the use 
qf an Incorrect moho velocity. For an error of 0.1 I<m sec-1 In 
the 6oho velocity of the crustal model, a maximum error Of 0.15 
srconds per 100 Km eplcentral distance will be Introduced Into the 
r.nlculated travel time to Nairobi. An error of 0.1 I<m sec-1 In 
tt~ velocity of the second layer of the model will ~ive a maximum 
e ror of 0.13 seconds on the calculated travel time to Nal rob I. 
' T1e focal depth of ~n event ·can be determined uslns the apra~ent 
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velo~ity of the Pg arrival a~ross the Kaptagat array. An error 
in the p-velocity of the first layer of the model \-<Jill introduce 
an nrror in~o the fooal depth and the epicentral distance to 
Knptagat. Therefore the effect of using an incorrect p-velocity 
for the first crustal layer Is expressed as a function of the 
apparent veloctty of the Pg phase at Kaptagat (Fig 5:2). The 
'graph in Fig (5:2) assumes an error of 0.1 l<m sec-1 in the 
\p-velocity of the first crustal layer. From this graph it can 
\be seen that the maximum error corresponds to low apparent 
\velocities. For events with an apparent velocity at Kaptagat 
:of 6.4 Km sec-1 the error, due to the use of an incorrect 
!p-veloclty for the intermediate layer, is approximately one-
.f I f t h of·:: the de 1 a y at N a i rob i • 
In case b) (i I) an error of 0.1 Km sec- 1 in the velocity of 
.the third layer of the crustal model \-\lill give a maxir.tum error 
:in the calculated travel time to Nairobi of -{}.01 seconds per 
I 
I 
100 Km epi central distance. An error of 0.1 l<m sec- 1 in the 
-velocities of the fi~st and second layers of the crustal model 
ive a maximum error of 0.05 and 0.06 seconds respectively, In 
he calculated travel time to Nairobi. 
The effect, on the calculated travel time to Nairobi, of 
arylng the width of the crustal layers is small compared to the 
ffect of varyin~ the p-velocitles within the crustal model. 
Case b) (i) applies to events located within the Kavirondd 
ift. These events have an ~verage delay at Nairobi of 2.37 
and are appro~imately 200 Km from Nairobi. From the abov~ 
i~ur~s it can be seen that this delay is probably not due to 
error. on the crustal model. Case b) ( i i) applies to events from 
tlie southern group. Tl)ese events have a large negative delay at 
'I 
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I Nat~obl which cannot be e~plalned by errors on the crustal model. 
The accuracy of the hypocentral location of an event Is 
~uhj~ct to the errors on the estimate of the eplcentral distance, 
~ocal depth and the azimuth, from Kaptagat, of the event. It may 
I 
I 
1be possible that the delay time at Nairobi is due· to incorrect 
I 
location of the eplcentre. 
When the first arrival is a Pn phase at both Nairobi and 
Kaptagat the travel path between the focus and Kaptagat Is similar 
tn form to that betwuen the focus and Nairobi. For this type of 
ravel path the time taken for the signal to travel down to and 
p from the moho is the same for both the path to Kaptagat and 
he path to Nairobi. Hence the only difference between the travel 
:~~h to Natrobl and the travel path to Kaptagat Is the time spent 
y the signal travelling as a moho head wave. Any variation In 
he focal depth will be reflected by a change in the epfcentral 
fistance. As the eplcentral distance to Nairobi was derived f~om 
he Kaptagat estimate of the hypocentral location an ermor In the 
picentral distance to Kaptagat will result in an error In the 
~icentral distance to Nairobi. This error in the pplcentral 
Jstance to Nairobi will be a function of the azimuth of the 
vent from Kaptaga t. If the two stat J ons and the ep I centre of 
he evoot are in line the error on the epicentral distance· to 
I aptagat Is the same as that on the epicentral distance to 
alrobi. When this condition exists the error on the eplcentral 
!stance wl 11 not give rise to an error on the tra~Q~ time to 
~-ql rob!. 
Fig (5:3) shows the delay time at Nairobi due to an er~or 
in.the epfceritral distance to Nairobi. This diagram has been 
constructed assuming a focal depth of 0 Km and can be used to give 
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he error due to an incorrect focal depth. This Is possible 
ccause of the direct link between an error in the focal depth 
nd an error In the eplcentral distance. At an eplcentral 
t ist~mcc of 600 l(m the maximum ·error on the travel time to 
~airobl is apprmdmately 0.2 seconds. Most of the events that 
tave two Pn travel paths and show a delay time at Nairobi have 
n~a±imuth from Kaptagat of between 280 degrees and 320 degrees. 
t this azimuth the error on the travel time Is much less than 
1·2 seconds. In the events described previously as type b) (I) 
and b) (II), one station sees a first arrival which has been 
~onflncd to the crust. The second station sees a moho head wave 
as thc·flrst arrival. This means that an error in the -focal 
I 
I 
d;cpth wi 11 introduce an error Into the calculated travel time 
I 
t'o Nairobi 
tlime taken 
via the change in the epicentral distance and the 
by the sIgnal to travel the crustal path. For crustal 
arrivals at Kaptagat the signal travels a P* or a Pg path within 
t e first layer of the crust. Crustal arrivals at Nairobi are 
probably Pg signals. This assumes that the signal travels 
t rough normal crust. Fig (5:4) shows the error on the calculated 
travel time to Nairobi due to an incorrect focal depth. The 
error on the focal depth was assumed to be 5.0 Km and the signal 
s assumed to have travelled a p* path to "abta~Gt. From this 
aph lt can be seen that for the above conditions the maximum 
on the calculated travel time to Nal rob I is +1.0 seconds. 
r the group of events which have a P6 phase as the first arrival 
~aDta~at the maximum error Is +0.8. Similarly for events with 
as the first arrival at Nairobi the maximum error·on the travel 
tim~ to Nairobi is ·-1.8 seconds. The error is a function of the 
a I mu th, from Kaptae;a t, for the event. In a 11 three cases the 
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er-ror is less than the obse·l?ved deliJY time at Nal robi. If the 
focal depth is in error by more than 5 Km the corresponding error 
on the travel time to Nairobi will be Increased. The Kavlrondo 
Rift events have an azimuth from Kaptagat of approximately 
2 00 de~rees. At this azImuth the delay tIme at Nairobi, due to 
an error of 5 Km on the focal depth, is -0.4 seconds for p* 
arrivals and +0.4 seconds f_or Pg arrivals at Kaptagat. These 
values are. considerably less than the average delay time at 
Nairobi of events from this region, and the focal depth would 
have to be In error by over 25 Km to generate this delay. An 
error of 25 Km In the focal depth Is unlikely as the apparent 
velocities of the first arrival was used to give the focal depth. 
Events from the southern group have an azlmuth{from Kaptagat of 
approximately 150 degrees. At th~s azimuth the delay time at 
Nairobi, due to an error of 5 Km on the focal depth, Is -1.8 
seconds on P arrivals at Narrobl. The average delay at Nalrobl g 
of events from this region Is approximately twice this value. 
therefore the focal depths would have to be ln error by 
approximately 10 Km to explain the delay. If this .fs the case, 
and assuming normal crust, the first arrivals at Kapt~gat would 
be Pn. The first arrivals are not Pn and therefore the focal 
:lepth is probably not In error by as much as 10 Km. 
An error In the azimuth, measured from Kaptagat, of the 
1picentre will produce an artifictbl delay at Nairobi. In 
=Tg (5:5) the change In azimuth and eplcentral distance required 
to compensate for the delay time at Nairobi Is shown for events 
in the Uganda sec~or of the Western Rift. This graph shows that 
~e epicentral distance has to be consistently smaller than 
~s t i mated and the azImuth st'\lung toward the north. 
The accura~y of the onset times of the signal at Nairobi 
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and Kaptagat is critical to the measurement of the delay times. 
An error in measured onset time at KaptaRat will be reflected In 
an error In the calculated arrival time at Nairobi. This error 
in the calculated arrival tl~e at Nairobi will give a delaY time 
at Nairobi. Similarly an error In the measured onset time at 
Nairobi will ~ive a delay time at Nairobi. The accuracy of the 
onset time at each station depends upon the identification of the 
signal onset and the reading error Involved In the measurement 
of the onset time. At Kapta~at the onset time was read to an 
accuracy of !0.04 seconds and at Nairobi the onset time was read 
to an accuracy of ±0.25 secohds. The character of the onset 
signal varied from a sharp break, in which case it was easy to 
identify the onset, to a low amplitude sinusoid. When the onset 
~as difficult to Identify the maxiMum of the first deflection, 
at both stations, was chosen as the onset. This approximation 
Droduces a sliRht error as the signal frequency at Kapta~at Is 
usually a~fferent from the signal at Nairobi. Comparison of the 
signal periods, nt both stations, shows that the approximation 
to the onset of the si~nal can result In a delay time at Nairobi 
f ±0.1 seconds. These errors are an order of magnitude samller 
than the delay times at Nairobi. 
··:3 Discussion of the delay times. 
Fi~ (S:l) shows the avera~e calculated delay time at Nairobi 
cor events located within five regions. From this plot It can 
10 seen that the lar~est delays are associated with events within 
he Gregory Rift. The events from the Uganda area will be treated 
s one unit because they are all located In approximately the 
arne position. At the eplcentral distances involved, a slight 
~rlatlon In the position of the epicentre hardly affects the 
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travel path through the rift zone. 
Because of~the postt~on of the Slria fault earthquakes, 
Je they are equidistant from both stations, the calculated onset 
time at Nairobi was taken as the actual onset time at Kaptasat. 
The anomalous onset times at Nairobi of earthquakes with 
crustal and moho travel paths Indicates the possibility of an 
anomalous body extending throughout the width of the crust. This 
anomalous body Is probably coincident with the Intrusion which 
gives rise to the positive gravity anomaly along the axis of the 
rift. The deJay times at Natrobl, on crustal arrivals from the 
Slrla fault, Indicates that the anomalous material must have a 
p-wave velocity greater than that of the normal crust, or the 
upward travel path Is smaller than that of the normal path. If 
the anomaly is 20 Km wide, as Is suggested by the gravity models, 
the retardation of the signal to produce the delay time at 
Nairobi on moho arrivals cannot take place at moho level. For 
an anomaly 20 Km wide the velocity would have to be 6.1 Km sec-l 
to produce the del;ay time, on moho arrivals, at Nairobi. Clearly 
this velocity Is too low to be acceptable. In the following 
analy~fs the delay time at Nairobi on moho arrivals Is assumed 
to be due to a delay lm~osed on the sl~nal as it ascends to the 
surface. This supposition Is reinforced by the distance, 15 Km, 
be~ween Nairobi and the Gregory Rift. Assuming that normal 
crust exists throughout this distance It Is Impossible for a 
~oho head wave to emerge, at moho level, from the anomaly and 
<ls cend to Na i rob r. 
The moho arrivals have been splIt Into two groups: 
(I) Events from the Kavlrondo graben with an averaga~delay time 
at Nal~obl of 2.37 ±1.07 seconds • 
8 F .. a 
(i I) Events froQ the Ruwenzorl ~reA with an average delay time 
~t N~irobl of n.n3 !0.2~ seconrls. 
TI1o models have been tested to try and explain the delays. 
One model assumes a two layer crustal structure similar to that 
given by Griffith (lq72), Gri·ffith et al. (197·1), And the other 
model assunes a structure slm.J-lar to that used to explain the 
seismicity. 
5:4 The two layer model. 
In this model a layer of material with p-veloclty of 
G.3lJ Km sec- 1 vtas assumed to overlie C!n anomalous layer 1:1lth a 
~fgher p-velocity. If the intrusion Is in the form of a wed~e 
the model can be defined uslnr,; 
VA the p-veloclty of the second layer, 
1 the width of the anomaly, 
olthe ang,l(} of dip on the faces of the anomaly and 
n the distance of the eastern edge of the anomaly from Nairobi. 
The travel path through the anomaly will also depend upon~, the 
angle between the normal to the flanks of the anomaly and the 
approaching r.ay. 
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For moho sl~nals the travel path was assumed to enter the 
anomaly immediately after leaving the moho. This gives the largest 
possible delay for each variation of the model and provides upper 
limits for the narameters. The travel path of the moho signal was 
traced throu~h the node 1 for the crusta 1 a noma 1 y and the a's soc I a-ted 
abnor111al travel time calcuil.ated. As the horizontal distance 
travelled by the ascending sl~nal throur,h the anomaly Is different 
to that for a normal arrival a correction was applied to the 
bnormal travel ti111e. A number of variations of the model were 
tried and An acceptable 111orlel Is found when the calcut~ted delay 
time is the sane as the del~y time at Nairobi. 
T\'IO valuP-s of VA v1ere considered; a lower limit of 7.1 1(111 
sec-1 was based on the model of Long et al., (1972), and an 
upper limit of 7.5 Km sec-l on the model of Griffith et at., 
(1971). For these two values of VA,~ and w were allowed to 
vary until the calcu;lated delays were 0.~)3 and 2.37 seconds. 
Initially the conputations were conducted assuming that the 
nor:1aly Has aligned duenorth-south. Under this assumption it 
as impossible to generate the delay time at Nairobi. Therefore 
orientation,~, of the axis of the anomaly was allowed to 
ary. 
Fig (5:6) shows the range of f and w which give the detay 
imes of o.g3 and 2.37 seconds for the Indicated values of 
nd VA. These eraphs clearly show that the axis of the anomaly 
as to be rotated west of north to give the required delay time 
t Nairobi. If VA is 7.1 Km sec-l the anomaly has to be rotated 
y between 25 and 30 degrees to give a delay of 0.93 seconds on 
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he r.10ho a r r iva 1 s from Uganda. The cor res pond i ng rotation requIred 
o give the delay of 2.37 seconds on Kavirondd Rift events Is 
~etween 7 and 10 degrees. For VA= 7.5 Km sec-1 the axis of the 
I 
nomaly h~s .to be rotated by between 20 and 25 degrees for a 
elay of 0.93 seconds. When a velocity of (VA =) 7.5 Km sec- 1 is 
mployed to explain the delay of 2.37 seconds the range In the 
ariables ~ anrl w become very restricted. The graphs In Fig (5:6) 
, .. 
how the range of the variables rand w for three values of~. 
I 
1hese lines show that .the greatest acceptable range in 'and w 
occurs V.Jhen ~" 5 degrees. Also as ot. increases the value of ~ 
decreases. 
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If the signal enters the anomaly Immediately after leaving 
-1 
the moho It emer~es from the anomaly Into the 6.5 Km sec layer 
of the nor~al crust. A moho signal which enters the anomaly at 
a hir,her level may emerge from the anomaly into the 5.9 l<m sec-l 
layer of the normal crust. To e~timate the delay time fcir this 
type of travel path a signal was traced through the anomaly and 
allowed to leave the anomaly at the base of the 5.9 Km sec- 1 
layer. 
Fig (5:7) shows the range in ~and w required to give a delay 
of 0.93 and 2.37 seconds for VA= 7.1 and 7.5 Km sec- 1. From 
these graphs it can be seen that·:for a delay of 0.93 seconds, 
VA has little affect on the range of ~and w. For a delay of 
2.37 seconds the velocity VA becomes extremely Important. A 
value of VA= 7.5 Km sec-l will only give a delay of 2.37 seconds 
for this travel path if the angle,~, is 0 degrees and the wedge 
between 13 and 20 degrees for both values of VA. 
The negative delay time at Nairobi of evonts within the 
t1agad I area can be interpreted •i:n tt·Jo ways. El ther the events 
are closer to Nairobi than the Kaptagat locations suggest or, 
the signal travels faster to Nairobi than assumed. The ne~a~ive 
delay at Nairobi varies between -2.81 and -0.79 seconds which 
can be Interpreted as the events beln~ between 16.6 and 4.8 Km 
closer to Natrobi than expected. These distances assume a 
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ve·loci ty of 5.9 Kr.1 sec- 1 for the travel path to Nairobi. On the 
Dresent model for the Gregory Rift the signal will see a drop In 
the p-velocity when leaving the Grego~y Rift. Hence the true 
travel path will be bent away from Nairobi and not toward the 
:;tation as required. To; arrive at Nairobi approximately 2 seconds 
45 
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early the signal must have travelled at a velocity of 7.03 l<m sec-1 
along the whole of the travel path. If the events are misplaced, 
as tndi catedr1above 1 the p-veloci ty along the travel path wl 11 have 
-1 tq> be larger than 7.03 l<m sec to compensate for the increased 
path distance. 
Events from the Slrla fault arrive at Nairobi between -2.5 
nnd 5.0 seconds earlier than expected. At Kaptagat these events 
have first arrival apparent velocities which suggest a P* travel 
nnth. If this Is the case the travel path from the Stria fault 
to ~Jairobi should also be p*:" The travel path from the Stria 
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.\fault to Nairobi crosse~ the Gregory Rift where It 1~ approximately 
1sn ~~wide. Within this 50 Km wide zone the signal must be 
speeded up to give the negative delay time at Nairobi. The 
horizontal projection of the travel path to Nairobi intersects 
the flanks of the rift at an angle of approximately 90 de~rees. 
Hence the horizontal projection of the travel path will not be 
deviated by an appreciable amount. The signal was assumed to 
pass through the rift ~ndevlated in a horizontal direction. For 
a negat1ve delay at Nairobi of 3.5 seconds the slanal must travel 
·Jithin the Gre~ory Rift at a velocity of 11.9 l<m sec~ 1 • Clearly 
this veloclty is unacceptable. If the calculated epicentres Are 
lightly misplaced to the west of the true eplcentre the net 
result will be a negative delay at Nairobi. The maximum error 
n the azlmumh~ from Kaptagat, of the events on the Slrla fault 
.t3 de8rees (.t7.65 l<m). If the Slria events are actually 
.65 Km to the east of the Kaptagat location the delay time at 
~~irobl wil 1 be reduced by 1.17 seconds. The delay time at Nairobi, 
f the Slria events, then gives 9.32 Km sec-l for the material 
t(ithin the Gregory Rift. The normal p* take~ a horizontal distance 
I. 
of 30.9 Km to ascend to the station. If the sIgna 1 from the 
* Siria fault emerges from the anomaly asaP It cannot ascend to 
rJairobi In the distance between the rift and the station. Either 
the nnomaly Is thinner than the width of the rift or the signal 
starts to ascend to the surface before reaching the anomaly. 
Consider the latter~case. If the ascending signal encounters 
naterial with a higher apparent velocity the travel path wl 11 be 
teepened. This Implies that the western edge of the anomaly is 
Jithln 39 Km of Nairobi and If the anomaly is contained within 
he rift It must be lass·>than 24 l(m wide. Fig (5:8) shows the 
ariation In the calcu~~ted delay at Nairobi with change In the 
elocity of the intrusion. The width of the anomaly has been 
onstralned so that the signal reaches Nairobi and the anomaly 
les within the rift. If the velocity of the anomalous material 
r.s lower than the normal crustal velocity, the ray path will be 
ref~ected toward the horizontal and the resultant travel time 
\Ji 11 be larger than the normal travel time. The graph in Fl g 
5:0) shows that the maximum negative delay Witl be-0.72 seconds 
or a p-veloclty of the anomaly of 7.5 Km sec-1. A reduction In 
he p-velocity of the anomalous material results In a 
orrespondlng decrease in the calculatdd delay a~'Nairobi. 
:5 Delays from the model ftsed to explain the seismicity. 
The delay times at Nairobi were again treated as two ~roups, 
oho arrivals and crustal arrivals at Nairobi. The model used 
~as the same as that employed to explain the seismicity pattern 
1ithln the Gregory Rift, and was restricted to the rift zone. 
1s hcfore~the model Is defined by four variables, K, z, V0 , VD, 
\1hich were varied within ,the limits Imposed In the last chapter. 
Consider th-e moho arr. I vals from Uganda. 
l 
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Fig (5:9) shows the variation of the calculated delay with 
z ahd VD for a constant value of K and V0 • The ~raphs in Fig 
(5:~) show lines of equal delay and assume that the an~le between 
the normal to the flanks of the anomaly and the Incident ray path 
is 15 degr~es. For a constant value of K an Increase In V0 ~ 
decreases the range of z and VD which will give a delay of 0.9 
sP.conds, at Nairobi, on moho arrivals from Uganda. If I< is 
Increased the theoretical delay times at Nairobi on these moho 
arr iva 1 s is I ncreased;1and the range of acceptable values of z and 
VD Is also increased. Although the grQphs do not define·:~the 
values of the parameters of the model they do confirm that the 
od~l will generate the de~~ys. 
The moho arrivals from the Kavirondo graben will intersect 
' nor~h-south anomaly at an angle of 35 degrees to the normal to 
he flanks. Fig (5:10) shows the variation In the delay time 
rt Nairobi for arrivals from the Kavlrondo graben. The ~raphs 
Jn this figure show that the condition that the delay is 2.37 
tcconds is not satisfied unti 1 I< is at least o. 06 sec- 1 • This 
1
1 alue can be 11sed as a lower limit on the value of 1<. \'Jlth 
ncreaslng K the calculated delay, for the same value of VD and 
, increases anrl, as before, the acceptab~~ range of VD and z 
ncreases. Similarly an Increase in VD Increases the calculated 
elay at Nairobi. 
The events from the Lake Magadi ~rea, which show a negative 
elay1: time at Nat robi, have a1~fi rst arrl val apparent velocl ty, 
at l~aptagat, of approximately 6.9 -6.5 l(m sec- 1 • These events 
l 
P.r-:lcr~c from the Gregory Rift zone at least 60 l{m f<flom l<a!i-tagat. 
I 
T~is and the apparent velocity suggests that the depth at which 
th::: ray emerges from the anomaly is between 18 and 22 Km. 1 t 
~as shown In the last section that to give the measured ne~atlve 
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elay at Nairobi the signal had to travel at over 7.0 Km sec 
or tho event was near~r to Nairobi than the current locations 
~ t. The only way to swin~ the locations toward Nairobi Is SIJ~ ,CS • -
.or the si~nal to emer~e from the Gre~ory Rift Into a higher 
clocity material. As the signal must be travelling approximately 
h\orizontally when It emerges from the anomaly It Is possible to 
c~lculate the horizontal distance travelled within the anomaly. 
Sricondly there must be a negative velocity contrast betwenn th~ 
a omaly and the normal crust to swin~ the travel path toward 
i rot:>:l>. Fi~ (!;: 11) shm.Js the swing, tmJard Nal robi, in the 
sft,i·on of the epicentre as the parameters of the model are 
vrried. Fig (5:11) shows that as V0 Increases the velocity drop (rD) must also increase if the eplcentres of the events arc to he 
syun~ towards Nairobi. Similarly an Increase InK also requires 
nr increase In VO. Assuming a surface velocity of 5.9 Km sec-l 
t~e size of the swing Is sufficient to glvn the rGqulred delays 
I 
ni ~nirohl provld~Mg the velocity drop at the boundary is 
sufficiently lnr~e. The delays on the flrst:1arrivals at ~~alrobl 
o·t- tho events f ror.1 the southern group do not restrict the 1 I r:1 i ts 
o1 the r.10del. Hot·Jever they do not preclude the nodel. 
Events from the Slrin Fault prohably enter the Gregony Rift 
a p* signals. Fig (5:12) shows the calculated negative delay 
time at Nairobi assuming that th~ eastern edge of the anomaly Is 
15 l{m dIstance from NairobI. The wl dth of the anomaly has been 
allowed to vary. Each graph in Fig (5:12) 1~ drawn for a constant 
Vo~ K and z with vn allowed to vary. Events from the Slrla Fault 
sl1 uld provide some hn~&usa the overall 
u~)'"rd travel time. 
trbvcl time through 
Indication as to the upper limit on VO 
upward travel time must be lower than the normal 
Large va 1 ues of vn wIll Increase the UP\'>~ a rd 
the anomaly. The maximum possible deluY on 
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r.1oc:lcl Is approximately on~ qunrter of the observed delay 
.:1 t N a 1 rob I • 1 -f I t I s a e a I n ass u m~ ct t h a t the eve n t s on t h f'! 
Slri~ Fault are ~isloc~ted the ma~lmun possible delay, ~enerated 
by th0. model, is approximately one-third of the ohserved delay. 
!J:G Discussion. 
Two models were considered In an attempt to explain the delay 
ti~~s at Nairobi. The two layered model will explain the two sets 
o~ dnloys at Nalrobl on moho arrivals provldlngthe axls of the 
abo~nly Is rotated in an antlclockwlse direction. However the 
aJ1ount of rotation req~ired witl take the anomaly outside of the 
j 
r J ft zone. Second 1 y~· the t\IJO 1 aye red mode 1 wi 11 exp,lla in the 
n~~ntive delay at Nairobi of the Lake ~1agadl arrivals only If the 
v~loclty of the anomalous material is above 7.0 Km sec-l and that 
tl~is ~aterlal exists on the whole travel path to Nafrobi. Thl rdly i . 
t~e t~o layered model will not explain the negative delay tf~e at 
N~ir6bi of the arrivals from the Slrla Fault. For these reasons 
I 
I 
tl?e _tuo layered r1odel Is not an adequate representation of the 
I t1no1:1nly. 
I -
The second model Is the same as that used to explain the 
93 
,.ttorn of seismicity, in the Gregory Rift. This model \'1111 explain 
tle 0.93 second delay at Nairobi providing that K is greater than 
o1o3 sec-l. With increasln~ K, and V0 , the range of z and VD, 
~~ich will give a delay of 0.93 seconds at Nairobi, Increases. 
rJ e=plaln a delay of 2.37 seconds, on the moho arrivals from the 
Kcvirondo graben, at Nairobi, the value of K has to be at least 
O.oG sec-l and again a ran~e of acceptable values of z and VD 
exists. The delays were fitted assuming that this model was 
uli~ned due north-south. If the axis of the anomaly is rotated by 
<1 fC\J cfo~rc~es In ;m <'lnticlock\·Jiso direction the minimum value of 
t~ decreases. The negative delays at Nairobi can, on this model, 
I 
I , hh "XPl<'!ined by mislocation of the epicentres if the travel paths 
l~~v~ a low velocity material in the Gregory Rift and enter a 
hJ~her velocity normal crust. This requirement can be used to put 
lbwer limits on the value of K and vn (see Fig 5:11). These 
11nits lie below those required by the model to generate the 
- . 
p ttcrn of seisml.clty. Lastly, the Sirla Fault earthquakes require 
e r>laniltion. The negative delay at Nairobi on these earthquakes 
ioposslble to e~plaln on either of the models. E~en if the 
e\cnts are shifted toward Nairobi, 
a1inuth, the calculated delays are 
I 
d~lay. 
assuming a maximum error on the 
still s~aller than the observed 
The delays at Nairobt Renerally support the model given In 
Chapter 4. However they do not refine the·,llmi ts on the model but 
merely show that these limits are acceptable. 
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CHAPTER 6 
MAGNITUDE DETERMINATION 
6:1 .lritl'oquctlon. 
Richter (1935) ortglnally defined the magnitude of an event 
u int the logarithm of the maximum trace ampl ltude written by a 
' . 
w6~d·Anderson torsion seismometer. The maximum trace amplitude 
·/ 
is taken as half the maximum peak to peak displacement on a 
verti~al seismometer or the mean of the maximum displacements on 
t0o mutually perpendicular horizontal seismometers (Richter, 1958). 
I : 
I . . TI allow for the reduction In the amplitude of the tr~ce due to 
a sorption of the energy and geometrical spreading, Richter Included 
a distance dependent function (Fig 6:1) Into the calculation of 
t e magnitude. Richter originally defined this measure of 
gnltude fo.r epfcentral distances from 0-600 Km and hence lt Is 
own as the local maglluHu~e (ML). Gutenberg (1945.a) extended 
t e use of magnitudes to teleseismic distances when he defined a 
srrface 
I 
wave-magnitude CM) as, 
s 
~- ~ log 10A - log 10 B + C + 0. 
'~' is the maximum hortzontal ground displacement of the lO second I , 
Is a distance dependent function to 
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~_+riod surfa~e wave. 'B' 
cbrrect for the geometrical s~readlng of the wavef~ont and absorption ! . 
a on~: the trave 1 path. 'C' Is a station correction and'O'a correetlon 
d pending on the focal depth of the earthquake .and anomalous 
a sorption along the travel path. 
The 20 second period surface waves were originally empldyed 
brca~se surface waves of this period are pro~lnent at distances 
.of the order of 2000 Km. Also the absorption coefficient for 
. :j . 
·srrfa~e- waves of this period show~ little local lateral variation, 
E.er:nden and Fil~on (1971), Solomon (1972)), and follows closely 
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the theoretical curves which assume~constant absorption and( 
I 
geometrical spreading (Duda and Nuttli, 1974). The constancy of 
t~e absorption coefficient for the 20 second period wave Implies 
t~at ·the surface wave magnltude1can be universally applied. This 
In contrast to the local magnitude which Is a regional measure 
o the energy of the earthquake. The surface wave magnitude has 
t
1
o disadvantages. Most seismometers which operate In the twenty 
s~cond period range have a gain of a few thousand and this 
rlstrlcts their use to medium and large magnitude earthquakes. 
S condly, the amplitude of the surface waves generated by an 
e rthquake Is dependent upon the focal depth of the shock. ·As 
t e focal depth Increases the amplitude of the surface waves 
dlcreases. Because of the correlation between the Initial 
a 
1
nlitude of the surface waves and the focal depth, Gutenberg 
r strlcted the determination of Ms to events with focal depths 
ss than 30 Km. A determination of Ms for deeper earthquakes can 
b made if a positive correction is included In the computation of 
96 
t e magnitude. B~th (1966), by employing a factor of 0.008 multiplied 
b the focal depth, has extended the determination of Ms to events 
with focal depths up to 100 Km. Gutenberg (1945b, 1945c) defined 
a body wave magnitude (mb) which Involved the use of the amplitude 
t period ratio of ·short period teleseismic body waves. As In 
t methods of determining magnitude a distance dependent 
f nction is Included Into the calculations. This function allows 
f r ~he dissipation of·;the energy by geometrical spreading and by 
aqsorption. Gutenberg originally calculated this distance 
dependent function from measurements of body wave phases at 
various distances. The amplitude-distance measurements were made In 
sets, each set confined to one earthquake for which the surface 
i 
w~ve magnitude was known. 
Psua 11 y, for the same earthquake, the marm I tude mb is not 
tt,e saMe as the magnitude Ms. This difference bebJeen mb and Ms 
. I , 
i~ ~robably due to the two measurements being made at dlff~rent 
. I -
f r e q u en c i e s I n t he d I s p 1 ace men t spec t rum ( Dud a an d N u t t 1 I , 1 9 7 4 ). 
- l -. -· 
For s~all earthquakes the amplItude of the displacement spectra 
.. ,,. . 
.a I short periods is the same as the amplItude of the displacement 
s ectra at long periods. However wrth Increasing energy rel~ase, 
ad hence larger earthquakes, the amplitude of the displacement 
t 
s ectra at short periods is less than the amplitude of the 
d'splacement spectra at longer periods. By linking the mb and 
scales ati' magnitude 7, Richter (1958) found the following 
r latlonshlp, 
Ms =1.59mb- 3.97. 
The geometrical spreading and absorption factor F(~) used 
b Hl.chter in his determination of ML is only applicable to 
a eas which have a crustal structure similar to the crustal 
s ructure in Southe-rn California. To determine the magnitude of 
e rthquakes in East Africa, a F(~) factor must be determined for 
t e crustal structure in East Africa. The F(~) function was 
d termlned with the help of data from Nairobi (section 6:2) after 
t ~ a~pl ltude of the signal at Nairobi had been corrected for 
a omalous attenuation (section 6:3). This F(~) function was 
c mbined with the amplitude to period ratio of the first six 
c cles of the p-wave ground motion to give a magnitude mb. The 
p body waves were used in the determination of m~ because: 
( ) The S and surface waves were frequently saturated, 
( f) In some cases it was difficult to make a positive 
fndentification of the s-waves. 
· Jo maintain consistency with other magnitude determinations 
t e_mb scale was tied into existing magnitude determinations 
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Fig 6:2 
9tst em Response Curves 
for Kaptagat and 
Nairobi 
1· 5 2·0 
I 
.. -. 
:-· _.<\ 
I -•• 
o-,tn::earthquakes of knm-m magnitude (mb) listed tn N.O.A.A ... 
rcp·orts. ( ~· '< 
_· ~. i. .-
·<The amplitude of the ground motion was est fmated us lng the 
·t :a.ce.··ampll tude, magn I fl cat I on of the system and the response 
c r:'V~··shown In Fl·e'·-(0:2>. The response curve of the recording 
a d playback system was determined by Fourier analysing the 
c 1 Tbratfon pulse. Before the calibration pulse was digitized 
tile curve was smoothed by hand to remove high frequency noise 
p esent Tn the signal. If the high frequency nof·se·ls allowed 
·. 
t :e~ter the analysTs the r~sponse cu~ve shows erratic variations 
', 
.;1 the high frequency end. Even after smoothing .t.he caqbration 
<· ;· , 
p lse the hIgh frequency end of the response curve ·showed 
perturbation by noise. To remove this perturbation, the hf~h 
f1equeocy part ~f the response curve.was smoothed f<IM a second 
time~ The peak magnification of the system was obta1ned using 
known constants of the Instrument and the current required to 
g nerate the cal ibratlon pulse. 
6:2 ~onstructlon of the F(~) curve for East Aftlca~ 
The magnitude (m~) of An earthquake as mea$ured at Kap~agat 
. ' 
given. by the formula, 
m' = logA + F( 6> + C ( I ) 
b T s 
where A Ts the maximum half peak to peak ampl Ttude ~n the first 
~ix cYcles of the ground motion, T Is the perfott of the measured 
·signal, and Cs Is a station correction. For the same earthquake, 
·the magnitude as calculated f~~m the signal amplItude at Nairobi 
·.·. 
is ~ i ven by, 
mb' = Log!' + F( ~· ) + c' 1' s ( " ) 
The amplitude 6i the signal at Nairobi and Kaptagat being 
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corrected for any anomalous absorption 1associated with the travel 
I p th, equations (I) and (i i) above are comblhed to give, 
LogA,' - LogA, = F(~) - F(/j.') + Cs - C' 
T' T s 
C II i ) 
From the above equatfon an FC6> curve can be defined If 
C - C~ is known. Five earthquakes of known magnitude and with 
P as the first arrival were recorded at Kaptagat. These events 
p 
t 
to the west and the south of the station and the travel 
to Kaptagat did not cross'the Eastern Rift zone. Using 
five events the value of CFCA> + cs>w can be determined 
w thin the distance range 480 to 720 l<ms. The subscript w denotes 
e rthquakes to the west of Kaptagat. At an eplcentral distance of 
N 
( 
Km (F(~) + Cs>w for Kaptagat Is 5~04. 
Seven earthquakes of known magnitude have been recorded at 
Four 'of the seven earthquakes are to the west of Nairobi 
to the east and the south. The four earthQuakes 
the west were used to estimate a•·111alue of 5.42 at 600 Km for 
+ C') at Nairobi. Similarly the events from the east and 
s w 
s uth were used to give a· value of 5.19 at 600Km for CFCb.') + C') 
s E 
Nairobi. The difference between CFCb.') + C~)E and CFCb.'> + C~>w 
·probably due to anomalous absorption within the Gregory Rift, 
( ection 6:3). If signals travell ing•to'Kaptagat from the west and 
to Nairobi from the east and south have not 
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any anomalous absorption, (F(/j.) + C ) and (F(/J.') + C') 
s w s E 
to gl ve Cs - ·c~ when IS=!::,.'. Hence equation (II I) 
Log~ - LogA, = F(/j,) - FC6') + K 
T' T 
where K = C - C' at/::,.= A'. l s s 
by a polynomial In~, the change In F(A) between the two stations 
If the function ·F(~) can be represented 
ca be written as, 
. . . . . . . . . . 
I 
I lienee, 
r 
w 
g 
Log~ 
A'T 
e Is the error. 
The F(~) curve of Richter can be considered as two separ.ate 
the two sections representing a change In the phase which 
h s the maximum amplitude. When the measurements are restricted 
t the p-waves, a similar change may occur when the travel path 
changes. A simple polynomial In 6 will oot preserve the knae In 
Richter's F(~) curve. As the data cannot be splIt Into two parts 
t give two polynomials, a function was sought that would 
represent both sections of the curve. A function of the form, 
F(~) = Ca 1 + a 2 ) arctanC~/a3) 
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wh re a1, a 2, a 3 are constants, can be used to represent the two 
curves and maintain the knee In the graph where the travel path 
chjnges character. Powell's method of minimization, (Pmvell, l964, 
19f5), was used to minimize the errors In F(~)- FC~') and to 
gi~e values for a 1, a 2, and a 3• Powell's method of minimization 
uires estimates of the derivatives dF/da 1 and the choice of n 
jugate directions which Initially correspond to a 1, a 2, and a 3• 
procedure starts from the best known approximation to the 
ml lmum and defines~~ correction to the approximation along each 
of then directions. The direction with the largest correction 
Is replaced by a new direction mutually conjugate to the existing 
directions and the process restarted. This procedure Is carried 
on1 until the error on the function is less than a pre-defined 
I 
vatue. The variation of the error on the function with change In 
a1 a 2 and a3, forms a steep parabaloid. The constants a 1, a 2 and 
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a3 used to define the FC~ cfurve lie at the minima of the parabalold 
and are sharply defined. 
To test the method, Richter's curve was used to generate 
amplitudes for hypothet-ical earthquakes. These amplitudes were 
used as data for the prognam and Richter's curve regenerated. 
Fig CG:)) shows that the method is effective and has produced a 
fair representation of Richter's curve. 
Using only events with well defined onsets at both stations a~d non-saturated records, the above method gave the following 
eluatlon for FC6>, 
r FC6> = (0.7018 + (~0.0012))xarctanC6/382.2) + 2.65. 
T~is equation was used to define the magnitude of earthquakes 
rtcord~d by the Kaptagat array. 
Corrections applied to the amplitude data. 
For the standard events originating within the Uganda section 
a! the Nestern Rift the dl fference between the F(/\.ll/'1 values for 
Nllrobl and Kaptagat Is 0.38. This reflects a difference between 
t~e attenuation of the signal along the travel path to Kaptaga~ 
a1d the travel path to Nairobi. The path to Nairobi shows the 
g1eater absorption. A similar relationship exists for the events 
t\ the ea.st of the Gregory Rift with the path to Kaptagat having 
t~e greater absorption. Therefore, at Nairobi, the anomalous 
ajp 1 i tude of the standard events from I lganda Is probab 1 y due to 
al:>l$orpti_on within the Gregory Rift zone. Further ev~dence for 
an
1
omalous absorption wlthln
1
the Gregory Rift comes from events 
lo{ated on the Slrla fault. Tbe epicentres for ~hese e~rthquakes 
are equidistant from Kaptagat and Nairobi. As the epicentral 
I 
dlttance is the same for each station, these earthquakes should 
ha e the same amplitude at Nairobi and Kaptagat. However a 
d J' ference in FCA> of app1Jox I mate 1 y 1. 0 exIsts between the two 
I 
stations. This difference should not be due to the fault ~lane 
s lution. The angle between the travel path to Nairobi and the 
fault plane Is the same as the angle between the travel path to I . . -
Kaptagat and the fault plane. This lmpl les that both stations 
s~ould see equivalent a~eas of the ener~y radiation pattern. 
I 
Therefore the difference In F(~ at Nairobi and Kaptagat for 
t~e Slrla fault events Is probably due to anomalous absorption 
within the Gregory Rift. 
I 
I 
I 
To allow for the Increased attenuation within the Greg~ry 
Rlft zone the amplitude, at Nairobi, of earthquakes from Uganda 
i 
I 
h~s been multiplied by a factor of 2.37. A slml~~r correction 
; 
has been made to the amplitude of moho arrivals at Kaptagat for 
events to the east of the Gregory Rift. 
A correction was not appl led to the amplItude of moho arrivals 
from the south and south-east of the stations. Events from the 
south and south~ea$t originate from.the southern end of the 
T nganyika Graben and the Eyasi Rift. Moho tra~el paths from these 
the edge of the anomaly and do not suffer anomalous 
Events from the Kavlrondo Graben travel twice as far through 
t as events from the Ruwenzori area. To allow for this 
crease In distance travelled within the anomaly, the correction 
f ctor for Uganda events has been arbitrarl ly doubled and used to 
correct the amplitudes, at Nairobi, of events from the Kavi~ondo 
Rift. 
Events from the lake Naivasha area pose a problem In that 
nelither station sees a signal completely unaffected by structures 
asjociated with the rift. The earthquakes in this region form a 
dirfuse pattern across the rift. Events on the western flank have 
a travel path to Kaptagat predominantly through normal crust. 
T~ose events on the eastern flank have a travel path to Nairobi 
p~edo~inantly within normal crust. To allow for the variation In 
dJstance travelled within the anomaly the correction factor was 
v rled from event to event. The maximum correction was applied 
t the amplitude, at Nairobi, of events from the western flank 
0 the rr ft. 
6:4 Effect of the fault plane radiation pattern on Magnitudes. 
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Estimates of earthquake m~gnltudes made by one or two stations 
a e susceptible to errors Introduced by the radiation pattern from 
the source. For compressional body waves the radiation pattern Is 
a function of the dip and slip angles of the fault plane, the 
azimuth of the event from the station and the angle of emergence 
o the signal from the focal sphere. Hence, If the radiation 
p~ttern Is preserved, magnitude estimates will vary from station 
to station. The problem Is not alleviated by using surface waves 
to determine magnitudes. The surface wave radiation pattern is 
dependent on the dip and slip angles of the fault plane, the 
azimuth of the event from the station and the focal depth of the 
earthquake. If the period of the measured surface waves is greater 
thannfifty seconds the surface wave radiation pattern becomes 
dependent upon frequency. At short periods the length of the fault 
plane becomes Important. As the length of the fault plane Increases 
an Interference pattern will develop. This Interference pattern Is 
superimposed upon the radiation pattern for bnth body waves and 
surface waves. 
At local and regional distances the radia.tion pattern Is 
distorted by the filtering effects of the crust."For this reason, 
th. radiation pattern may not be preserved beyond the first half 
cy le of the compressi~e wave train (Von Seggern, 1970). The 
I 
aMplitude of the first cycle of the wave train at Kaptagat is 
I 
ndt normally the maximum of the first six cycles. This implies 
I 
t~at the magnitudes at Kaptagat are not seriously distorted by 
I 
the body wave radiation pattern. When the magnitude has been 
dJtermlned from the first cycle an estimate of the error on the 
m gnitude can be determ•ned by the method of Syed and Nuttll 
( 971). They developed the.correctlon to adjust the body wave 
m gnitude of events at teleseismic distances. At teleseismic 
d stances the radiation pattern is better preserved because 
t~e filtering effects of the crust are not so pronounced. The 
c rrection of Syed and Nuttll has been applied to regional(evemts. 
The correction has the effect of distributing the ground 
d splacement evenly over the focal sphere. The p-wave 
d&splacement, U, on the hypocentral sphere is given by, 
U = 2XYKCT - R/~) 
4~e~3R3 
where, 
X andY depend on the force axis of the double couple mechanism, 
R is the radius of the hypocentral sphere, 
e Is the density of the 'source rock', 
K T) Is the double couple force, 
is the p-veloclty of the source rock. 
the variables, except for X and Y, a~e constant for each event 
the value of 2XY lies between 0 and 1 with an avP.rage value 
0.424. As ~he amplitudes seen at the station depend upon the 
dtsplacement on the hypocentral sphere the mag~~tudes can be 
nprmalized using a factor of log(2XY/Q.424). This Is equtva~ent 
i 
to spreading the displacement uniformly over the focal sphere 
I 
a~d t1ence giving an average displacement. Using the .fault plane 
I 
i • 
solut&on given by Bangher and Sykes (1969), the magnitudes at 
I . 
Kapta~at of events located near the Ruwenzorl mountains should be I . 
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creased by 0.23. This factor gives an lndfcation as the possible 
herent error in the magnf tude·~estimates for this region. It was 
n t possible to determine a similar correction for other regions 
cause fautt plane solutions were not available. 
6~5 Earthquake frequency. 
The freqqency of occurrence of earthquakes with magnitudes 
g eater than mb can be represented by the equation, 
Log N = a - bmb 
were, N is the number of earthquakes with magnitudes greater 
t an mb, mb fs the central value of the magnitude interval, and 
a b, are constants for each tectonic region. The magnitudes 
( I ) 
a e grouped into discrete Intervals defined by the range mbt bffib· 
2 
E ch magnitude interval fs ~mb in width. The choice of bmb depends 
o the densIty of the magn i ltiilde data. In prev f ous studIes, b mb 
h taken as small as 0.1 (Bath, 1973, and Francis, 1969) and 
a large as 0.5 (Wohlenberg, 1969). In this stUdy, hmb was taken 
a 0.25. Equation (i~ assumes that the magnitude Is an 
dependent Poisson variable. Under. this assumption the frequency 
0 earthquakes with magnitude mb is only a function of mb. Th f s 
that a series of large magnitude earthquakes can occur fn 
a small time interval regardless of available deformational stress. 
et al, (1972), have questioned the assumption that the 
m gnltude-frequency relatlonshtp for the background seismicity is 
o Poissonian form. The background activity exC'l•udes those 
e rthquakes which form an aftershock or foreshock sequence. Knopoff 
e al. have suggested that the background activity Is better 
r,presented by a linear stochastic process. Suppose the maximum 
delformational energy that be stored within the rocks is E and 
max 
th~ rate of addition of deformational energy Is dE. Then tn the 
max 
1 linear_ stochastic model two shocks with energy release of E 
must be separated by a time Interval greater or equal to E /dE. I max 
From observations on models, Knopoff et al. found that the shocks 
I 
' were 1 ikely to be small rather than large and that the probability 
I o~ a shock occurring In a small time Interval is a function of 
I 
the stored deformational energy. The 1 inear stochastic model is 
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difficult to apply to a real system because dE, Emax and the amount 
o deformational energy stored within the system at any one time 
unknown. 
Provided the constants, a and b, are known, equation (I) will 
g~ve the frequency of occurrence within unit time of earthquakes 
I 
wrth a magnitude mb. Before a and b can be determined from existing 
data, the value of N has to be corrected for the observational 
cUtoff. This correction consists of multiplying N by the ratio of 
the area sampled to the area within the observational cutoff. The 
a~~a sampled is the area within which an earthquake with magnitude 
m.l will be seen at Ka~tagat, bmax m being the maximum magnitude hmax 
I . 
sjen from a tectonic area. Similarly, the area defined by the 
o~servational cuto~f Is the area within which an earthquake with 
m
1 gnitude mb will be seen at Kaptagat. Two methods have been used 
t determine the constant b. In the first method, a straight line 
w s fitted through the LogN(mb)- mp data ustn~ the method of 
ast squares. The least· squares method assumes that there is no 
umcertaint~ In mb and that the variance on LogN(mb).ts uniform for 
a 1 magnltude~lntervals (Pag~, 1968). The effect of the latter 
a sumptlon Is to emphasize the contribution of large magnitudes 
a d decrease the Importance of the sma 11 magn l·tu des. In the melt!lnod 
o maximum likelihood, the second method used to determine b, no 
a sumptlon Is made about the variance on lop,N(mb). However, It 
assumed that there Is no error in the measurement of mb. This 
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c ndltion is the same as applied in the least squares method. The 
c nstant b is given by the equation, 
b Cl Log1 0e [iii -b' ( mb - Plbm in> -1 ] - '"Qmin - m e max bmax C I I ) 1 b 1 (mbmax - mbmrn> - e 
"' 
erP., 
m i s the maximum magnitude w i thin the sample, 
Is the minimum magnitude wIthIn the sample, 
- Is the magnitude of the samp 1 e and, m average 
b' = b/Log 10e. 
When mbmax- mbmin >2, equation (if) can be approximated to equation 
C I I I ) , C Page, 19 6 8 ) : 
b = ~.It 34 3 
m - mbmln C I i i ) 
The b values determined by the maximum likelihood method are 
co sistently smaller than the b values determined by teast squares. 
This discrepency is probably due to the inability to adequately 
ple the smaller magnitudes and the limited nange of the data. 
Usin~ the data from Kaptagat, the b and a values were determined 
four regions. Both methods were used to determine the b values 
Wh 1i ch are as fo 110\'IS:-
' 
Regioh; Least Squares Maximum Like 11 hood 
Albert Rift b = 0.81;!:0.18, a = 4.43.±0.44 b = 0.84 
Gregory Rift b = 0.70;t0.24, a = 3.77±0.50 b = 1. 6 2 
vi rondo Rift b = 0.84;!:0.33, a = 4.21;t0.76 b = 0. 9 5 
Siria Fau 1 t b =- 0. 77;t0.67, a = 3.80±0. 39 
Th high figures forb from the maximum likelihood method ref~~ct 
th small range of magnitudes recorded from the Grego~y Rift. 
The Kaptagat data represents only a small sample of the 
se\smic activlty and consequently may not be typical of the long 
oe~iod activity. Using the I .S.C. data for the period 1965 - 1970, 
th b and a values were ealculated for three regions, the Albert 
Rift, .the Tanganyika Rift, and the Eyasl Rift. Miyamura (1962), 
frbm seismic studies In Jap~n, has suggested that the age of the 
faLlting may affect the b va~ue in the equation, Log N =a - bm. 
ThJe a~e of the fau 1 t 1 ng 1 n the Western Rift becomes progressIve 1 y 
yo~nger as the faults are traced north and so the Western Rift 
has been split 1nto the two regions, the Albert Rift and the 
Tanganyika Rift. This divis1on 1S apparently justified by the 
different values of band a for the two regions. For the Albert 
Rift, the I.S.C. data gives b = 0.53±0.07 and a= 3.34t0.38, and 
fo r the sou the r n sect i on g I v e s b = · 0. 9 1 + 0 • 1 2 and a = 4 • 54+ 0 • 54 • 
- -
Th majority of the earthquakes, listed by the I.S.C., In the 
ea~tern arc of the .rift system lie within the Eyasl Rift. For 
earthquakes, b ~ 0.77z0.30 and a= 3.73±0.75. If the 
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Eyasi Rift data Is supplemented with data from Kaptagat, the values 
of band a become 0.68t0.21 and 3.97±0.80 respectively. Within 
the 95% confl dence limIt these values are the same. If the 
imum 1 lkellhood method is used to estimate the b value ~6r each 
ron, the values are: 
Western Rift (North) 
Western Rift (South) 
Eyasl Rift 
0.54.±0.06 
0.43±0.07 
0. 4 3±0. 0 7 
The low values of b, using the maximum likelihood method, for the 
last two regions are due to the Inability to adequately sample the 
s all magnitude earthquakes. 
Wohlenberg (1968), using magnitudes determl,ned by Lwrno seismic 
station calculated the constants as b = 0.65, a = 3.95 for the \~e\stern Rift and b = 0.~9 and a= 4.85 for the Eyasl Rift. Providing 
th~t the upper magnitude limit 6f each area Is the same, the above 
cohstants Indicate that the Eyasl Rift shows a greater energy 
release than the Western Rift. The upper magnitude limit Is 
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a~alo~ous to Emax In the linear stochastic model. The value of 
I b for the Western Rift as determined by Wohlenberg is substantially 
different compared to the value determined by Lahr and Pomeroy 
cj970) for the aftershock and foreshock sequences associated with 
t e 1966 Congo earthquake. Us lng 779 shocks, Lahr and Pomeroy 
c lculated bas 1.05±0.07 for the aftershock sequence and as 
05±0.35 for the foreshock sequence. Falrhead and Girdler (1971) 
u lng only 28 shocks calculated b as 0.83. If the b value of 
L hr and Pomeroy is correct, the 1966 earthquakes cannot be 
c nsldered as part of the background activity. 
For the Kaptagat data the b value for the northern sec tor 
0 the ~'Jestern Rift Is slightly higher than the same value derived 
f om the I.S.C. data. The value of b :::: 0.81 r s very close to the 
b va 1 ue. derIved by Falrhead and Girdler for the aftershock sequence 
o the Congo earthquake of 1966. Comparison of the b and a values 
f om the Kaptagat and I.S.C. data shows that the two distributions 
are equivalent for m greater than 4. The Kaptagat data predicts 
the larger number of small earthquakes. This 1s consistent with 
the data from Kap~agat being more representative at the smaller 
m nltudes. For the Gregory Rift, the band a values, derived 
from the Kaptagat data, are sImi .tar to the constants for the Eyas I 
Rift. However, the two regions are different when the magnitude 
cultoff limits are compared. Both I.S.C. and the Kaptagat data for 
i the Gregory Rift do not contain earthquakes greater than magnitude 
4., In the Eyasi Rift, magnitude 4 earthquakes are quite common. 
This suggests that the two regions are, tectonically, the same 
at magnitudes less than 4. The seismicity In the Kavlrondo Graben 
giv~s values for b and a of 0.84 and 4.21 respectlveiy. These 
values are ·similar to those for the Western Rift as determined In 
this study. Both the Kavl~ondo Graben and the Albert Rift are 
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I 
I grabens bounded by single faults of large throw. The grabens are 
J 
devoid of volcanic activity. It is therefore not surprising that 
I 
I 
t,e two regions have the same b and a value. However, the two 
regions do differ in the magnitude cutoff limit, the Albert Rift 
h vlng the higher cutoff. 
6:6 Energy release within each area. 
The energy release In an earthquake is linked to the 
magnitude of the shoe~ by the equation, 
Log E = 5.8 + 2.4m (Richter, 1958) 
where E is the energy release. This equation can be used to give 
'an! estimate of the total seismic energy release per year per Km 2 
if it Is combined with the equation logN =a- bm. If the 
equatlon'.;fior the energy Is 
I 
generalised to logE= c+dm, the energy~ 
I fr,equency relationship is giveh b9, , 
I 
I 
I 
N(E) = e2.3(a + be/d) E-b/d 
I 
where N(E) is the number of events with energy E and above. 
I The estimated seismic energy release per year for each region 
I s :-
Al ert Rift 0.3000 1019 Ergs yr-1 0.6000 1014 Erg Km- 2 yr-1 
Ta ganyika Rift 0.1800 1019 II II 0.1.325 1 014 II II II 
Ey s i Rift 0.4000 1 019 II II 0.2178 1014 II II II 
Gr gpry Rift 0. 91 56 1 0 1 7 II II 0.2888 1 01 3 II II II 
Ka f~rondo Graben 0. 6 768 1 0 1 7 II II 0.1019 1014 II II II 
Th total energy release for each region has been norma 1 i zed to the 
ar a of the region and this value i s shown in the second column. 
the above table It can be seen that the Albert Rift shows the 
hi ,hest energy release per unl t area, EU, with an energy release 
of 0.6 10 14 Ergs Km- 2• The Tanganyika graben shows approximately 
on quarter of the seismic energy release per unit area of the 
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Albert Rift. In the Albert Rift, the faulting Is comparatively 
constrained at one end by the Aswa shear belt. If the 
faults are locked the stress will build up and be 
r leased in large shocks. Hence the high seismic energy release. 
T e Kavirondo Graben has a value of EU sfmf~ar to that for the 
T nganyika graben. This suggest a similarity In the tectonics of 
the two areas. 
Of the five areas considered the Eyasf Rift shows the second 
largest value for EU. However, it Is a third smaller than the 
value for the Albertine Rift. Again the faults In the area are 
paratively young. Further north, In the G~egor.y Rift, the value 
EU drops to a tenth of that tor the other regions. However, 
calculated seismic energy release for this reg1on is probably 
low. 
Earthquakes from the two outside groups of events in the 
Rory Rift ~how an anomalously low signal frequency. This In 
e 1 f does not 1 ead to a 1 ower magn f tude 1 r f the d I sp 1 a cement 
spectral density, at the source, Is similar to Akf's model B 
(A~i·, 1972). In this model the displacement spectra decays a 
1~ for high frequencies. As the magnitude is determined from 
A/r· the decay in the spectrum should not affect the magnitude. 
Ho1ever, the anomalous low frequency does inldcate absorption, within 
th Gregory Rift, which may not be fully compensated for by the 
ad lt~on of a path correct1on in the magnitude determination. 
Tha r:bove values for the energy rp~,ease in each area must be 
co s1dered as approximate values. The equation used to derive the 
se1smic wave energy from the magnitude is based upon investigations 
of large magnitude earthquakes. From the dislocation model of 
faulting the energy Imparted to seismic waves during a shook is 
g1 v,en by, 
( i ) 
where, 
r is the efficiency of conversion of stress energy to ~eismlc 
wave energy, 
k is a numerical constant, 
r is the shear modulus, 
f(~) is 'the fractional shear stress drop, 
Lis the fault length, 
D is the depth of the faujt~ 
If equation (I) Is substituted into.the equation ~~r the energy-
nitude relationship the expression becomes, 
2 
a+ bm = LogCkpLD fC~>r> 
.large earthquakes, the accurac~ of k,r, f' and fC¥> are not 
cr\itical to the accuracy of the ~r~ergy, E, In equation Ci). 
Horever, for small earthquakes the accuracy of these values Is 
ex~remely important (King and Knopoff, 1968). As imprecise values 
we~e used to determine the~energy of large magnitude earthquakes 
I 
th~ accuracy of a and b Is limited. 
6 : h D i s cu s s i on • 
I l The FCA> curve derived for East Africa.forms a very shallow 
curve which approximates closely to a st~al~ht line. This is In 
agfeement with the findings of Taner '(1961) and Evernden (1967) 
wh found that the body wave magnitudes of local earthquakes 
co~ld be represented by the formula, 
mb = LogA/T + aLog(/).) + c where, 
a. jnd c are constants, and 6 is the epl central distance. 
' Earthquakes which have crossed or originate Inside the 
Grtgory Rift show a reduced amplItude at one of the two stations. 
This attenuation of the signal is probably associated with the 
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same material that produces the calculated delay time at Nairobi. 
T~e attenuating material probably lies below the discontinuity 
I postulated from the ·seismicity within the Gregory Rift. Using 
I 
the formulae of Francis (1968), the apparent decrease In magnitude 
f r events crossing the rift can be used to estimate a value fo~ 
Q • 
where, dmb = 7t 
QplogelO 
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db is the reduction in magnitude'per wavelength within the anomaly, 
ad QP is the attenuation factor for·p-waves. ·For events from the 
Siria Fault this formula gives a QP of 55 and a QP of 130 for 
U anda events. These •values of QP are approximations as the estimates 
a e based upon the number of wavelengths within the anomalous zone. 
Flancis suggests that,beneath the uceanic ridges, the value of QP 
mly be as low as 10. Therefore the above values do not seem 
u1rensonable. Ward;:and ·ajornsson (1971>, from microearthquake 
siudies In Iceland, have suggested that Q, in some regions, may 
bJ as low as 50. They suggest that these'low values of Q may be 
d~e to magma chambers. The similar low values of Q for the Gregory 
Rilft could also be due to magma 'chambers. 
I Mlyamura (1962) has suggested that the value of bIn the 
e uation logN =a- bm is a:function of the mechanical properties 
o the tectonic area. If this is so, the data In this study 
dicates a similarity In the mechanical properties of the rock in 
t e Kavirondo and Albert rifts. Similarly, the b values indicate 
a tectonic similarity between 'the Eyasl and Gregory rifts. In the 
f rmer region the upper cutoff magnitude Is higher than that In 
t e latter region. This suggests that the two regions differ in 
the ability to store deformational energy with the latter region 
losing stress energy by creep. If a relationship exists between 
the stress drop and the radius of the fracture, assuming a circular 
source, large values of b, for a set of magni~udes, Indicates a 
I 
small stress drop, (ltlyss, 1973, and Scholz, 1968). This, If 
I 
cbrrect, suggests a smaller stress drop in'the Tanganyi~a Rift 
I 
t~an in the Albert Rift. Francis (1968) found that the b value 
fbr the seismicity of the fracture zone (b = 0.99) was different 
t9 that for the rift zone (b = 1.72). The b value for the 
facture zones Is similar to those for the various rifts In East 
A rica, suggesting a similarity tn the tectonics of the two areas~ 
I; the Gulf of Aden, b= 2.13, and b = 1.92 for-the Carlsberg 
Rtdge (Francis, 1968), suggesting a lower 'stress release In these 
+as .compared with the Eas.t African Rift system. The low stress 
rjlease In the Gulf of Aden and Carlsberg Ridge Is probably due to 
h~g.her temperatures and weaker :crust. 
·j -The dlscrepency between the b values, fortthe Albert Rift, 
d rived from th~ I.S.C. and Kapbagat data cannot be due to the 
I 
d~fferent magnitude ranges. Allen et al. (1965) suggest that 
t~e linearity of the equation LogN =a- bm exists for a wide 
I 
r,nge of tnagRitudes.- The low value-for the I.S.C. data Is 
p1obably due to a lack of the small magnitudes In the I.S.C. data. 
1 The division of the Western Rift Into two regions is justified b~ the ~o values of b. Mlyamurao(J962) has proposed that the 
vjriation of b represents the 'age' of the tectonic area. If this 
is true, the difference'in bin the Western Rift reflects the 
v rious 'ages' of the tectonic areas. 
CHAPTER 7 
111SCIISSION AND CONCLUSION 
7:1 Oiscussion. 
11aps of the seismicity, t'Jithln East Africa, dra1rm by 
t/ hlcnherg (1969, 1968) and DeBremaker (1959) show a conspicuous 
ck of activity in the Gre~ory Rift. The present study has 
s own that the sug~ested lack of activity in this region is false 
a d that the Gre~ory Rift is occupied by an apparently 
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discontinuous north-south band of seismicity. Tobin et al., (1969), 
h ve investigated the microseismlc activity In the Gregory Rift 
ad have located 'mlcroselsms' in the 'shadow'zones. The magnitude 
the mlcroseisms is not known but Is Is Drobable that they are 
a companied by lar~er shocks. This suggests that the apparent 
eaks, as seen at Kaptartat, in the band of seismic activity is an 
ol scrvatlonal feature and not a feature of the activity. The line 
o cpicentres correlate well with the centre of the negative 
r; nvity anomaly outlined by the varlo_us sturll~s. A sri:mllar 
c.rrelation has been found in the Rhinegraben (Mueller, 1970) and 
ir the BnJkal Rift (Riznichenko et al., 1969). In the latter 
r ~ion an even~stronger correlation exists between the tcrratn 
ad the seismicity. 
In the Western Rift the events are associated with the 
b undary faults of the rift~ This difference in the pattern of 
s ismicity within the Gre~ory and Western Rifts lends support to 
a division, by Mllanovsky (1969), of the Uorld's rift systems 
to·three types. In East Africa the Gre~ory Rift is an example 
o his arch-volcanic type and the Western Rift of the crevice 
type. Within the Western Rift the events also show a tendency to 
cluster near the Ruwenzori Mountains. This agrees with the pattern 
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~ismic activity displayed by the I.S.C. data. 
Outside of the two East African flft valleys the seismicity 
; Four east-west trends, namely the Kavirondo Rift, the Siria 
:, the Wamala region and the Speke Gulf. The inclusion of 
last area is based upon data listed in the I.S.C. bulletins. 
(1974b) from ERTS-1 satellite lmap,ery has suggested that 
:rending 1 ineaments are a fundamental part of the tectonic 
!Work of East Afrtca. Most of the lineaments of the area 
:cnt to the Eastern Rift are found south and southeast of 
Victoria; for example the Utimbara fault and the Spekc Gulfi 
1 1 ineaments do exist In the north Including one on the 
~rn projection of the Kavirondo Graben and one In the vicinity 
ali. On the western arc of the Rift System a lineament runs 
the west of' Lake Edward toward the Ruwenzori Mountains. This 
1nent Is on the opposite side-of the Western RJft to the 
·ity In the Wamala rc~ion. The apparent correlation between 
~est structures and the seismicity suggests that these 
res are now being explol ted to relieve stresses t·Ji thin the 
Activity along these trends may be due to a differential 
of movement between the north anrl south of the Rift as 
sted by Darracott et al., (1972), or the modification of the 
s distribution by the Kenya nome and the Ruwenzori block. 
The two fault plane solutions determined for the northern 
r of the Western Rift (Banp,her arid Sykes, 1969, and Sykes, 
suggest thMt a tensional stress (least compressive stress) 
ting perpendicular to the two main rifts. Maashar and 
r, (1972), have shown that a stress system with a least 
essive stress orientated east-west exlsts throughout the 
rn s·ide of the African continent. From the high scatter of 
s in South Africa they su~gest that the rifting has not yet 
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~nrled into this region. Fault plane solutions for South Africa 
11 show an east-west least compressive stress. Roberts, (1969), 
su~gested that In the Ethiopian Rift the prominent vector of 
~r1ent Is east-west vJlth a small slnstral shear. From the 
Je evidence it seems clear ~hat the principle stresses In thn 
tern half of the African continent are tP,nslonal and acting 
Jpen the rifts. On to these regional stresses may be 
~rimposed local perturbations eenerated by features such as 
Kenya Dome and the Ruwenzorl Mountains. The action of these 
al stress fields and the differential rates of opeh~ng between 
north and south parts of the rift has lead to the development 
~~st-west shears. 
The pattern of selsmfc activity in the Gregory Rift Is 
Jr,ht to be the product of an anomalous crustal structure \rJI thin 
Gregory Rift. A model, for the structure of the crust within 
~resory Rift, has been developed to explain the observed 
;mlcity and the apparent velocity, at Kaptanat, of the first 
ival from events within the Rift. In the model the p-wave 
)City Increases with depth until a discontinuity, which Is 
·esented by a sharp drop in velocity. After the dlscontin~ity 
velocity once again Increases steadlty. The patameters which 
ine this model are not accurately known but lie within tho 
'ts Imposed by the data. This model compared favourably with 
model sug~ested by Francis and Porter, (1973), for the Mld-
lntlc Ridge near 45°N. They postulated an Increase of velocity· 
1 depth truncated by m~gma chaQbers which give a reversal of 
velocity gradient. The sharp discontinuity In the model for 
crustal structure of the Gregory Rift C'laY also be a reversal 
:he velocity gradient. However, the present data cannot be 
~d to distin~uish bcttJeen a reversal of the velocity grcdlcmt 
n sharp decrease in ~eloclty. 
The apparent velocity of the first arrivals from the Gra~ory 
:t range between 6.6 and 8.0 l<m sec- 1, with the majority of 
~velocities laying In the middle of this range. Similar 
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ocities are found furt~er north in the Red Sea where the rift 
floored by material wl th a compress tonal velo_ci ty of 7.1 l(m sec- 1, 
·1 e s , 1 9 7 0 >. U n ct e r the R h r neg r abe n and B a i k a 1 R I f t, the r e I s 
lil~r anomalous material tJhlch has a p-veloclty 7.6- 7.7 l~m sec- 1, 
1 e 1 1 e r e t a 1 • , 1 9 G 7, 1 9 6 9 ) J n the former a rea and 7 • 1 - 7. 5 
sec- 1 In the latter area {Artemjev and Artyushov, 1971). In 
:United States anomalous material does not exist at high level 
hin the Basin:and Ran3e province. However, this area Is 
nrlain by mantle material with a p-velocity of 7.6 - 7.8 Km sec-1, 
ok, 1962). This suggests that anomalous mantle and, or, crustal 
erial Is common to the rift systems and Is not a unique feature 
the Gregory Rift. 
The anomalous crustal structure within the Gregory Rift ~ave 
e to a delay time at Nairobi for events that have crossed all, 
part of. the Gregory Rift. These delay times at Nairobithave 
n int~rpreted using two models. A two layer model, ~Jmilar to 
t of Griffith et al., {1971), for the crustal strucure \"ill 
~ the delay times providing that the anomaly Is rotated west 
north and the anomalous crust exists from Lake Magadi to 
robl. This model will not give the shadow zohes and the ranRe 
lPParent velocities seen at Kapta~at. The model used to explain 
seismicity will F.ive the delay times at Nairobi and this Is 
~n as further support for this model. 
Events which have crossdd the AreF.ory Rift show attenuation 
the signal amplitude. For p-waves this reduction In ampll tude 
;~csts a Qoc. of between 55 and 135. The correspondIng Q-factor 
shear waves should be even .lower as Clcl Is approximately 
- 2.6 times Qp if all the energy loss is· In shear and VP~V5 
1.74 (Anderson, 1967). ~·lard and Bjornsson, (1971), found 
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llar values of Q, In lceland, for travel paths that had crossed 
thermal areas. Further south Francis, ( 1968 ), has postulated 
~of approximately 10 for the mantle below the Atlantic rld~e, 
s value of Qtf,. is much lower than Qe~,.::: 440 (Q~::: 185) for the 
600 Km of normal mantle material (Anderson and Kovach, 1964). 
~ the attenuation of the p-wave an~ the apparent lack of S 
lvals from the outside clusters within the Gregory Rift It 
ld seem that the crust Is Intruded by magma,chambers. These 
~bars would also give rise to a velocity drop correspondlnp, to 
discontinuity In the velocity-depth model. 
For the Gregory Rift the constants in the equation 
~ = a - bm indIcate a low energy release, In the form of 
thquakes, compared lrJith the other areas. However, the high 
:flow and Intensive fracturinp, within the Gregory Rift lends 
!lf to the release of stress by creep and ductal flow. It is 
1able that the strnss release during seismic events represents 
1all part of the total stress release within the G~egory Rift. 
From gravity studies Searle (1970), Baker and Wohlenberg (1971), 
and t~ansfield (1971) and Darracott et al. (1972) have 
ulated a crustal Intrusion derived from a low density mantle 
~ly. The shape and p-veloclty of the anomaly has been refined 
on~ eta~., (1~72), using surface wave dlsper~ion, delay times 
slo\lmess anomalies. The anomaly, .:\1hich consists of material 
a p-velocity of 7.0-7.5 r<m sec- 1, must be In a plastic state 
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rt~ f,h is severely attenuated in crossfnl~ the rift zone (Gumper and 
rlt'leroy, l!l70). Similar low velocity anomalies must underlie the 
1 ~land rid~e as indicated by the delays of 2.5 seconds found on 
t .leselsmlc arrivals (Long and t-11 tchell, 1970). 
From the above discussion a picture of the anomaly within, 
below, the Gregory Rift emerges. The ~~Jer part of the crustal 
truston Is an extension of the mantle anomaly both of which are 
a plastic, if not fluid, state. Above the lower crustal 
trusion the normal rock has been Intruded by dykes, feedin~ the 
v lcanoes and fi~sures, to give the crustal separation and the 
vllocity gradient associated with the rock above the anomaly. 
The difference between the Albert and Tanganyika sections· of 
th~ Ucstern Rift Is displayed in the val~e of b In the ~quation 
Lp~~ = a - bm. The higher value of b In the Tanganyika graben may 
bf Indicative of the age of the faulting and that it Is fully 
dfveloped. In the Albertine Rift the lower value of b could 
r~prescnt the comparitlvely young age of the faulting and the 
t~roination of the graben by the Aswa shear zone. 
The faultin~ in the Western Rift correlates well with the 
Pre~Cambrtan structures. In the Baikal Rift the faulting has 
developed independently of the Pre-Cambrian structures and is \ . 
I 
developing eastward throu~h the Aldan shield (Florensov, ln69). 
)f the Rift Systems of the World are lnterelated the Independence 
the Baikal Rift from Pro-Cambrian structures suggests the 
a socfation between rifting and older structures in East Africa 
not a key factor of the alignment of the rift. · 
7 2 Conclusions. 
11ithin the Gregory Rift there Is an axial zone of earthquakes. 
A each end of the Gregory Rift the axial alignment of the 
~quakes disappears and the eplcontres of the shocks form~a 
Jse pattern across the whole width of the rift. In the 
1nylka shield the eplcentres lie on east-west structure~, 
~xample the Kavirondo Rift and the Stria Fault, or form a 
Jse east-west pattern of activity In the Wamala region. 
~ntres of shocks from the Western Rift are associated with 
·ift boundary faults and In particu~ar with the faults on 
~astern side of the Ruwenzort block. 
The gradient, b, of the llne'describlng the cummulatlve 
Jency-magnitude relationship suggests that the Western Rift 
1e split Into two sections with the southern region showing 
:maller stress drop by earthquakes. Comparison between the 
'alues for the Albert and Kavf rondo Rifts suggests that 
,nically the two regions are the same. Similarly the Gregory 
:yasi Rifts also appear to be tectonically comparable but 
:r In the maximum deformational stress that can be stored In 
ock. 
Within the Gregory Rift the crust Is thought to be anomalous 
a structure of the form lndlcaterl in chapter 4. Away from 
onya Dome this anomalous structure grades Into normal crust. 
nomalous crust In the rift accounts for the pattern of 
ic activity, seen at Kaptagat, within the Gregory Rift. The 
lous material also has a low value of Qp (C100) and the 
part of the anomaly ~ay be in a partially molten state. 
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